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St. Francis of Assisi described water as “very useful, and humble, and precious, and pure.” A fountain, a gift
from President Daniel J. Curran and Dr. Claire Renzetti, was installed this spring just outside Kennedy Union.
It gives students a chance to contemplate those truths and maybe get their toes wet between classes, too.
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PRESIDENT’S PAGE

COMMENTARY BY DANIEL J. CURRAN
PRESIDENT, UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON

Front porch to the world
Because of a project that’s transforming a block along Brown and Caldwell streets, a premed major from Chicago

could be rooming with an engineering student from Shanghai in eye-catching townhouse-style apartments by fall
2012.

Vice President, University Advancement: Deborah A.W.
Read

“I’m from Malawi, Africa, and found a home away from home at the University of Dayton,” Lawrence said this
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spring at the blessing and
groundbreaking

ceremony

for the new housing project. “And I’m not alone. I

met more friends than I ever

imagined. It’s one big community on this campus.”

I’ve heard that sentiment

many times before. Whether

students come to the UniverDaniel J. Curran
and Claire Renzetti
hosted a lunch
reception at their
home to honor 15
recipients of a
scholarship that will
help the students
study abroad.

Editor Emeritus: Thomas M. Columbus
Editor: Matthew Dewald
Managing Editor: Michelle Tedford
Art Director: Frank Pauer
Photographer: Larry Burgess

Lawrence Kondowe knows what it’s like to share his porch in the student neighborhood with students from across

the country — and the world.

In April, President
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sity of Dayton from Boston or

Beirut, they experience the
Marianist spirit of hospitality

from the moment they step
foot on campus.

In today’s global higher

education marketplace, we

Blog: See www.udayton.edu/udquickly for UDQuickly, an
eclectic look at UD people and places.

are better poised than many

Newsletter: Subscribe to the e-mail newsletter New from
UDQuickly by going to alumni.udayton.edu and clicking on
“My UD.”

shrinking world and make

Twitter: twitter.com/daymag

will welcome the largest influx of international students in school history, including more than 200 Chinese students.

Website: magazine.udayton.edu

universities

to

embrace

a

our mark in it. This fall, we

Facebook: facebook.com/udmagazine

At the same time, we are sending growing numbers of students abroad to help prepare them for the world they’ll face.

Class notes and record changes:
Class Notes
University of Dayton
300 College Park
Dayton, OH 45469-2963
Email class notes to classnotes@udayton.edu.

Today’s world is interconnected, and a global outlook has become a prerequisite for many careers. That’s why we

are encouraging students to travel outside their comfort zones into new time zones. We want our students to bring not
just cell phones to campus but to pack their passports, too.

Because we partner with universities and Marianist communities around the globe, it’s not unusual to find Univer-

sity of Dayton students immersed in cultures thousands of miles from campus.

This summer in Leipzig in the former East Germany, students are visiting wind farms, studying sustainability is-

sues and evaluating “green” initiatives. Engineering students through ETHOS are working on a wastewater treatment
project on the outskirts of Shanghai.

Claire and I established a scholarship fund that is helping 15 students study in Africa, South America and Europe

this summer. Two other students received prestigious Fulbright scholarships to teach English in Korea and Mexico.
Others have received Learn, Lead, Serve grants that fund their international experiences because they know employers
value candidates who are comfortable and competent in other cultures.

Our faculty are becoming citizens of the world, too. In May, some retraced Blessed William Joseph Chaminade’s

footsteps along cobbled streets in Bordeaux, France, as they visited the oratory where Chaminade hid priests during
the French Revolution and other holy Marianist sites. Over the academic year, professors from varied disciplines — en-

Record changes only to records@udayton.edu.
Please update your record with your cell phone number and
your email address. If you want any contact information
included in a class note, please indicate that.
University of Dayton Magazine (Summer 2011, Vol. 3. No. 4,
ISSN 2152-3673) is published quarterly by the University of
Dayton, University Communications, 300 College Park,
Dayton, OH 45469-2963. Periodicals postage paid at Dayton,
Ohio. POSTMASTER: Send address changes to University of
Dayton Magazine, Records Office, 300 College Park, Dayton,
OH 45469-2961.
Voluntary annual subscriptions, $20, are welcomed to help
support the magazine.

LETTERS
45 minutes to cram one final time for the

RITES OF PASSAGE
Wow, now I feel old. The new coach is

younger than me. Let’s rock next season,
coach Miller.

—JOHN RENTZ ’98
CINCINNATI

Rentz left this comment on our Facebook

page. Facebook users can “like” us at www
.facebook.com/udmagazine.

first test of my college career. My eyes
lit upon the side door of the chapel [“The

Chapel Was Where We Gathered, Why We

Gathered,” Spring 2011]. Next thing I knew,
I was slipping into a seat. I worried if it was
right to study in the chapel, but as I was

enveloped by the hushed silence, linger-

ing odor of incense and spare orderliness
of the altar and rows of chairs that stood in

for pews, I began to relax. This was where I

QUIETER THAN A MOUSE
I was very excited to attend one of the

first games at the new arena

back in 1969. My recollection
of that first game was the
lack of sound coming from

wanted to be.

Balancing my Biology 101 book on my

lap, I interspersed my study-
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ing with prayer. My mind

began to focus. Suddenly

cell respiration, mitochon-

S P R I N G 2 0 11

the ball striking that Tartan

dria and ribosomes all made

floor [“The Subfloor of Tra-

perfect sense. The calm at-

dition,” Spring 2011]. The

mosphere of the chapel was

squeak of basketball shoes

like a steadying hand there

and the thumping of the

to reassure me. At the end of

ball were totally absent, and

it was disconcerting to the
senses.

my 45-minute study/prayer
WHERE WE

GATHER

BROWN STREET BUZZ

n

session, I headed to Sher-

SMART SENSORS

TOO M UCH MONT H, NOT E NOUGH PAYCH ECK

PEACE CORPS AT 50

I saw many great games

there, including seeing Austin Carr pour in

61 points in an NCAA tournament game in
1972 (vs. Ohio University), followed by the

Jacksonville State (Artis Gilmore and Pembrook Burrows III) versus Western Kentucky
(Jim McDaniels) doubleheader.

—THOMAS DEAN ’63
LOVELAND, OHIO

n

CHAMINADE AT 250

SPRING 2011
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man Hall feeling calm(er)
and (more) confident.

I can’t say if there was divine interven-

tion, but I got the “A” on that first test.

—JUDY JOHNSON SZINK ’82
JACKSON, MICH.

GOOD EVENING
Dear Jim McDevitt — What? No Vertigo?

You mentioned your top-five Alfred Hitch-

cock movies of all time and Vertigo wasn’t

A GIFT
I note the article on the Chaminade

banner [“Celebrating Chaminade,” Spring
2011]. The banner was a gift to the Marian-

ist Province of the United States from the
Marianist General Administration in Rome
and is part of the Marianist Archives Cen-

ter (Roesch Library) collection. It is on loan
to the University for the celebration of the
Chaminade Year.

—FATHER PAUL VIESON, S.M.
DAYTON

Father Paul is director of the Marianist Ar-

included [“Cat and Mouse,” Spring 2011]. I
think a glaring omission!

My husband, Tony Macklin (UD English

department 1962-2000) interviewed Hitchcock. You can hear it on tonymacklin.net.

Also, regarding the passing of Xavier

Monasterio: My father (professor Richard

Baker) was the man responsible for hiring
him [“In Memoriam,” Spring 2011]. Both
dear gentlemen are missed.

—JUDY BAKER MACKLIN ’64
LOVELAND, OHIO

gineering technology and music therapy to visual arts and philosophy — studied Chinese history, culture and current

chives Center.

SHARED START

ternationalization through new courses, partnerships and research opportunities.

AN UNLIKELY STUDY SPOT

asterio’s death. I was a student of his in

be profoundly changed by the experience.

out of St. Joseph’s Hall wondering where

events. For three weeks this spring, they traveled throughout China, developing ways to advance the University’s inWe are immersing faculty in the world they’re preparing their students to enter. And like their students, they will
As the University of Dayton transforms itself into a global university, the world has become our classroom.
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On a frenetic fall day in 1978, I hurried

I could find relative quiet for the next

I was saddened to read of Professor Mon-

1966, the professor’s and my first semester

See Letters, Page 15
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CONVERSATION PIECES
Last team standing

Birthday boy

Post-mortem

St. Joseph

Third horn chair

Breaking new ground

Birth of a tradition

Don’t touch that dial

FLYER SPORT CLUBS

WWW.UDAYTON.EDU/RECTOR/
CHAMINADE250

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF JUSTICE

KETTERING LABS

NEW ORLEANS

ALL OVER CAMPUS

COMMENCEMENT

DAYTON’S CW STAR

After death, the flies get their turn.
And for investigators studying
suspicious deaths, they can leave
important clues. Assistant biology
professor Eric Benbow is part of
a research team that received a
$476,348 NIJ grant to study how
insects and microbes interact in
body decomposition. Current analysis yields time of death estimates
measured in days; Benbow hopes
his research will cut that to hours.
The research will help crime scene
investigators more accurately determine time of death and could mean
the difference between exoneration
and conviction for defendants.

He was a carpenter, father, supportive spouse and believer in God.
St. Joseph will now also be a greeter
of engineers — who pray to the
saint for intercession on behalf of
workers and craftspeople. Commissioned through a gift from Tim
’81 and Karen Beach, the statue
near Kettering Labs depicts Joseph
carrying a joyful boy Jesus on his
shoulders. “My art is trying to show
people a larger context for understanding their faith,” said artist
Brother Joe Aspell, S.M. ’68. The
statue’s dedication during Reunion
Weekend also signaled the start of
the School of Engineering’s 100th
anniversary celebration.

If you are attending a performance
of the Louisiana Philharmonic
Orchestra in New Orleans in the
fall, keep your eye on the third horn
chair. There, tucked behind a French
horn, you’ll find Joshua Paulus ’09.
After a highly competitive national
audition in May, he landed the
coveted spot in one of the nation’s
major symphony orchestras just
as he finished his master’s in horn
performance at Northwestern University. The upcoming season opens
and closes with Mahler, symphonies
No.1 and No. 9, respectively — “really great stuff for horn players,” he
said. “Seminal works.”

Ceremonial shovels, sledgehammers and even Louisville Sluggers
have been sprouting on campus all
spring. The University broke ground
on the new $51 million EPISCENTER
and new student apartments on
Caldwell and Brown streets, broke
walls to kick off renovation of the
newly named Cronin Athletics
Center and VWK dining hall, and
threw out a ceremonial first pitch
to mark the newly named Woerner
Field for UD’s baseball team. Read
more about new campus developments in the “Flight Deck” section
of this issue.

The 2011 commencement ceremonies marked the beginning of what
is expected to become an enduring
and distinctly UD graduation tradition. In addition to their diplomas,
all graduates received a medal bearing the image of Blessed William
Joseph Chaminade on one side and
the seal of the University on the
other. As the program explained,
the keepsake “grounds us in our
mission and demonstrates the
University of Dayton’s commitment
to act boldly and imaginatively in
community.”

Two months of auditions put Emily
Szink ’11 in the regional spotlight
when she was named the “Dayton CW Star” by local TV station
WBDT. For the next year, the new
communication graduate will be an
on-air personality and community
ambassador for the station, and
she’s already started with on-air
spots, school visits with professional athletes and other appearances.
“This is a business where you really
have to work your way up,” she
said. “I don’t think many 21-yearolds straight out of college get this
kind of opportunity.”

An impressive but odd collection of
intramural and sport club trophies
brightens the RecPlex entrance, but
there’s little correlation between
trophy size and achievement. UD’s
Funky Chickens won a 32-inch
treasure (above) for a regional
championship in 2009. In April,
the women’s club basketball team
lost the ACIS national championship game at the buzzer, had senior
point guard Jenny Samuelson
named All-American and brought
home a plastic oval the size of a salad plate. A fair number of trophies
are for good sportsmanship. “I’m
most proud of those,” said Mark
Hoying ’04, who manages sport
clubs for campus recreation.

Marie Antoinette may or may not
have actually said “let them eat
cake” before the revolution that
toppled the French monarchy and
drove Marianist founder Blessed
William Joseph Chaminade into
exile. But on Chaminade’s birthday,
April 8, cake was everywhere on
campus, as thousands of slices were
served at receptions and in dining
halls. UD is joining Marianists
around the world in celebrating the
250th anniversary of Chaminade’s
birth in 1761 with special liturgies,
exhibits, lectures and events
throughout the year.

“Much of the opposition to rail projects appears to stem not from economic
arguments, but from fundamental cultural values on what ‘American’ transportation should be.”
—OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT PROFESSOR STEVEN HARROD IN AN OPINION PIECE PUBLISHED
ON CNN.COM. BY EARLY MAY, THE PIECE HAD PROMPTED 2,455 READER COMMENTS.

“You have to live your life by the day and appreciate everything.
You learn not to complain as much about things.”
—HEART TRANSPLANT RECIPIENT KURT OBLINGER ’07. OBLINGER RECEIVED
HIS HEART WHILE A UD STUDENT AND RAISED MORE THAN $100,000 FOR THE
AMERICAN HEART ASSOCIATION. HE DIED OF HEART FAILURE APRIL 24.

“It’s like the white coat on the doctor. You want to
be able to tell the captain from anyone else.”

“Everybody in the Gulf says I’m too cheap … and BP files a brief saying I’m way too generous.
… I must be doing something right.”

—HISTORY PROFESSOR JANET BEDNAREK AS QUOTED IN AN
MSNBC STORY ON AIRLINE PILOTS’ UNIFORMS

—ATTORNEY KENNETH FEINBERG, MANAGER OF THE $20 BILLION CLAIMS FUND FOR DAMAGES RESULTING
FROM THE BP OIL SPILL IN THE GULF OF MEXICO, SPEAKING AT THE LAW SCHOOL IN MARCH
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Stars of stage, screen and sugary goodness
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EXPERT INSTRUCTION

BIG QUESTIONS

HOSPITALITY, COMMUNITY
AND GRACIOUSNESS ...
ASK A MARIANIST

How to raise millions
for cancer research
Noreen Fraser ’75 was a co-creator and co-producer for the 2008 Stand Up to Cancer

network television show that raised more than $100 million for cancer research. Fraser,

Amy Lopez-Matthews ’86 answered the call in 2005 to become a Marianist Educational Associate, part of a lay community who steward

president and CEO of the Noreen Fraser Foundation, has a special interest in raising

Marianist and Catholic values on campus and integrate the charism into their professions. As director of student life and Kennedy Union, she

money for cancer patients; she happens to be one of them.

employs 80 students annually and works with many more in UD’s 200 student organizations.

Here are some of her tips for bringing in the dough:

1. Realize fundraising is difficult After being diagnosed with breast cancer in

You have varied experiences of Marian-

2001, Fraser used her never-give-up attitude to begin raising money for cancer research.

ist education — student at Chaminade

She says you can still raise money in a tough financial climate if you have the right

Julienne High School, working summer

mindset going in.

conferences, classroom teaching, lead-

2. Be persistent On her website Fraser says, “What I’ve learned is that if you don’t

back off and you don’t back away, and you become an activist for yourself and for oth-

ers, chances are you’re going to live longer.” Or in this case, raise more money, as she
credits confidence and aggressiveness as the keys to her success.

cial ability to give to you. Then, “Think about everyone you’re connected to and have a

staff members and people outside

5. Ask Before the final meeting you should be prepared to tell the potential donor

1

Captivate Honesty was the best policy
when asking her peers about math. “So
many times students truly don’t like math,
so I told them to just be honest,” she said.
Morel is a natural star, too, with an obvious
passion for teaching math.

Perfect audio is a must Morel shot her video without a tripod. Luckily she has a friend
who can edit video. Finding clear sound clips
without the sounds of a high school hallway

6   UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON MAGAZINE   SUMMER 2011

kind, even when you have a lot of things

dent workers with guidance and instruc-

going on?

It’s the sense of community that

tion while still allowing them the flex-

—FATHER JERRY
CHINCHAR, S.M. ’66

people feel here. When it comes

ibility and independence to get the job

it in ways that are different, but

done as they see fit?
—BRIAN KOWALSKI ’99

where they can be part of some-

We want and we need students to

we all have moments. The work

we prescribe every aspect of their

for the institution, and I feel like

as if we empower them to learn

work with the models of gracious-

mistakes. And jobs are dynamic.

Marianists, whether those are

jobs themselves change, but that

whom we’ve observed or worked

to figure something out on their

models in my 23 years whom I’ve

down to it, they might describe

lots of people feel like it’s a place

COLUMBUS, OHIO

UD CAMPUS MINISTER
I try to keep my ungracious and
unkind self behind a door because

the job, make decisions, make

ness and kindness we see in the

Students in the positions change,

people we’ve read about or people

need to help students learn how

with on campus. I have a lot of

own is so important.

observed who are gracious and

we’re all part of.

You have been an advocate for many stu-

they have to do in their jobs.

Smooth moves Morel used creative transitions with music between student interviews,
shots of classrooms and clips of her speaking. She also used a chalkboard-like font to
emphasize points, introduce topics and cite
her sources.

In a culture of change, how does the

What motivates you?
—CRYSTAL CARUANA SULLIVAN

Variety show Morel featured dozens of students narrowed down from a massive pool of
interviews done during study hall periods. “I
got a wide range of classrooms,” she said.
“I wanted to get the entire high school, different teachers and different teaching techniques. I went to classes ranging from transitional algebra to AP statistics.”
—Sara Dorn ’12

but accepted it and grew stronger

in the background was a challenge, but upbeat, subtle music complements the tone of
the video.

3

How do you continue to be gracious and

CHICAGO

thing bigger.

You have worked with students, staff and

educating students. Lots of peo-

UD. What makes a group effective?
—KATHY WATTERS

educate for formation in faith and

UD PROFESSOR

ple educate for values, but do they

5

They are great motivators.

we have a responsibility to do that

How to make a video worth a $40,000 UD scholarship

2

bring can be extremely helpful.

they go lobby the statehouse.

How are you able to provide your stu-

Marianists and of the University.
We can all have a part to play in

—Kristin Daugherty ’11

Be concise Her original question was “What
factors promote retention in the classroom?”
but she narrowed in on high school mathematics. “You have to get really specific, don’t
be too detailed and get to the point,” she
said. And keep it under five minutes.

what the student experience can

job, they don’t learn as much

To learn more about the Noreen Fraser Foundation, become a Facebook fan or visit

4

For the committee to recognize

around us who feel compelled to

we are doing is pretty public work

dedicated to the mission of the

courage and ask,” Fraser says.

Incoming first-year student Amanda Morel
didn’t have any experience with video until
she produced one that landed her a $40,000
UD scholarship. The aspiring high school math
teacher won enrollment management’s video
contest, “Your Question, Your Mark.” Her burning question: “What factors promote long-term
retention in the American high school’s mathematics classroom?”
Winning was sweet — “I thought ‘Oh my
gosh, I’m going to be a Flyer,’” she said — but
what made her video stand out? Morel has five
tips she swears by.

have been some of the most amaz-

develop critical-thinking skills. If

of campus who are completely

what’s in it for them. “Tell them how they will be recognized. Then work up enough

http://www.noreenfraserfoundation.org.

student and employee?
—LEIGH HARTLEY ’97

play in the classroom, we have

sible. Then, make sure to meet with them in person to discuss the specifics.

act. They found organizations,

lesson you’ve learned about being a

stand the unique role the faculty

who you know have an interest in your passion and learn as much about them as pos-

ing contributors in that process.

has endured throughout your time as a

munity of equals. While I under-

4. Narrow your focus Fraser’s No. 1 rule: “Never make a cold call.” Find people

easy that we truly value?

the campus. What’s the most valuable

The Marianists talk about a com-

any stone unturned.”

we have examples of students all

What is one thing you appreciate that

UD PROFESSOR

friend of a friend of a friend make some connections for you,” Fraser says. “Never leave

it’s going to be effective. Students

swers. Think about it — what’s

ing all of KU’s ministries at the heart of

Marianist educator?
—SISTER LAURA LEMING, F.M.I. ’87

3. Develop contacts First, make a list of those people you think have the finan-

want clear-cut, even easy, an-

faculty on committees and initiatives at

combine that with the disciple-

If people are around the table be-

that with our sense of hospital-

they have a commitment to it,

ship of equals? Do they combine
ity? These come together at UD in
a distinct way, and that’s what

cause they value the work and if

kind and still strong and do what

dents and for important justice issues.

Mother of God give us a role model?
—ROBERT CORGAN
MADERIA, OHIO

UD CAMPUS MINISTRY DIRECTOR
Have you ever seen The Book of

She lived in a culture of change.

Birthdays? [Opens book and reads

grudge it, didn’t wish it away

stand up for themselves and are

She didn’t question it, didn’t be-

through it — being there and saying “yes” and being so strong. I
love the passage of the visitation where they talk about
Mary’s confusion because
I think we all have confusion and we think we
shouldn’t. Many of us

And a sense of humor from

Father Jerry doesn’t hurt either.

Nov. 15, her birthday] “Ready to
champions

for

those

who

need protection ... waiting for the right moment to act ... make

an issue of honorable

behavior.”

I

just feel like it’s
something

I’m

called to do. And

For our next issue ask BROTHER TOM
PIEPER, S.M. ’67, UD campus minister
for Stuart Hall and its
first-year students.
He also moderates
the UD Summer
Appalachia Program,
where 14 students
live in community
and serve children,
teens and the elderly in Salyersville,
Ky. He is planning the program’s
50th anniversary celebration for
2013. EMAIL YOUR QUESTION TO:
MAGAZINE@UDAYTON.EDU.
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News from campus and beyond

Among the best
The School of Engineering’s graduate programs moved

up five spots in U.S. News & World Report’s annual rankings

to 52nd nationally. The ranking ties the University with
the University of Notre Dame for first among Catholic colleges and universities. UD ranks third among Ohio colleges and universities behind Ohio State and Case Western
Reserve.

Engaging
engineering
The National Science

Foundation tapped the
School of Engineering to

work with top engineering schools to help in-

crease student retention.

The University will work
with The Ohio State Uni-

versity, Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology and Purdue

Destination Dayton
In just five years, the number

of incoming students from outside

Ohio has jumped nearly 10 percent-

age points to 48 percent. In this
year’s incoming first-year class,
the greatest percentages of growth

come from families in Wisconsin, Pennsylvania, Connecticut,
Illinois and Tennessee. Commitments from international stu-

dents reached a new University record, with about 221 confirmed
deposits this year from graduate, doctoral and undergraduate
students.

By June 8, the University had attracted 2,048 first-year enroll-

ment commitments, about 250 more than its goal.

“The national — and international — reputation of the value

University, among others, in the NSF’s ENGAGE program to

of a University of Dayton education continues to attract high-

for students.

and financial aid. Entering test scores are on par with the last two

improve day-to-day classroom and educational experiences

quality students,” said Kathy McEuen Harmon, dean of admission

years, an indication, Harmon said, that the University is increasingly attractive to top students in the nation.
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Mike Kelly didn’t pay much attention at first to the box that arrived in the
mail May 23, having just returned from a
weekend trip to Williamsburg, Va., and
an event earlier that evening in Piqua,
Ohio, with other University of Dayton
coaches.
After going through the local
supermarket coupons and bills, the
retired University of Dayton football
coach opened the package. Inside were
a football printed with his name and the
words “National Football Foundation,”
and a letter explaining why he received
it.
“I think this is a big deal,” Kelly
said to his wife Jeanne, who told him
he needed to call Athletics Director Tim
Wabler immediately to tell him he had
earned one of college football’s most
prestigious honors.
On May 24, the National Football
Foundation announced Kelly is among
22 players and coaches who will be enshrined July 15-16 during the College
Football Hall of Fame’s annual enshrinement festival.
“Quite frankly, I’m still kind of in a
daze over all these things,” Kelly said
during a May press conference at University of Dayton Arena. “It’s happened
so fast. I have to let it sink in so I can
appreciate it.”
Kelly is the winningest football
coach in University history and ranks
fourth among all college
coaches with at least
25 seasons of head
coaching experience,
regardless of division.
During his 27-year career at UD, Kelly had
an .819 winning percentage, going
246-54-1.
—Shannon
Shelton
Miller
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FLIGHT DECK

Hall of Fame Flyer

Hard hat zone

In April, nearly 200 people

turned out for what might have
been the largest groundbreaking
in school history when GE Aviation, University, state and local

officials took part in a blessing

and broke ground for a $51 mil-

lion research and development
center on campus.

It is the first major construc-

tion project on a 50-acre parcel

of largely vacant land the Uni-

versity purchased from NCR in
2005 and remediated for redevelopment.

“The University of Dayton

took a big bet in purchasing this

eral years ago, having the vision

Top, artist’s rendering of the $51 million EPISCENTER. Above, officials from the University, GE Aviation and state and local governments at the EPISCENTER groundbreaking.

growth, and proactively work-

fields, such as advanced electri-

and Brown streets, the Uni-

land shovel ready,” said Lorraine

possibilities are limited only by

apartments with 427 beds for up-

abandoned NCR property sev-

of future technology business
ing for five years to make this
Bolsinger, president and CEO of
GE Aviation Systems. “Their vision is becoming reality today.”

Called the Electrical Power

Integrated
and

Systems

Development

Research

40,000-square-foot

building

connected

our imagination,” said President Daniel J. Curran.

“This is an extraordinary

partnership.”

for move-in by August 2012.

n Sushi anyone? Renova-

Virginia W. Kettering Residence

major projects are under way as

80,000-square-foot world-class

students. They should be ready

this summer, but several other

office
an

perclassmen and international

tions will bring two new res-

construction work in progress

to

versity broke ground on new

EPISCENTER is the largest

Center

(EPISCENTER), the facility —
a

cal power systems. The future

well:

n The number of graduate

taurants — and, yes, sushi — to
Hall in October, the first major
update of VWK’s dining area

since its opening in the mid-

electrical research center — is

classrooms in the 1700 South Pat-

end of 2012.

fall semester as work continues

renovation and artificial turf.

the Alumni Center project was

Dayton” across the middle, it

expected to be operational by the

“Ultimately, the University

of Dayton, in partnership with
GE Aviation, may develop new

academic programs in high-tech

terson Building will double for
at River Campus. Phase one of
also completed. (See Page 54.)

n At the corner of Caldwell

1980s.

n Stuart Field is getting a

And with a giant “University of
should look great from Google
Earth.

UDQuickly
freshens up
UDQuickly has received its first sig-

nificant makeover since its launch in
2005. The redesign continues to showcase
photos, video and “My Old House” while

making the site much more social-media
friendly so you can share what you like
more easily. See for yourself at http://
www.udayton.edu/udquickly.
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A sustainable future
Junior A.J. Ferguson,

Of knights and princesses

Researching autism
Mechanical engineering graduate Senia Smoot ’10 will
continue her research on the effectiveness of assistive devices
for children with autism thanks to a $120,000 fellowship. The
three-year award from the National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship covers tuition, a monthly stipend, and
international research and professional development opportunities. Smoot is pursuing a master’s degree in mechanical engineering at the University with the goal of earning a doctorate.

Jews were expelled from England in 1290. They made their way back in the

mid 1600s, but laws restricting them weren’t all lifted until the end of the 1800s.
The lack of Jews in England in the late Middle Ages is one good reason why

UD English professor Miriamne Krummel’s book published in February by Pal-

grave Macmillan is called Crafting Jewishness in Medieval England: Legally Absent, Vir-

tually Present. But the “crafting” of Jewishness by other Englishmen began before

Roesch

Library

recently

made room for a new collection
on its shelves.
Robert

essential point of reference and
instrument for any future study.”
In addition to assembling all

Conard,

profes-

of Böll’s original manuscripts, the

sor emeritus of German in the

editors were responsible for the

department of languages, just

genesis of each text, the descrip-

completed a 10-year project that

tion of the manuscripts, the varia-

produced 27 volumes of the col-

tions, the publication history, the

lected works of Heinrich Böll, the

record of the reception and the

1972 Nobel laureate for literature

explanatory notes for readers.

and one of Germany’s most

“The explanatory annota-

widely read authors. Among

tions required the most knowl-

Böll’s best-known works is Bil-

edge and work on the editor’s

lard um halb zehn (Billiards at

part,” Conard explained. “It was

Half-Past Nine), a 1959 novel that

very time-consuming, but we

tells the story of a single day in

wanted this to be the definitive

the life of a soldier struggling to

version of all Böll’s works.”

confront private memories and
return to normal life after Germany’s defeat in World War II.

And their work hasn’t gone
unnoticed.
“Heinrich Böll is undoubt-

Conard describes Böll as

edly one of the most important

“the most important novelist

and well-known German writers.

since World War II” because of

His work is part of the national

his ability to capture the chang-

literary heritage of Germany’s

ing psychology of the German

culture,” said the German Min-

nation during and after the war.

ister of State for Culture Bernd

In 1997, Conard became the

Neumann. “The complete edi-

only American on a seven-mem-

tion [continues] the literary and

ber editorial team that included

intellectual heritage that Heinrich

some of the top Böll scholars

Böll has left for Germany and

from around the world. He was

beyond.”

responsible for the production

The team, and particularly

of the fifth and 12th volumes and

Conard’s role in it, were also cel-

completed the 25th volume with

ebrated on campus.

a colleague from Germany’s
University of Duisburg-Essen.

“Bob’s work on Böll will
make a lasting contribution to the

“The culmination of this

study of his writing and artistic

project attests to Bob’s profes-

contributions for many genera-

sionalism, knowledge, persis-

tions of students, scholars and

tence, attention to detail and

critics,” said Paul Benson, dean

dedication,” said Francisco J.

of the College of Arts and Sci-

Peñas-Bermejo, chair of the de-

ences. “This is truly an achieve-

partment of languages. “These

ment of a lifetime.”

volumes are a milestone, an

—Kristin Daugherty ’11
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the expulsion. An illustration of Christ with Annas and Caiaphas dating from

Smoot

two other distorted figures in dark

Boren leader

before the expulsion shows Christ as lily white, the priests as a sickly yellow and
©The British Library Board

In 27 volumes, the
work of a lifetime

and gloomy gray. There were real

a mechanical engineering

ward.”

separated a group from themselves

Fulbrights

enemy is seen as different, as less-

Two University of Dayton students will be teaching English in foreign
countries on Fulbright scholarships.
Clare Hubbard, a senior international studies major from Grosse Pointe,

ated this intricate initial capital
letter. So why are they so ugly?

Krummel gives as an answer a

very ugly aspect of human nature.

These figures, she believes,

were crafted intentionally to be

very different from a Christian,
white Englishman (though Christ,

himself a Jew, could apparently
pass for English). The reason is

hate. “The ‘other’ had to be hated,”
she said, “for society to move for-

Over the centuries, people have

and dehumanized them. When an
er, it is easier to blame them and,

in war for example, to kill them.
They are the problem, not us.

nationwide honored with a
Udall Scholarship, a com-

petitive federal scholarship
for

students

committed

to careers in the environ-

ment, health care or tribal
public

policy.

Ferguson,

who is working on sustainability projects in the great-

Sophomore Emily Jirles earned a prestigious scholarship that comes with
a job offer with the federal government. As a David L. Boren Scholar, she must
work at least one year after graduation
for the federal government in a position
with national security responsibilities.
Fewer than 200 students nationwide receive the scholarship each year.
Jirles will attend the Beijing Center at the University of International
Business and Economics during the
2011-12 academic year. She’ll study
Mandarin Chinese and Asian history,
politics and culture. She may also have
Jirles
an opportunity to participate in a business internship through the Beijing Center at a local company in spring 2011.

Jews around when the artist cre-

major, is one of 80 students

er Dayton community, will
receive $5,000 for his senior year.

Mich., will teach in South Korea. Chris Lemon, a senior from Bowling Green,
Ohio, majoring in foreign language education and Spanish, received one of 10
Fulbright awards to teach in Mexico.

Clip coupons? Nah, just text me.
Marketers take note: American students are the most receptive to getting
coupons on their mobiles, while students from China have the most positive attitudes toward mobile marketing generally.
Senior Catherine Glynn, a marketing and international business major, developed these findings for her senior thesis and presented her research at the
Stander Symposium in April.
Hundreds of students presented research at UD’s annual Stander Symposium. Among the other topics were looking for the best species of algae to reduce carbon emissions, how singing might improve the nutrition of Alzheimer’s
patients and improving the strength of medical implants using oyster shells.

Signing on the dotted line, and owning it, too

A modern application of the

phenomenon struck Krummel recently. “I was filling out a form that asked what
race I was,” she said. “‘Caucasian’ was an answer.”

Even in a fairly narrow sense, the Caucasus included the Persian Empire, or

Iran. But, although many may see Iranians as different from Americans, “these
others,” Krummel thought, “are us. But then, of course, all human beings are.”

Getting her thoughts on paper — after the long, severe process of academic

scholarship — is something Krummel loves. One day, she said, as a graduate student at Lehigh University she sat in the school’s Linderman Library — a research

library and social hub for concerts and gatherings — and “I realized my life is
incomplete without writing. I love writing. It’s who I am.”

A normal day during her recent sabbatical or a usual weekend encompassed

her going to Roesch Library, getting coffee and going up to the fifth floor to

write. “There,” she said, “I’m gone from the world. But I could not be a professor
to my students or the mother I am to my daughters if I didn’t get these ideas run-

“I’m ready to step in
the ocean and see if I can
swim,” Jimmy Merlo ’11
declared 10 days before he
graduated. The winner of the
University’s Entrepreneur of
the Year award and of UD’s
Business Plan Competition
was headed to Chicago as
the first employee of a startup company called Staunton
Consulting.
Merlo has been learning
how to keep afloat since he

was a kid. As a fourth generation entrepreneur, he inherited his
father’s,
grandf a t h e r ’s
a n d
greatgrandf a t h e r ’s Merlo
passion for spotting opportunities and running one’s
own company. He saw the
perfect venue to begin his

own business ventures at
UD. Merlo came to visit because of its size and Catholic
mission; the entrepreneurship program was the icing
on the cake.
Merlo’s winning entry
in this year’s Business Plan
Competition was Infant Innovations, a cap screwable
onto a bottle of water, prefilled with one serving of
dry infant formula. In Third
World countries, it provides

basic survival and nutrition;
in the U.S., it offers convenience and luxury.
“UD is the perfect place
to foster an idea like that,” he
said, “to use all the resources
that UD has — relationships
with professors, the business
school and the engineering
school.” His product was
awarded $20,000 for winning
first place, and he is working
on a licensing agreement
with a major manufacturer.

With entrepreneurship
experience through his family and in the classroom,
Merlo recognizes both the
risks and rewards of taking
on your own business. He’s
seen the blood, sweat and
tears involved in being your
own boss.
But that’s just the point.
“My long-term career goal?
To be the signature on my
own paychecks.”
—Meredith Hirt ’13

ning around in my head out on paper.”

This tension between scholarly isolation and connection to others shows

near the end of the acknowledgement page of her book: “For the many times that

From the lab to the classroom

one paragraph,’ I dedicate this book to my first daughter, Yetta Zipporah Krum-

Ohio classrooms, the state of Ohio invited UD to become one of

The dedication reads: “To Yetta Zipporah Krummel-Adkins, The Princess

ship program. The program recruits accomplished professionals

I said, ‘I will read to you later’ … or ‘I promise to play princess after I finish this
mel-Adkins.”
Knight.”

—Thomas M. Columbus

In an effort to add more scientists and other professionals to

neering and mathematics to fill needs in urban and rural schools. It

seven institutions in its Woodrow Wilson Ohio Teaching Fellow-

toring and support from universities and teachers in the field. The

and outstanding recent graduates in science, technology, engi-

trains them with a focus on in-depth clinical experience with men-

training is similar to how physicians learn in hospitals and attorneys
learn in law offices.
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Open doors
Religious

Up, up and away
A winged rocket booster that doesn’t fall back into the

scholars

ocean but instead flies back to the launch site for same-

from Europe, Africa and

day reuse. Spacecraft that can land on Earth and return to

the United States dis-

space within hours. Vehicles capable of sustained flight

cussed hot-button iden-

at more than five times the speed of sound.

tity issues during an in-

Dreams, yes, but what did the Wright brothers do if

ternational conference on

not dream?

campus in May. The conference,

With the awarding of a $48.6 million-ceiling,

“Ecclesiology

five-year Air Force contract, University of Dayton Research Institute will continue to push beyond our limi-

and Exclusion,” looked

tations with research and development of these and

at the tensions between

other technologies designed to significantly reduce the

greater outreach and in-

cost, maintenance time and risk involved in air and

clusion on one hand, and

space missions.

an emphasis on main-

ful, so the Air Force is continuing its focus on reusabil-

practices that contribute

ity,” said program manager Tim Fry, group leader for

to shared identity on the
other.
“The tension between
inclusion and tradition is
at the heart of many highprofile conflicts we see
in the news media,” said
conference

coordinator

Dennis Doyle, a UD religious studies professor.
“This tension is present in
every Christian faith tradition and affects issues
such as immigration, the
ordination of women and

No looking back
English major Lindsey Stover ’12 is heir to a legacy
that stretches back to 1903, the year Orville and Wilbur
Wright made their first flight. Air travel is still with us, and
so is Orpheus, the University’s art and literary magazine
that today publishes student work twice a year.
“I feel it’s so important to keep it going,” said Stover,
the publication’s current editor.
The Spring 2011 issue features poetry, short stories,
fine art and photography from 18 students, including
Darlin Blanco ’13 from Miami, who contributed the photo
above, “Surrender.”

ly in the visiting room of the Lebanon
that resembled pews.
The guard at the X-ray machine
lifted the foil on a plate of cookies. “Is
this a glass plate?”
“Plastic,” said Christine Shimrock,
a member of St. Susanna Parish in
Mason, Ohio.
Lebanon Correctional is a prison
with a population of around 2,800
men, most of whom are kept under
maximum security in Ohio’s prison system. Members of UD’s campus ministry visit there once a month to provide

equal focus on ‘operationally responsive access’ technolo-

place. Behind a lattice-work of iron

vehicle to space — in the same day or even within hours.”

glass wall of forced-entry-resistant

Honored for service

than the stained glass of any church on

gies that will allow the Air Force to very quickly return a

The University of Dayton
has again been named to the
President’s Higher Education

The prison chapel is an unlikely
bars is a mammoth, luminous stained-

And the men, a congregation of
about a hundred in identical garb,
light-blue shirtsleeves and dark-blue
trousers, bowed their heads in a quiet
reverence while noise and yells from
other parts of the prison were audible
through the doors.
During the service, one inmate
read from the Acts of the Apostles,
“Everyone who believes in Him will

by a man who seemed unaccustomed

Ring in the new year Down Under — 88 stories high

to addressing an audience.

Ever spend New Year’s Eve in Australia at
the top of Sydney Tower getting a 90-minute
panoramic tour of the city?
University alumni and friends will have that
opportunity during a two-week trip with the
University of Dayton President’s Travel Program. They’ll also enjoy private tours of the
world-famous Sydney Opera House, the Royal
Botanical Gardens and the Taronga Zoo, and
see some of the best of Australia in Sydney,
Cairns and Melbourne.
In Cairns, they’ll visit one of the Seven
Natural Wonders of the World, spending a day
snorkeling or scuba diving along the Great Bar-

baptized and three confirmed. Af-
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rier Reef. Australia also offers a vast array of
ecosystems in close proximity to each other,
from the reef and one of the world’s oldest
rain forests, to the bush and land of great historical importance to the native Aboriginal
tribes.
History certainly has its place in Melbourne,
too. A cosmopolitan cultural melting pot, Melbourne is the city of high fashion, sports and
fine dining that offers the most eclectic look at
the beauty of this continent all in one city.
For more information about the program,
contact Pat Crews ’77 at 937-229-3262 or
Patricia.Crews@notes.udayton.edu.

   Peter Visceglia ’09 writes, “Here is
a picture of me
‘reading’ Dayton
mag in my kayak
in St. Thomas,
U.S. Virgin
Islands.”

   Brian
Woomer ’88
writes, “My
wife, Karen, and I traveled to the Turks and Caicos
Islands in early May. What a beautiful place! God bless
UD! Hope to make it back real soon.”

receive forgiveness of sins through His
name.” It was a humble, plain reading

AU
ST
20 RA
11 LI
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   Carol Wagner
Williams ’03 and
Sandy Murray ’93
write, “Checked
out the UD
Magazine while
on a mission trip
to El Salvador
to work with the
Maryknoll Lay
Missioners. We
went back to
school as adults!”

the outside.

the highest federal recognition

ceive for its commitment to vol-

   Kevin Miskewicz
’09 writes, “I had
the opportunity to
travel to Santiago,
Chile, on business.
This picture was
taken in an 18th
century chapel on
the grounds of a former monastery, a quiet and beautiful
pit stop on my last day in Chile.”

blue and orange glass brick, far thicker

Community Service Honor Roll,

a college or university can re-

   Emileah Aguilar ’07
writes, “I’m reading
the magazine in front
of General Sherman,
debatably the largest
living organism in the
world, in Sequoia and
Kings Canyon National
Park” in California.

Correctional Institution on benches

music for the prison’s Catholic service.

unteering, service learning and civic engagement.

racial justice.”

On a dreary Easter morning, fam-

experimental and applied mechanics in the Research
Institute’s aerospace mechanics division. “But there’s an

   Jon
Nieranowski
’00 writes,
“While
volunteering
at a school
in Peru, I
found some
time to
read my UD
Magazine
after hiking
to the top
of Machu
Picchu.”

ily and friends of inmates waited quiet-

close security, the level just under

“Disposable flight hardware is expensive and waste-

taining the rituals and

Free on the inside

WHERE ARE YOU READING
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON
MAGAZINE?

   Sarah Wdowiak ’07 and Emily
Richardson ’07 visited the Great Wall
of China. “Emily has been living in
India,” Sarah (right) writes, “and
came to visit me before she went back
to the U.S. I live in Shanghai, China.”

That day, 16 of those men were
ter the service, Archbishop Dennis
Schnurr of Cincinnati, who performed
the baptisms, stood in his mitre and
vestments with the men for photographs.
The men were giddy, as if they
were posing with a celebrity. Then
there was cake — and cookies.
As Emily Strand, director of liturgy
for UD campus ministry, who sang during the service, noted, “This is the one
place they are treated with dignity.”
—Emanuel Cavallaro ’07

Where are you reading University of Dayton Magazine? Send us a photograph — at home or abroad — to magazine@udayton.edu.

Do you trust the senator or the investment banker (or neither)?
At the 11th
annual R.I.S.E.
Forum in March,
students attending the world’s
largest student
investment
forum weighed
in on today’s top
economic issues
with instant polls.
Their views?

Which of the following is
the most important issue
facing the United States
today (in percent):

238

economy

When choosing between
investors or lawmakers,
do you place greater trust
in (in percent):

5

7

Congress

33

50 62
18
health care

deficit

Wall Street

neither

1

terrorism

education

Where do you think the
Dow will be a year from
now — March 31, 2012 (in
percent):
over 14,000

49
34

13,000 - 13,999

6

12,000 - 12,999

11,000 - 11,999

4 below 10,999
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Media Hits
n USA Today quoted history
professor John Heitmann April
18 in a story about the thirdgeneration Volkswagen Beetle.
Heitmann was quoted April 28 in
The New York Times “Wheels”
blog about the Collier Automotive Museum.
n History professor Larry Schweikart made dozens of media
appearances in April to promote
his new book What Would the
Founders Say? In addition to local coverage, Schweikart wrote
a blog on BigGovernment.com,
interviewed with Tavis Smiley
and dozens of regional talk radio
stations, and spoke to C-SPAN’s
BookTV.
n Jennifer Davis-Berman, professor of social work, talked to
The Atlanta-Journal Constitution
April 19 about death and dying.
n The blog “Internet Evolution”
quoted law professor Thaddeus
Hoffmeister extensively for an
April 11 story about jurors using
Twitter.
n CNBC, Yahoo! Finance, MarketWatch and The Earth Times,
among others, all reported on
the April 14 GE Aviation EPIS-

Crystal Sullivan became the first lay leader
and woman to lead campus ministry when she
was promoted to director.
Sullivan, a pastoral minister for 17 years, started
her new position July 1.
With 30 campus ministers and support staff,
the University of Dayton
boasts one of the largest campus ministries in the country.
Father David McGuigan, S.M., will become chaplain.

CENTER groundbreaking of a
$51 million facility on the University’s campus.
n A Columbus Dispatch editorial April 6 cited School of Education and Allied
Professions
Dean
Kevin
Kelly’s
testimony before
the Ohio GenKelly
eral Assembly
about a plan to allow Teach for
America participants to obtain
Ohio teaching licenses.
n Research biologist Panagiotis
Tsonis was quoted in the April issue of The Scientist, reacting to
a new development in stem cell
research and eye regeneration.

n A Catholic Telegraph story
April 27 featured campus minister Emily Strand and her podcast “Beyond the Words,” which
seeks to explain the new Roman
Missal. Strand is partnering with
the Archdiocese of Cincinnati to
create the podcast.
n The hiring of Archie Miller as
the new men’s basketball coach
was covered in print in at least 28
states. Online outlets of USA Today, Yahoo! Sports, Yahoo! Canada, Forbes and The Washington
Post, among others, picked up
The Associated Press story. Rick
Bozich, Louisville Courier-Journal sports columnist, included
Miller among his “Five Best College Hoops Hires.”

In
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Woman of faith

Letters, from Page 3

School of Law Dean Lisa Kloppenberg offered the March 26 eulogy for Fran

children be part of the UD family. Our daughter, Stephanie Guerra (right), graduated

learning to speak English at that time. Perhaps

graduation!), and our son,

I was very interested to learn that he was just

Sunday [May 8] with an education degree (and was offered a fantastic teaching job before

the mysteries of philosophy transcended the

Jude Guerra, had a fantas-

I believe we were required to take 24 credit

hours of religion and philosophy to graduate.
Today, that might be considered a minor and
Kurt Jackson (left) and Daniel Katke, ready for Round 2

Alive and kick(box)ing

in some colleges a major! Regards to professor
Kunkel.

—PEG RZETELNY HAMBRICK ’70
STATE COLLEGE, PA.

Daniel Katke has trouble lifting his left leg and

walks with the help of a cane. He also pushes himself to

A BEAUTIFUL LIFE

11 years, threw punches and kicks in a modified kick-

last name [“Ask a Marianist,” Spring 2011].

for people with multiple sclerosis.

with Brother Roman, graduating in 1950, he

boxing program as part of a spring study of kickboxing
Kurt Jackson, a physical therapist and the neurology

coordinator of UD’s doctor of physical therapy program,

I question the spelling of Brother Roman’s

Having attended the University for four years
spelled it in Polish quite simply “Wicinski.”

Regardless, it was quite heartbreaking to

studied kickboxing because it targets areas MS patients

be informed of his murder on his walk back to

— and because it’s easily adaptable to different mobility

upon by a local or locals for perhaps what value

need most — balance, aerobics, strength and flexibility
levels.

Katke saw the benefits firsthand.

“It was difficult at first to even raise my leg to give

the school compound with the day’s mail, set

might have been hidden in the envelopes or

many people were on vacation, and not having done the

work he was assigned by his superiors to do in

following day.”

coming through the clouds, a spectacular view of the valley and ruins, and a
rainbow over the two lakes that gave the monastery the name Glendalough.

Conte, the longest-serving law dean in University of Dayton history. Dean

We never would have experienced this mysti-

starting in 1987, he returned to teaching in 2001 after raising the funds to

cal moment without Fran’s sense of adventure and

build Joseph E. Keller Hall. He died of cancer March 20 at age 68.

persistence. Our day also ended in typical Fran

Here is an excerpt from Kloppenberg’s eulogy:

fashion: driving back as cars whizzed by too closely

Last summer my husband and I spent a quintessential “Fran Conte

and getting so carried away in our conversation

day.” Fran picked us up for a day trip in Dublin, Ireland, and assured us

that we missed our exit and spent an extra hour

that despite his kids’ opinions, he really was an excellent driver — in

with Fran driving on the busy streets of Dublin. At

any country, at any speed and on either side of the road. The next few

his core, Fran was rooted in faith and family. Both

hours tested that declaration. On our drive and over lunch at a tiny vil-

inspired his constant energy and great optimism.

lage pub, Fran regaled with stories about his Irish roots and his children.

Fran knew that life was about more than accom-

He said they had grown into wonderful adults and friends, not just kids.

plishments on a résumé. He knew how important

When we reached our destination, the ruins of a centuries-old mon-

it was to stop a moment and savor nature’s beauty,

astery, Fran led us on a beautiful, but vigorous, “walk.” After an hour,

relishing summers with family and friends on Percy

the rain began, and our car seemed miles away. Still, Fran pointed a few

Lake in Ontario. He knew how important it was to

hundred yards up a steep cliff and said, “St. Kevin the Hermit’s cave is just up

stop in Keller Hall, to look a student in the eye, and ask how he or she was really

there!” Without sharing his enthusiasm, we headed up the trail and arrived

doing. He knew how to relax and enjoy a glass of wine or coffee and dessert

out of breath and soaked from the storm, where we were greeted by the sun

with an old colleague or a new friend.

Blessed Mother. He beautifully performed the
Nigeria, and he earned his place in heaven.

—RAYMOND D. WUCO ’50
CARMEL, CALIF.

was recently initiated into
the Sigma Chi fraternity.

It was rather hard com-

ing home Sunday night.
Between moving Jude out

of Marycrest on Friday and
after graduation on Sun-

day, we were all exhausted
and emotionally drained.

Jude said he wasn’t ready to
come home ... he wanted

to stay at UD. Trying to pry

Stephanie and her four crying roommates away from each other and their house on Evanston was pretty tough. Neither of them wanted to leave UD and, as parents, neither did we.
At the end of the day when we laid our heads on our pillows, my husband and I just

smiled and said, “We’re so glad our kids chose UD.”

—TRACY GUERRA

NEW VISIONS
It was interesting to read John Kuehn’s ’70

letter in your spring issue about the size of the
print you use to print your (our?) magazine

[“Can You See Me Now?”]. It was also interesting to note the editor’s response to John’s letter. There is one thing worse than having to go

through a telephone book looking for a good
optometrist, and that is to have to search for

good ophthalmologists. Recently, I have had
to have cataract surgery with some of its attendant problems. I discussed this with my sister,
Mrs. Gertrude “Gerry” Waltermann Cloud ’59,

as she had perused her autumn edition of the

UD Magazine in Sun City, Ariz. There was a very
good story regarding research in the problem of

glaucoma being done at UD [“Glaucoma,” Autumn 2010].

Fortunately,

my

P.S. Of course, the kids are enjoying Dayton2Daytona while I’m stuck with the

laundry piles.

is weird not having to put on one’s eyeglasses

pened there. Twenty-five years ago, my parish

one’s routine for the day. The downside is that

the norms of Vatican II. It upset some people,

the first thing in the morning in order to begin
one usually does require reading glasses once

ophthalmological

sur-

gery did correct a minor problem of the glau-

coma while replacing the lenses of my eyes. It
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preneurship program and

SANDUSKY, OHIO

Though not a martyr, it was a waste of a

beautiful life in the service of God and Our

kickboxing, I noticed a big difference in my mobility the

was accepted into the entre-

packets intended for the Marianist school.

a knee kick to the dummy, but I know it’s worth the ef-

fort,” he said. “We canceled classes one day because so

tic freshman year at UD. He

Stephanie out of her house

the limit kickboxing.

Katke, who has lived with multiple sclerosis for

I wanted to say how extremely happy and proud my husband and I are to have two

impressed me. I remember it even now, Ortiz.

English language for a girl from Elyria, Ohio.

memoriam

Fran Conte

GRADUATION DAY

at UD. He always used his middle name, which

the operation and its attendant healing is over.
That explains why this letter for your spring is-

sue is being written now. My vision had been
corrected to 20/25, which meant that even

newsprint was difficult to read. That meant

that the “The Chapel Was Where We Gathered,
Why We Gathered” article [Spring 2011] had to
wait until my eyes settled down so I could acquire my new reading glasses.

I have very fond memories of the Immacu-

church was renovated to what was considered

but I thought that it was a great idea. For my
one required religion class, I wrote a paper de-

fending the renovation. I received an “A” for
the paper. My instructor was Father Gerald
Chinchar, S.M. I found the class very enlightening.

—CHARLES J. WALTERMANN ’92
RICHMOND, IND.

P.S. I would hope that one can say once a

member of the University of Dayton, always a
member of UD. Go Flyers.

late Conception Chapel. The prayers, the meditations, the Masses (usually the daily noon-

time ones), and, yes, even the confessions,
that I did there remain with me still. I was an

oddball student at UD. I was a 48-year-old male

student striving to get a humanities degree in
history, but I was accepted as a regular student
by all of my classmates.

I know that changing religious places can

be hard on people because of the significant
religious experiences that may have hap-

Have thoughts about what you read this issue?
PLEASE SEND YOUR LETTERS TO:
University of Dayton Magazine
300 College Park
Dayton, OH 45469-2963
magazine-letters@udayton.edu
Please include your city and state. Indicate whether you wish your
email address printed. Letters should not exceed 300 words. University of Dayton Magazine may edit for clarity and brevity. Opinions expressed are those of the letter writers and not necessarily
of this publication nor the University of Dayton.
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SPORTS

Quick hits

The set-up man

Hardest
thing about

Sports briefs

life in the
In

big leagues:

breaking throw at the NCAA East

field. There are a lot

Preliminaries in Bloomington,

MICHAEL ZAGARIS, Oakland Athletics

of people requesting

Five years after walking onto the Flyers roster,
Jerry Blevins started pitching in the big leagues.

tending to focus on academics, not baseball. And even after

Flyers baseball coach Tony Vittorio has never cared much

polish expected of a major league prospect. “Until then, I al-

for walk-on tryouts, the two-day event each year inviting wan-

nabe-ballplayers to audition for coaches. “You get a bunch of
glorified high school kids out there,” he says. “They think they
can play college baseball, but they can’t.” So when a group of

would-be Flyers showed up at the ballpark in 2002, Vittorio
took little time before he started to complain.

“Why do we do this every year?” he asked an assistant.

But before he could even finish grumbling, Vittorio got

distracted. Standing on the pitching mound was a 6-foot-6
freshman, a southpaw hurler with a string-bean’s build firing

he saw the poster advertising walk-on tryouts and proceeded
to impress Vittorio with his fastball, Blevins still lacked the
ways threw hard, and that was all I needed,” he said. “I could
get away with it. But not anymore.”

Blevins polished his talent over the course of his three

years at Dayton, enticing the Chicago Cubs to select him in

the 17th round of the 2004 draft. After working his way up
through the Cubs’ organization, Blevins was traded to Oak-

land as a minor leaguer in July 2007. Less than two months
later, and only five years after he first stepped on the mound
in Dayton, Blevins got his first call-up to the big leagues.

“I couldn’t believe it,” he said. “I got the news late at

90 mph fastballs.

night, and I was shocked — there were some tears, for sure.

every year,” he said.

was waking people up in the middle of the night.”

The assistant turned to Vittorio. “That’s why we do this
Eight years later, that raw but talented kid has grown into

Then I had to call people back in the Eastern time zone, so I
He’s now established himself as one of the most reliable

things they have
going on. You have
to decide how best
to use what you’ve
been given. It’s all
time management.
The baseball is

first time we played
in Cleveland, I had
a huge group of
family and friends
come to see me.
We had about 100
people, all wearing
their A’s gear, sitting
in the middle of all
the Indians fans.”
On carrying the
mantle for Dayton
baseball: “It’s great,
and I’m really proud
of the program.
With me and

a great work ethic, and he gets the job done every time, it

and fellow UD alum)

up professional.”

we’ve got guys who

spring, Blevins retraced the path that led him to this point.

“Obviously, you always dream of getting to the big

leagues,” Blevins said. “You always want to give yourself that
opportunity. But it would have been hard to say it seemed re-

seems,” teammate Andrew Bailey said. “He’s just a straightNot bad for a walk-on.

with (Washington
Nationals pitcher
Craig Stammen,
are really having

—Jordan Conn

some success. And
it’s been cool to see

alistic back then.”

Stories by Bay Area-based freelance journalist Jordan Conn have appeared

how the team has

from Arcadia (Ohio) High School. He’d arrived at Dayton in-

Chronicle.

the last few years.”

Back then, Blevins had just graduated in a 39-person class

Flyers in the major leagues:

in The New York Times, Sports Illustrated and the San Francisco

had a lot of success

Craig Stammen Pitcher, Washington Nationals (2009-current) • Jerry Blevins Pitcher, Oakland Athletics (2007-

current) • Garry Roggenburk Pitcher, Minnesota Twins, Boston Red Sox, Seattle Pilots (1963-69) • Hank Ruszkowski Catcher, Cleveland Indians (1944-47) •
Pat Hilly Right fielder, Philadelphia Phillies (1914) • Biff Schlitzer Pitcher, Philadelphia Athletics, Boston Red Sox, Buffalo Buffeds (1908-14)
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n

n

n

Dayton Flyers excel in the classroom as well as

on the field. Twelve of the 17 Flyers teams scored

985 or higher (out of a perfect score of 1,000) on the
latest Academic Progress Rate reports, released in

May. Women’s basketball, women’s rowing, wom-

en’s basketball, women’s golf and women’s rowing)

land A’s bullpen, is one of six former Flyers to reach the major leagues. Sitting in the Oakland dugout one morning this

Emily Zimmerman broke the Fly-

er 10K record with a finish of 34:56.66.

Best moment in

arms in the Athletics’ bullpen and has appeared in more ma-

jor league games than any other Dayton alumnus. “He’s got

Ind. At the same meet, senior

en’s golf and men’s golf all had perfect scores. Five

one of the most accomplished players in the program’s history.

Jerry Blevins, now in his fifth season as a member of the Oak-

Barnes

the easy part.”

the majors: “The

Around the diamond

tive season with a school record-

time off the

or in other ways, with

Mallory

and field for the second consecu-

commit your

whether financially

thrower

Outdoor Championships in track

out how to

you to help them,

May,

Barnes qualified for the NCAA

“Figuring

Flyer programs (men’s basketball, men’s golf, womhave the top APR in their sport in their respective

conferences, while two more (football and volleyball) have the second-best.
n

n

n

Flyer baseball now calls Woerner Field home through the support of Rosemari and

Athletics is getting some elbow room. With
funding from Tom and Mike Cronin, president and
executive
vice
president of Dayton Freight,

the Athletic
Practice Facility has been
renamed the
Cronin Athletics Center
and is being
transformed
to
better
serve all 17
Flyer athletics programs.
Its
second
Tom Cronin helps start the renofloor is unvation work.
dergoing
a
major renovation to create new offices, meeting
spaces, film rooms and technology suites for men’s
basketball, women’s basketball and volleyball. The
9,000-square-foot project will also create additional
space for the office of academic services for student
athletes. During the last 10 years, UD has invested
$35 million in its athletics facilities, $29 million of
which has come from private donations and corporate support.

Larry Woerner, center, at the May 6 dedication with President Daniel J. Curran and
Tony Vittorio, baseball coach.

Larry Woerner ’76 played baseball for the Flyers as a student. Now Flyers are play-

ing baseball on a field named for him and his wife Rosemari. At a May 6 ceremony, the
University officially dedicated Woerner Field at Time Warner Cable Stadium. Later that
day, the team christened it, shutting out Xavier 6-0 behind a complete game by junior

right-handed pitcher Burny Mitchem. The Woerners were honored for their longstanding support of athletics and the College of Arts and Sciences.
n

n

n

The baseball team achieved its fifth 30-win season in the last seven years, compiling

a record of 32-27 and tying a program-best two wins in the A-10 championship. It was

a fast team, with juniors Brian Blasik and C.J. Gillman being the only teammates in
Dayton history to record more than 20 stolen bases in the same season. Gillman, a first
baseman, and pitcher Cameron Hobson were named to the A-10’s All-Championship
team. Hobson became the first Flyer pitcher with more than 100 strikeouts in a season

(105) and became the highest pick in Dayton history after the Seattle Mariners selected
him in the 11th Round of the June draft.

n

n

n

The Flyer softball team got reacquainted with A-10 postseason play, returning to

the conference tournament for the first time since 2000. The Flyers had 22 wins in 2011
and will return seven of nine positional starters next year. Slugger Lauren Nacke, a

junior, was named First-Team All-A-10 and selected to the Louisville Slugger/NFCA

Mid-Atlantic Region First Team. She finished the year ranked in the top 10 in the
A-10 in several categories including home runs (first), RBIs (first), total bases (third),

on-base percentage (second) and slugging percentage (first). Her .403 batting average
tied for second in the A-10.
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HEARTS & MINDS

I

When one heart stopped, another would never be the same.

Lessons from an organ donor
can still hear the scrub nurse say: “We have a

the misconception that surgery was simply an

from across the room, my mind drifted back to

As I peered over the tent-like mesh of the

patient.” As the sound wave struck my inner ear

recollections of a field trip to a medical school’s

surgical drape, I could see what nurtured this

would be like a cadaver, but it was not.

and the roots of medicine itself, at such a

anatomy laboratory years ago. I had thought it
I stood, eager to see the new specimen, but

as the nurses began to transfer this organ donor
to the operating table, a strange confusion crept

across my adrenaline-infused body. I heard the
mechanical workings of the ventilator and IV

lines, lifeless and monotonic, underscoring the
technical nature of the forthcoming procedure.

But with the rise and fall of this man’s chest
with each involuntary breath, I began to realize

that my past experiences cannot account for his

By
Matt Puccetti ’11
Illustration by
Ted Pitts

leviation of human suffering. My time in the

Whatever it may have been, while my ra-

tional conscience knew the definitive concept

of brain death and could apply it to this situation, my other half, my heart, was struggling

By the time I was an incoming freshman

at UD, Darwin had come to occupy a single

niche of my life, Aquinas another. There was
no overlap in my mind between science and the

human subjects. And as I put the final touches

indescribable sense of awe. And yet, although

on the end of this manuscript, I now realize

my scientific training and rationality pushed

that my experiences in college are just the be-

me, I couldn’t accept that this was all it is, a

ginning of this ever-evolving worldview.

mechanical system and nothing more.

The thought attributed to Socrates that

Etched into the aging surface of his skin

“the only true wisdom is in knowing you know

empty eyes stared back at me, I couldn’t help

before known. I look with an open mind to the

nothing” rings true in a sense that I have never

growth that will occur in me and the path I will

portrait of another human being whom this

take as I move on in my career.

man had loved. I envisioned the thoughts and

As I prepare to enter a dual M.D./Ph.D.

dreams that drove him to want to have a con-

program, I no longer aspire to be a surgeon; in

almost feel the dull pain of a needle slowly trac-

tion in science and medicine. But I am thank-

stant reminder of his own feelings, and I could

fact I am somewhat clueless about my direc-

ing over my own tattoos as it had years before.

ful for how my internal development grew as

I began to realize that this man had laughed

experienced the joys of life as well as the har-

a distant, impersonal setting.

entific techniques specifically tailored to their

complex system working in unison instilled an

and pre-op team went through the regimented
feel as though this body did not belong in such

man soul, became a broader application of sci-

interstate. The cohesive movements of such a

the way I laugh, cried the way I cry, dreamed

script of O.R. procedures, I couldn’t help but

clinic, while still the healing touch of the hu-

stretching and branching like a metropolitan

impulsively to feel otherwise and to force my

analytical side to do the same. While the nurses

and novel ideals, became a search for the al-

blood through the cavernous network of vessels

but wonder who she was. Perhaps this was the

to grow, only in vain.

My work in the laboratory, while still the

young age. His heart raced steadily, pumping

the rosy color of his skin almost fighting the

look of his five o’clock shadow still struggling

and scientific theory.

driving force between analytic understanding

was a fading tattoo of a young woman. As her

imminent, yet inevitable death or the rugged

gration that exists between humanistic ideals

belief and attracted me to biological science,

still life-like appearance.

Something was out of place; perhaps it was

willingly began to seek instances of the inte-

application of an acquired lab technique.

an undergraduate and the experiences that
have shaped the way I understand both sci-

the way I dream, loved the way I love. He had

ence and medicine. Deep down, I now know

that both my heart and my brain will guide

rows; I saw that his own humanity made him

me equally into the unknowns of medical and

a brother on the unknown journey that is life

graduate school.

itself. And through this procedure, it had now

And as my mind now drifts away from

come full circle. Through this final action, he

memories scattered throughout this essay, I re-

journey for another: the incredible gift of life.

time. Still I hear the creaking wheels of the

selflessly gave all he could give to continue that
Then suddenly my thoughts returned to the

turn to the halls of the operating wing one last

humanities. Although I had profound passion

woman, now crying quietly in the hospital cor-

dom, the once prominent pinkish hue now

simply bring a smile to a mouth that may have

anything, to educate the other. I had convinced

to allow this entire procedure to occur. Crying

the entire process flowed through me. I began

And as this man’s heart, perhaps the great-

for both, the two separate spheres did little, if

myself that medicine offered the analytical na-

ture of science with a twist of human empathy.
Perhaps it was the immense prestige so

often associated with surgery, a glorified posi-

tion in a field already composed of the best and
brightest, that influenced my desire to become a
surgeon in spite of having absolutely no experi-

ence in the operating room other than through
the jaded lens of television medical dramas and
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ridor as she made the heart-wrenching decision
as he was slowly wheeled toward the ominous

doors of the operating room, an almost eerie
metaphor for his journey into death’s unknown

— and her unknown future without the man
she loved. He had been a dad, a husband, a son,
a friend.

As I looked over his hands, a symbol I’ve

long associated with the separation of the human species from the rest of the animal king-

fading to a somber purple, the humanity of

forgotten how.

to see that my view of medicine as purely sci-

est symbol of the essence of human feeling,

physicians may be the physical instrument of

for another, I finally understood this.

entific had been seriously flawed. Although
healing, much like a scientist is the catalyst for

was slowly lifted from its original home bound

Although only a few hours long, the mo-

coroner’s table slowly carrying this man off
into the distance. And I thank him. Not only
for his selfless gift that brought a new chance

at life to several people, but for forming a per-

manent and inseparable bond with me that
has graciously allowed me to live, develop and
understand the genuine fullness of the human
experience.

discovery, a physician’s role, while still involv-

ments spent in that operating room now seem

much broader. Medicine must treat humanity

broke down the fortified walls that I had me-

Vanderbilt University’s M.D./Ph.D. program in the

life. During the coming months and years, I

Scholars senior thesis.

ing the scientific monotony that I love, is so
at its core: fix a spirit broken by a defeated body,

console the grief of this nameless woman, even

immeasurable. They initiated a revolution that
ticulously constructed in my understanding of

Matt Puccetti graduated in May and begins

fall. This essay is an edited excerpt from his Berry
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Strong suit

Archie Miller has high expectations for himself, his players and
Flyer basketball. Which is good, because the Flyer Faithful do, too.
B y S hannon S helton M iller

A

rchie Miller’s flight was

you hear about — the University of Dayton, its

come from where we are right now — a team

At that hour, passen-

fan base, but I don’t think I even understood the

ing it forward so we can be in the NCAA more

scheduled for 7:15 a.m.

gers tend to range from

caffeine-fueled, suit-clad
executives on a short hop
to a regional business

basketball program, its community and great

amount of attention that our program gets or a
coach in the community gets. I’m learning on
the fly what a big deal this place is.

“The people know who you are and know

that isn’t in the postseason every year — to movoften than not. He wanted to confront that challenge head on. That just jumped out at me. He
believes it can be done.”

It’s Miller’s first job as a head coach, and at

meeting to bleary-eyed

what you’re supposed to be doing. All eyes are

age 32, he is one of the youngest coaches in Di-

ready to face the morning. Then there was Mill-

Since the University hired Miller April 3 to

head coaching fraternity, he knows he’ll hear

leisure travelers not quite

on us.”

er, just a few days into his new job as the men’s

replace Brian Gregory, who departed to take the

a recruiting trip.

earlier, he has inherited the hopes and dreams

basketball coach at the University of Dayton, on
So much had changed in Miller’s life during

those few weeks that the flights he took then
all seem to run together, so much that when he

told this story a month later, he didn’t remem-

head coaching position at Georgia Tech a week

of a fan base continually envisioning bigger and
better outcomes for the program than what it’s
experienced in recent years.

“Wow,” Miller said he thought to himself.

“Is it like this all the time?”

For a few more months, at least, it will be.

Miller’s effectiveness on the sidelines will ultimately determine how long these halcyon days

share of them. His words also provided a mea-

sure of satisfaction for a group frustrated by
frequent National Invitation Tournament bids

and twice-per-decade NCAA Tournament ap-

coached and how old he is. He’s worked for so

many great coaches and in so many good places.

He has a unique perspective on the game and understands how to win.”

That endorsement came unprompted from

at Xavier and, yes, Archie’s older brother. Archie

Although Flyer fans have, by nature, been

those of the University administration.

support,” Miller said. “It’s obviously something

used to describe Archie Miller: “His experience

in March.

who’d make the Flyers a regular presence on CBS

ally reminds him of the magnitude of the role
“It’s been overwhelming in terms of the

His previous employer insists, though, that

one Sean Miller, the current Arizona Wildcats

more expressive about their desires for the pro-

he accepted in early April.

son draws closer.

pearances — maybe this guy would be the coach

continue through his tenure at Dayton, but his

reception in his first few months here continu-

“youthful” and “baby-faced” as the 2011-12 sea-

can’t be quantified in how many years he’s

conference championships and winning a fair

She started clapping.

accompanied by adjectives like “doe-eyed,”

press conference with talk of competing for

alert enough to notice his UD windbreaker and
Miller replied that yes, indeed he was.

and will become accustomed to seeing his name

“inexperienced” should not be one of the terms

the right things, peppering his introductory

ask him whether he was the new Flyers coach.

comparisons to leaders more than twice his age

Right from the start, Miller has said all of

ber exactly where he was going.

But he remembered the woman who was

vision I men’s basketball. As a newcomer to the

gram, their expectations don’t differ much from

“He’s got a plan,” said Athletics Director

Tim Wabler. “He really understands the chal-

lenge here at Dayton and what it would take to

coach, the former Flyers foil as the head coach

was an assistant coach with the Wildcats during

the 2009-10 and 2010-11 seasons and was part of
the staff that coached the Wildcats to an Elite

Eight appearance in the 2011 NCAA Tournament.
A look at Archie’s coaching résumé backs

Sean’s recommendation. Archie’s coached in
three “power” conferences — the Atlantic Coast

P hotographs B y E rik S chelkun /E lsestar I mages
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row seat to watch the winning process in action.

fore she enrolled, she and her father Steve visited

ing season, hiring him as a full-time

valuable recruiting connections at each institu-

come one of the most popular players in Univer-

in the gym and said hello.

welcomed a daughter, Leah Grace, in

But Archie Miller’s story begins long before

taking the steps that would help him launch a

fore they met, although they didn’t know it at

guard, Archie was smaller at 5-foot-9, a measure-

College in Salisbury, N.C., for a man who also

for four widely respected coaches and developed
tion.

Arizona or his previous stint at Ohio State with

another former Xavier coach, Thad Matta. It pre-

dates his lengthy tutelage as an assistant with

his own college coach, Herb Sendek, and his days
as a college basketball player.

It starts at a high school outside Pittsburgh,

where one man made the Miller name synonymous with success.

‘Always sort of an ornery little guy’

There are families of doctors, families of at-

Sean, at 6-foot-3, left Blackhawk High to be-

sity of Pittsburgh history and from there began
successful coaching career. Although also a point

ment that created more adversity as he attempted to follow a similar path.

It might have been a blessing in disguise.

“He was undersized, so when he began to

play, he became sort of that tough-nosed player

the school. Steve Cruse noticed Archie shooting
Morgan and Archie were connected long be-

State. He again added Archie to his

Steve Cruse told his daughter, “I think I met

the guy you’re gonna date next year.”

she was going on a date. With “Arch.”

two more state titles than Sean can claim.

will celebrate eight years of marriage Aug. 30.

after 35 years coaching boys basketball at Black-

ek, a Pittsburgh native who attended rival

the demands of Archie’s schedule. She was a

280 career win-loss record, state championships

’80s, was well acquainted with the Miller fam-

ductive collegiate career that ended with a 2002

in 1992, 1995, 1996 and 1999, and eight Western

Pennsylvania Interscholastic Athletic League
titles in its classification. For 21 consecutive seasons, Blackhawk was a fixture in the state playoffs, and the program went 104-29 in postseason
play.

Penn Hills High School in the 1970s and early
ily through the high school and Amateur Ath-

letic Union coaching circuits. He attempted to

recruit Sean in the late 1980s when he was an
assistant coach at Providence College in Rhode
Island.

In 1994, Sendek snagged his first head coach-

John Miller and his wife, Barb, had four chil-

ing position, getting the call at age 30 to lead

players Miller sent to college basketball programs

Miller to his RedHawks staff, and two years later

2006-07 season in Tempe, Ariz.

policy that prohibited such hires.

Archie returned to the Midwest

With no such issue at Arizona, Sean

were back in the desert.

ketball was the family business.

hawk High School, his résumé included a 657-

at Xavier, but the school had a nepotism

lier. He tried to get Archie on his staff

Sendek assistant at Miami. Matta be-

tween the two. She called her father and told him

College coaches were noticing. Herb Send-

staff, and the young couple spent the

Archie’s teammates arranged a blind date be-

the Cougars to back-to-back state titles in 1995

When John Miller retired in 2005 at age 62

have been working with him much ear-

extended an offer to his brother in April

don’t think losing ever enters his mind.”

and 1996, his sophomore and junior years. That’s

If Sean had his way, Archie would

west to become head coach at Arizona

the next season to work for Ohio State

torneys and families of educators.

At the Miller home in Beaver Falls, Pa., bas-

some thing he’d ever seen,” Archie said.

Morgan brushed off the comment, but soon

after her arrival on campus as a student, one of

As Blackhawk High’s point guard, Archie led

“See, I told you so,” he said.

Father knew best. Morgan and Archie Miller
As an athlete herself, Morgan understood

coach Thad Matta, who had been a

came Xavier’s head coach in 2001, hired

like if I didn’t do it, I would regret it,”

for Columbus in 2004, Sean earned a

turned out for the best for everyone. It was

an office with him. When Matta left

centage list (84.6 percent) and holds the second-

Said Sean: “Arch didn’t have to come to

Archie thought that coaching in

Arizona. He was in a great place with Thad

base and expose him to the style of play

came because he wanted to help me. I ap-

in a different conference under yet an-

second on the school’s all-time free-throw per-

a unique opportunity.”

coaching position.

NCAA Tournament berth. From 1998-2002, he

age, ranking him sixth all-time. Archie is ranked

Archie said. “So I made the move, and it

promotion and snagged his first head

Ohio would help expand his recruiting

history, and a career 42.8 percent 3-point aver-

“Personally and professionally, I felt

Sean Miller as an assistant and shared

supportive presence as Archie completed a pro-

had 218 career 3-pointers, third-best in Wolfpack

2009, and once again, Archie and Morgan

other coach considered to be a young,

rising star. With Matta’s connection

to Sendek and his brother Sean, Ohio
State was an easy choice for Archie.

Matta and doing a great job recruiting. He
preciate the fact he came out here in the
At N.C. State, Miller had 218 career 3-pointers, third-best in
Wolfpack history, and a career 42.8 percent 3-point average,
ranking him sixth all-time.

He made an impact with the Buckeyes im-

with two interim coaches, and fans in Tucson

“You just knew he had ‘it,’” Matta said. “I

program to its glory days under legendary coach

best 3-point field goal percentage for one season,

mediately, Matta said.

during the 2000-01 season.

love the fact that when he came to Ohio State,

State.

began to consider his options for the future. His

been here for three years. His ability to read

four children, didn’t catch the basketball bug but

recruited Archie to play for the Wolfpack. Sean

State, but Archie decided not to leave the game

As for the third child, only Barb, Dana and

leaving after the 2001 season to become an assis-

dren, Sean, Dana, Ryan and Lisa. Of the 40-plus
through his work at Blackhawk or other coaching
experiences, Sean, Ryan and Lisa have made him

the most proud. Dana, the second-oldest of his
was a skilled high school tennis player.

Lisa use the name “Ryan” when referring to him.
He’s “Archie” to the men in his family, his wife

the Miami (Ohio) program. Sendek hired Sean
he moved south, taking over at North Carolina
Sendek hired Sean again as an assistant and

was there for most of his brother’s college career,
tant at Xavier.

“always sort of an ornery little guy.” The nick-

name stuck, and that’s the reason why the Flyer

and even friendly rivals when Sendek landed at
Arizona State and Archie became an assistant on
Sean’s staff at Arizona.

“Basketball was coded in Archie’s DNA,”

Faithful will cheer for Archie, or “Arch,” despite

Sendek said. “He grew up with it day in and day

“Ryan Joseph Miller.”

made Atlantic Coast Conference player who over-

his possession of a driver’s license that reads
That ornery little guy enjoyed being around

his father and Sean, who’s 10 years older, when
they went to the gym, and John took Archie along

when he traveled to coach at clinics across the region. Archie carried the bag of basketballs and
other equipment for his father, and as his reward

for being such a good helper, he earned a front-

behind entirely.

He was going to join the family business.

he hit the ground running. It was like he had

people and communicate with them is one of his
strengths. He didn’t need much direction from
me.”

Archie and Morgan also saw Columbus as

“It just seemed like a natural progression to

part of a longer-term plan. With a young family

things I like to do … one of the strengths I’ve

North Carolina, the idea of settling in the Mid-

always had was being able to communicate and

eventually become one of professional colleagues

All in the Family, as John Miller said that Ryan was

days as a basketball player would end at N.C.

scend its initial incarnation as coach-player and

It’s a nod to the crotchety nature of the Archie

Bunker character in the 1970s television sitcom

Near the end of his college career, Archie

get into coaching,” Archie said. “It’s one of the

the beginning of a relationship that would tran-

his basketball career.

making 59 of 102 (57.5 percent) of his attempts

For Archie, the connection with Sendek was

Morgan and everyone else he’s encountered in

teach the game. When you’re around a coach

“As we got married and started getting into

Morgan Cruse, a track and field and cross-

country athlete, arrived at N.C. State in 1999. Be-
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tucky under Darrin Horn in 2003-04. Sendek

brought Archie back to N.C. State the follow-

sprouting and eventually led to the strong working relationship the two developed at Arizona.

“Ten years older is a lot older, especially in

sports,” Archie said. “When I was coming up as a

youngster, he was playing at Pitt as a basketball

‘He’s not a bad guy’

From 2004-09, Sean Miller was Enemy

long winning record over the Flyers in Cincinfrustration from UD Arena twice during his five

player. When he gets out of college and I’m coming up through junior high and high school, he
was a college coach. To me, he’s always been my

brother, but at the same time, he’s always been
a mentor and a guy you want to take after.”

The Wildcats finished with a 16-15 record in

there for a while and ended up not being there

boss “wasn’t a bad guy.”

stopped in 2009, that school announced the hir-

director of basketball operations at Western Ken-

On the positive side, the age gap prevented

the usual manifestations of sibling rivalry from

25-year streak of NCAA appearances, the longest

we’ve ever been, though, we felt like we’d be

He was a coaching intern under Sendek at

Going coast to coast

as an assistant at N.C. State.

nection during his introductory press confer-

began spinning again in the state of Arizona,

N.C. State for the 2002-03 season and became

lationship often resembled a mentor-stu-

dent collaboration, especially when Sean worked

moves,” Morgan said. “I think that every place

early on we were going to try to make some

was seamless in terms of what I knew was going

to coach.”

to Columbus.

Sean and Archie were always close

despite their 10-year age gap, but their re-

the Millers’ first year. The team failed to make

came a lot and did it through hard work. He was

on.”

staff, he picked up the phone and placed a call

first place.”

years as the Musketeers head coach.

see the game like a coach,” he said. “You’re a
coach on the floor. When I got into coaching, it

When it was time for Sean to assemble his

nati and sending the Flyer Faithful home in

His position as a point guard also helped him
“Being a perimeter player/point guard, you

and an NCAA Championship in 1997.

west for a few years was quite appealing.

the early years, I think we all understood that

make the transition.

Lute Olson, who led the team to four Final Fours

No. 1 in Dayton, continuing Xavier’s decades-

every day of your life, you learn to talk like him,
think like him, you see the game like him.”

wanted a long-term leader who would return the

and closer proximity to family in Pittsburgh and

out. I have great respect for him. He was a self-

one of the best shooters I’ve ever had the chance

anthem, associate music professor Willie
“(Sean) felt like it was the most awe-

When Sendek left N.C. State at the

coached Steve Cruse’s American Legion baseball

who plays the saxophone for the national
Morris III.

2004.

end of the 2005-06 season, he moved

that battled for everything,” John Miller said.
“He’s always had that bit of aggressiveness. I

assistant coach. Morgan and Archie

the time. John Miller played baseball at Pfeiffer

squad.

NC STATE MEDIA RELATIONS

Conference, the Big Ten and the Pac-10 — worked

for a while.”

Two seasons later, the coaching carousel

this time at the University of Arizona. When it
ing of Sean Miller as its new head coach.

Archie jokingly alluded to the family con-

ence at Dayton, saying his brother and former
And now, Sean Miller is a Dayton fan.

“I have the utmost respect for Dayton and

its program,” Sean said. “I’m going to cheer as
hard as I can for them.”

Even when the Flyers play Xavier.

Those tough nights at UD Arena in the mid-

It was a potentially risky move for Sean,

2000s left such an impression on Sean that he

completed a tumultuous two-season stretch

Dayton’s campus: Go see the pep band director

considering that the Wildcats program had

asked his brother for a favor when he got on

the NCAA Tournament that season, breaking a

in Division I at that time. It was the proverbial
rebuilding season, but one that laid the foundation for one of the biggest turnarounds for a college basketball program in 2010-11.

Arizona won the Pac-10 regular season title

and sophomore Derrick Williams, now a pro-

jected top-5 pick in the 2011 NBA Draft, won the
Pac-10 Player of the Year award. Shortly before
the postseason, it was Williams who made a

See Suit, Page 37
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F o r o n e c l a s s , i t ’s
air safety. The next,
manure lagoons.
E n g i n e e r i n g
students inside
U D ’s I n n o v a t i o n
C e nt e r a re g e t t i n g
real projects w ith
real problems to
solve. But the biggest
thing may be how
it’s changing lives —
theirs included.

The
next

big
thing
On a farm in Mercer County, Ohio,
entrepreneur Ted Thieman can smell
opportunity.
P hotograph
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By Meredith Hirt ’13

of high school students
around

campus.

With

to help prevent this disaster from happening

farm last winter to help them learn about life be-

Another team has been working with air traf-

Andy Bruggeman, collects waste from his 110

again, and UD was the partner to help.

their parents a step be-

fic safety. Flying in the air can be scary enough.

engineers peered through

crashing into another airplane on the ground.

hind, these prospective

glass walls at the action
happening

inside

Ket-

tering Labs. Engineering
students in suits stood in

front of clients, mentors, professors and peers
presenting results from a semester-long project
to reduce water pollution from farms.

Chris Cornelius knows what it’s like to be on

both sides of the glass. Five years ago as an Otta-

Passengers should not also have to worry about
Brought to the University two years ago by alum-

ni working with Boeing, a project to determine

the human threshold of LED light detection could
help the Federal Aviation Administration develop
new standards and implement an energy-saving
and safety-promoting innovation in the illumination of aircraft wingtips.

Both of these projects hap-

wa, Ohio, high school student, he took just such

pen in the Innovation Center,

understand the potential of hands-on experience.

functional teams from mul-

a tour. He fell in love with UD before growing to
The School of Engineering’s Innovation Center is
the epitome of that. This windy day, he was one of

the suits, explaining how his team’s results could
help farmers, swimmers and his entrepreneur cli-

ent. “We’re doing more than classroom learning
— we’re solving problems,” he said.

With its northeast corner wrapped in glass,

Kettering Labs and the innovation happening

inside are visible each day to thousands of passing students. Getting an education changes students’ lives. Shouldn’t it change the lives of others as well?

At UD, it does both.

In the Innovation Center, the next big idea

can come from just about anywhere — industry

sponsors that need a product or process improved,
a faculty member whose research requires more

hands, an entrepreneur looking for the engineering expertise to move from concept to product.

Each year, the Center takes on 80 projects guided
by professors and mentors. Student teams may

include engineers from multiple disciplines,

business students creating business plans, even
law students and professors helping with patent

applications, all of whom work in conjunction
with the sponsors.

More often that not, projects transform not

only the students but also the lives of others. Dayton-area entrepreneur Ted Thieman turned to the
Innovation Center after a calamity in June 2010 at

Grand Lake St. Marys in northwest Ohio. Fertiliz-

er runoff from nearby farms flowed into streams
that emptied into the lake, taking with it nutri-

ents to feed a toxic algae bloom. Signs dotted the
shores: No Swimming. No boating. Thousands of
dead fish were shoveled off the beaches. The danger and stench stunted the local economy, which

usually reaps $150 million annually from lake rec-

reation. Thieman knew he had to do something

which brings together crosstiple areas of the University’s
academic landscape. They alter
the flow of knowledge from the
normal

professor-to-student

path to a more dynamic current
with new origins and new destinations. They provide the back-

drop for innovative thinking,
learning and creating. Perhaps
most importantly, their goals

yond the computer screen, he said. The farmer,

dairy cows in the covered lagoon. This spring, it

was filled 8 feet deep and baking in the sunshine.

T

cer County, Ohio, where early settlers
drained bog land and built homesteads.

Fields gently roll toward either the head-

waters of the Wabash River or the tributaries
of Grand Lake St. Marys. It’s a bountiful land

are responsible to is a fantastic

farmer’s process — running

learning experience,” said Ken

the waste liquid through a

Bloemer, Innovation Center di-

filtration system designed by

rector. “Students are used to be-

students to reduce the solids’

ing told what to do. Here, they

particle size and content to

must write a proposal — this is

less than 1 percent so his pel-

our understanding of the prob-

let reactor can do its work.

lem, this is how we’re going to

Thieman wants to reduce the

tackle it and this is what we’re

concentration of phosphorous

going to deliver in the end. The

in the fertilizer and reduce

pressure’s on.”

runoff during snow melts and

Using

hands-on

experi-

ences, students in the School

John Hageman

that gobbled up life in Grand

of Engineering not only solve
real-world problems. They also

Lake St. Marys.

develop communication, proj-

Kevin Stanton, a senior

ect-management and leadership

mechanical engineering ma-

said of the farm visit, an important step in the

learning

with a real client that students

Thieman wants to add another step to a

Both projects will improve lives. And, in the pro-

hieman grew up on a dairy farm in Mer-

“Project-based

up to spread on his fields.

jor, had never been on a farm before. “It was a

volved.

tion.

uid, with 4 to 6 percent solids, Bruggeman loads

are the same: to make the world a better place.

cess, both projects will change the students in-

innovative engineering educa-

ing solids for animal bedding. The remaining liq-

2010 that fed the algae bloom

The Innovation Center has
been singled out as best-in-class
KEEN Foundation, which fosters

solids — and run it through a screw press, collect-

rain storms like the ones in

About the
Innovation Center
in project-based learning by the

He’ll pump out the waste — made up of 20 percent

In the Innovation
Center, the next big
idea can come from
just about anywhere
— industry sponsors
that need a product or
process improved, a
faculty member whose
research requires
more hands, an
entrepreneur looking
for the engineering
expertise to move from
concept to product.

Both projects have the potential to save lives.

LARRY BURGESS

A

spring wind blew a swarm

skills. They are taught to move
the project closer to the mar-

pretty great sight — and some new smells,” he

ketplace, which is a key part of
engineering success — not only

students’ education and their understanding

acquiring the technical skills but

of how their solution could impact the farmer’s

also the other skills that will en-

work. Stanton walked away with a manure sam-

able them to become successful

ple from the lagoon and a newfound respect for

professionals.

job ... there is always work to be done,” he said.

the Innovation Center grew out

the profession. “Working on a farm is a nonstop

Located in Kettering Labs,

So his solution must take into account cost and

of the Design and Manufactur-

workload of the farmer, too.

ing Clinic, founded in 1996. Since

Back in the lab, the team pinched fingers over

then, students have solved more

overloaded with phosphorous from decades of

flared nostrils while running waste through sev-

than 700 innovation challenges

crop yield. Already in the business of removing

and cost-effective choice. “We got yelled at by oth-

met or exceeded client expecta-

with her teammates testing samples late into the

time. Projects last one or multiple

morning. Coad, a chemical engineering major,

than $5,000.

her interest in wastewater management. “You

is always looking for more proj-

different options. ... A lot of them didn’t work.

best source for student projects.

manure spread to enrich the soil and increase

phosphorus and nitrogen from sewage water pro-

duced by commercial plants, Thieman had the
machine to help prevent Ohio’s largest manmade
lake from again looking, as he described it, “like

pea soup.” Connections to UD led him to the Innovation Center where, for $4,000 a semester,
he funded research by two student teams to meet

a specific challenge: remove solids from farm
wastewater so his pellet reactor can pull out the

nutrients and create a more sustainable fertilizer

eral filtration options to test for the most efficient

for 130 different clients. They’ve

er people,” said senior Sarah Coad, who worked

tions more than 90 percent of the

night only to discover the smell lingered the next

semesters and cost clients less

chose this project as an elective to supplement

And the Innovation Center

can’t be afraid to make mistakes and try several
You have to make mistakes to know what’s right.”

Her teammates cut cornhusks with scissors

ects. Bloemer said alumni are the

Sarah Coad

“If they’d like to come back to
campus and have students work

and a clean water byproduct.

to see how this natural filter would fare; it failed.

on their projects, they should

the nutrients,” Thieman said as he stood beside

carbonate; it got goopy and didn’t filter. After

His email address is kbloemer1@

“We’re going to take this waste and harness

a manure lagoon. He brought students to this
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They then ran the wastewater through calcium

contact me directly,” he said.

each setback the group met and talked through

notes.udayton.edu.
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My contribution to
airplane safety
By Meredith Hirt ’13
Approximately 60 students during the 2010the next steps, every opinion given fair consider-

ation. While some thought these options should
be abandoned, as a group they agreed to retest before moving on. “I learned that, in order to have

a good group dynamic, you need to just go with
the flow and be willing to listen to others’ ideas,”
she said.

At the group’s final presentation in Decem-

ber, students passed to the audience samples of

walnut shells, corn stover and calcium carbonate. They covered the pros and cons of each fil-

ter, explaining how crushed walnut shells — a
renewable, inexpensive resource — best collected

the solids and could be backwashed to rejuvenate
their filtering properties.

A good conclusion but, like many good ideas,

more work needed to be done. So the project con-

tinued during the spring semester. Expanding

cause of the JFK crash is under investigation, stu-

dents in the Innovation Center are investigating
a change in exterior anti-collision aircraft lights
for both in-flight and ground operations that
might prevent such accidents. Such a solution

could also benefit the environment by reducing
an aircraft’s power needs.

while it requires some engineering set-up, the cost of materials was less than other options
presented.

Cost is just one factor con-

sidered by the business students
on each team. The business plan

development is one way the Innovation Center has evolved to

better serve its students and

Federal Aviation Administration Civil Aerospace
Institute. The goal for UD’s student team is to
find the human threshold for seeing LED lighting. LEDs could replace the current incandes-

cent or strobe anti-collision lighting used on the
wingtips of aircraft, saving energy and promoting safety.

And to find the human threshold, the team

structed a testing site by
hanging black and blue bed

sheets from the ceiling us-

ing clothes hangers and duct
tape. Once the entrance was

O

Kennedy International Airport, a taxi-

ing Air France jumbo jet wing clipped

friend,” he advised during
one of the weekly conference

admitted they began using blue after they bought
As a Flyers football defensive end, fall semes-

to a team’s worth of potential subjects, but beeveryone’s idea of a good time. For an incentive,

Wingeier offered the players a $10 Milano’s gift

card for their time, and the sign-up list filled
quickly. After a visual acuity test, the test subjects sat in the darkened room for an hour responding to light and sound signals and pressing
buttons to indicate when they saw a light in the
distance.

Sitting outside the closet and staring at a

passengers and crew members were aboard the

ready?” may sound even less enticing than being

way accidents are among the 10 most significant
safety issues facing air travelers, according to the

National Transportation Safety Board. While the

cept the occasional, “Take a short break … are you
the subject swallowed by the darkness. Not so,

students attacked their prototype development
step. In addition to their responsibility for grad-

ing the teams’ work throughout the semester,
Hageman and the other faculty of the Innovation
Center are also valuable resources for students
when they encounter obstacles in their projects.

A common obstacle in developing relation-

lighting with the LED option. But the original

ships with customers is communicating in terms

hired a translator to transcribe an English version

the importance of the technical side. Hageman

report was in French, so the Innovation Center
for the students.

The hope is that the LEDs will increase visibil-

airport tower and between pilots operating differthat the testing procedure was reliable and made

recommendations, including additional testing
using colored LEDs and multiple flashes rather
than single ones.

At the end of spring semester, Innovation Cen-

and representatives from the FAA considered the
continue, during the final presentation in April

a non-engineer can understand without losing
taught the teams how to strike the right balance.

When Hageman said the spring semester filtration team offered an abundance of slides too long

and detailed for the client presentation, Corne-

lius shrugged, nonchalantly suggesting, “We can

gloss over the research.” Hageman jumped in:
“No! Don’t do that.” Instead of cutting out neces-

sary information, Hageman advised the teams on
how their vocabulary and visuals could communicate all of the relevant information in a more

“One of the biggest mistakes we make as

talking about,” he said.

their equations and calculations into layman’s

establishing a human threshold for LED visible

you’re there. Make sure they know what is go-

has gotten closer and closer to the original goal of
lighting. Listening to the presentation over the
phone, an FAA employee congratulated the team:

“Very professionally done and efficiently carried
out — I’m proud of you guys.”

A

fundamental element of both projects

was the guidance provided to the Innova-

tion Center teams by their professors and

mentors. Lecturer John Hageman isn’t

often the tallest person in any room, but there’s a
good reason students look up to him. His jokes are
tempered with the facts: Pay attention, he says,

because what I’m telling you matters, even if you

terms. First, tell the audience members why
ing to be talked about and why they should care.
When presenting new information, give the answer before explaining the path that led to that

conclusion. Pictures and illustrations are important; no one wants to bore the audience they’re

attempting to impress. For each formula used,

include a chart. The numbers will lack meaning

if they’re standing alone. When a slide appeared

“What have you accomplished and what in-

shining brighter than the fluorescent lights soon

tice run of its final presentation in December. His

asked the fall FAA student team during the prac-

the hallway to establish my visual acuity; the researchers told me I was the only test subject able
to discern any letters on the bottom line. Then
I entered the room, took a seat and, once the
entrance flap closed, had eight minutes to adjust
to the darkness of the black abyss. During that
period, time lost all points of reference. Following its loss was the wane of my sense of direction.
Then a tone sounded and a light appeared
at the end of the black hole. Or did it? Over the
course of testing, the tone sounded 500 times.
Sometimes a discernible blue pinpoint of light
was visible, sometimes it wasn’t. Sometimes I
wondered whether I imagined the apparition of
light, but I had to respond. My hands rested on
two large buttons on the table in front of me. If I
saw a light, my right hand pushed the green button. If I saw no light, my left hand pressed the
red button.
The testing went on for an hour, but I couldn’t
have told you that. Afterward, I was given my $10
gift card and was on my way. Participating in the
testing, though strange and unusual, had a double benefit for me: a free Milano’s meal and the
chance to help illuminate the night sky.

For one student, lessons are already being ap-

plied at a new job in Denver. Hashemi uses the
sales tips provided by Hageman when he sells Eaton Corporation’s circuit breakers, safety switch-

es, electric vehicle charging stations and other

products. Working with the FAA gave him insight
into federal agencies that regulate purchasing by

his current customers. At the Innovation Center,
he saw the entire engineering process from the

inside, so he understands the standards that govern his products’ designs.

Two other students on the FAA project are

also moving up their career ladders. Fall semester team member John Putmann became a men-

tor to the spring semester group. Now getting his
doctorate in engineering from UD, Chris Yakopcic
worked on two other Innovation Center projects
as an undergrad and is now in his third semester

mentoring the FAA team. He also presented the
project with Putmann at Wright State University’s International Symposium for Aviation Psychology in May.

Coad, who graduated in May, expected her

experience with the filtration project to help her
significantly after graduation. “It was so unique;
if we weren’t doing it hands-on, we may have

found no solution. ... The project will work …
and it will help me with finding a job in environmental engineering,” she said.

the customer they’ve done a good job.

“I always wanted to impact people and the

I

world around me.”

in place. Similarly, the FAA team is providing a

Duct tape was a common household tool, and her favorite toy

Americans but will keep them safer when flying.

in Mississippi, Hirt has more recently developed an apprecia-

t took the closing of a favorite watering hole
last summer to alert a local entrepreneur

to the pressing issue of farm waste pollu-

tion. However, with the efforts of Thieman

and his UD engineers, one solution is being put

UD taught Hashemi a similar lesson: “If what

I’m doing isn’t helping people, then I’m doing
something wrong.”

UD

Meredith Hirt ’13 was raised in a family of engineers.

safety tool that may not be on the radar for most

was a screwdriver. A frequent flier between UD and her home

For the students involved, learning is not only a

tion for the FAA.

theoretical process, but a tangible one.

Though each project was vastly different,

<CONTINUED CONVERSATIONS>

was usually much simpler, so they transferred

tors through conference calls and email updates.
to interact with others on campus. The Univer-

INNOVATE LIKE EDISON
by Michael J. Gelb

that to the slide.

Then Hageman presented the golden tip that

‘if, and, or but.’” Especially applicable in the

as he listens thoughtfully to their problems.

etrist’s eye chart under the fluorescent lights of

really enjoyed,” she said.

INNOVATION CENTER
http://www.udayton.edu/engineering/innovation_center/
index.php

they were trying to say. Their verbal explanation

teammates at their tables, sitting with them dur-

ing their conference calls or leaning toward them

Labs. I was one of them. First I read an optom-

their foundations had much in common. Both

every public speaker learns. “Wherever you’re

head of the room, he’s usually standing next to

pitch-black closet in the basement of Kettering

too wordy, Hageman asked the students what

don’t understand it yet. Instead of being at the

formation are you trying to convey?” Hageman

ery morning,” said senior Ali Hashemi, his eyes

accessible way.

years ago, the information supported by the data

said the team members. “It’s a new morning ev-
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oped new products are very similar to how the

He taught the engineers the art of translating

at the FAA. “Duct tape is your

computer while saying nothing for an hour ex-

two aircraft, and no one was injured. Such run-

offer to students. The ways his employers devel-

Doepker said that since the start of the project two

by one of the team’s mentors

the tail of a Delta Comair commuter

plane and sent it spinning on the runway; 586

Hageman has plenty of industry experience to

engineers is assuming people know what we’re

ing enclosed in a 50-foot pitch-black closet isn’t

n April 11, 2011, at New York’s John F.

opment engineer at General Motors and Delphi,

team’s goals accomplished. Though research will

for whom a one-time installation fee is the most

Lake St. Marys.

making it possible to compare current aircraft

tion. After spending most of his career as a devel-

struction was recommended

all light. The method of con-

ter group member Brandon Wingeier had access

running this summer, boating season on Grand

luminous intensity and duration of the flash,

the format and execution of their final presenta-

ter founding director Phil Doepker, now retired,

and scale it down into a bucket-sized pellet reac-

it. He plans to have the first farm pellet reactor

sity of light as a function of the instantaneous

question led the team to important lessons about

closed, the room swallowed

Wal-Mart out of the black ones.

vation Center students, he believes they’ve done

tion, discovered in 1911, measures effective inten-

ent airplanes. The spring semester team verified

financials and critical risks. Thieman’s challenge

realistic option. And with the help of the Inno-

ed a formula used for measuring the brightness

on the ground floor of Kettering Labs and con-

calls. As for the multicolored sheets, the students

tor marketable to small and mid-sized farmers

To convert each subject’s test data to mean-

ity across long distances for the controllers in the

sponsors. Well-crafted business plans take into

was to take a technology the size of a grain silo

responsible for civil aviation safety.

produce.

‘It was so unique; if
we weren’t doing it
hands-on, we may
have found no solution.
... The project will
work … and it will
help me with finding
a job in environmental
engineering.’

account competitors, market, industry trends,

put together and polished for the federal agency

of incandescent lighting. The Blondel-Rey equa-

The engineering students took over an area

modified to a farm’s needs and,

useful knowledge. The final presentation must be

is now sponsored in the Innovation Center by the

several alumni working with Boeing, the project

store-bought auger with a mesh housing that redo its work. The auger can be

nized and the results converted from numbers to

ingful box plots and line graphs, the team adapt-

needed human test subjects and the data they

duced the size of solids so the pellet reactor could

rough data recorded during the test must be orga-

Brought to the University two years ago by

on the fall semester results, the spring semes-

ter team invented a new system configured of a

to be extinguished. The test must be run. The

11 school year found themselves shut into a

going, be committed to your position. Don’t use
business world, he explained, “When presenting to a customer, have confidence. Not ‘hopefully, maybe, probably.’” Hageman described
the teams’ final presentations as their sales day

— they’ve already done their work and convinced

him. Now’s the time to sell the idea and convince

teams were in constant contact with their menBoth teams had to step out of their departments

sity’s psychology department had to approve
the FAA team’s use of human test subjects, and

business students were integral in the water fil-

tration team’s final presentation. Coad, the only
chemical engineering major in a group of me-

"Instilling the Entrepreneurial Mindset into
Engineering Undergraduates" (PDF)
by Timothy J. Kriewall, program director of the Kern
Entrepreneurship Education Network
http://bit.ly/iEZZvp

chanical engineers, said working with peers on

THE INNOVATOR'S DILEMMA
by Clayton M. Christensen

problem and it’s your task to come up with a solu-

UNITED INVENTORS ASSOCIATION TWITTER FEED
twitter.com/UIAInventors

the prototype was the best part. “You’re given a
tion and to test prototypes — that’s something I
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How
happiness
and
meaning
YOUR
in life start
with a good STORY

E
By
Jack Bauer

Illustrations by
Elwood Smith
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YOUR
LIFE

very so often at a party in Chicago, when I was in my 20s

During those years I went to the wedding of two UD

and 30s, I had a particular revelation. The scene was sim-

grads, a good friend from high school, John Konkoly ’89,

flowing. I would overhear someone utter “UD.” I might

table as a particularly gorgeous woman, a friend of Lori’s

ilar: a packed house or apartment, music blaring, beer

see a Dayton T-shirt or baseball cap. Maybe a UD banner
on the wall. It became clear: I’m at a UD party. Again.

I could never figure out how I ended up at these par-

and Lori Sauer, now Konkoly, ’89. They sat me at the same

named Tricia whom I remember to this day because now
she’s my wife. Perhaps UD actually was my destiny.

After living in Chicago, Tricia and I moved to Flag-

ties. I didn’t know the host. I didn’t necessarily arrive

staff, Ariz., where we started a family and I started my ca-

school friends who went to UD, but they didn’t live in

from family — Tricia’s in Cincinnati and mine in Cleve-

with UD grads. I hadn’t gone to UD. I had a few high
Chicago. Perhaps people from Ohio end up at the same

parties in Chicago? Perhaps graduates of Catholic col-

leges end up at the same parties anywhere? Perhaps UD
grads just throw the best parties? (Probably so, but that
wouldn’t explain why I would be there.) Perhaps UD
was my destiny?

reer. We loved it there (sunny, friends). But it was too far
land. Then UD gave me a job with an excellent work en-

vironment, fantastic students and colleagues, and ideal
opportunities for professional growth, all while bringing
our kids and us closer to family.

Fun, love and work. It is easy for me to view UD with a

sense of gratitude and destiny.
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told a million times. Of course, by then it only

Same facts, different story

works with people I’ve just met.

I suppose I could tell that story another way.

This drives me crazy because I love good sto-

I could interpret my life in a way that scarcely

rytellers. Maybe that’s why I study people’s life

throw the only parties I went to in Chicago. UD

I first got the idea to study people’s stories

mentions UD. For example, UD alums did not

tive data and statistical models showing how

Variable A (say, personal narratives) predicts
Variable B (say, happiness or meaning).

Can we actually measure these things as

stories for a living.

well as the physical sciences measure planets,

introduced Tricia and me, but only indirectly,

as the editor of a weekly newspaper in the Up-

the fact that astronomers are still arguing over

date, much less get married. UD gave me a job,

how familiar you are with the U.P., but you may

and UD didn’t exactly figure in our decision to

per Peninsula of Michigan. Now, I don’t know

but the hire is a mutual exchange of goods and
services.

it feels less true, less full, less meaningful. UD
interpreted my life that way, which is to say, I

have constructed a personal narrative or story
that says UD is personally meaningful. So it is,

meanings in life are just as likely to be unhappy

life. Having leisure also means we’re probably

Usually we think that a story is a retelling

cades. In other words, thinking complexly about

shelter. And that’s where wealth comes in.

in fact, meaningful.

of something. Factual events happen in life,

and then we tell stories about those events.

as happy. This finding has been replicated for delife is different than feeling good about it.

vations, ideals and conflicts that shape our feel-

Hitting the cortical lottery

and define ourselves in terms of these interpre-

a matter of effort. It’s also a matter of luck.

ings and interpretations of events. We identify
tations.

So the stories we tell about our lives are more

than just stories. They’re what we know of our
lives. Our stories become our lives.

The question is, what do we want our lives

to become?

The answer: Good.

Good life = happiness + meaning
When people in studies were asked what

constitutes a good life, they rated happiness and

meaning highest, above things like status and
lots of money.

This notion of a good life has deep roots,

going back at least 2,400 years to Aristotle. For

him, a good life, or eudaimonia, involved two

things: pleasure and arete (translated as “excel-

Aristotle said that eudaimonia is not simply
Like it or not, much of our happiness is ge-

netic. Research shows that happiness levels are
more similar for identical twins than for fraternal twins.
Yikes.

Jonathan Haidt of the University of Virginia

you’re happy but you got that way by being selfish and cheating others, then suddenly “a good

ally we slide back to our endowed set point. (Really, our genes set a range of likely happiness

levels that seem to become more channeled as
our lives unfold.)

Once basic needs are met, it’s a much dif-

ferent story. People around the world then start

to focus on “psychological needs,” such as seeking pleasure, a sense of belonging, a sense of

personal competence and esteem, and meaning

in life. When focused on these kinds of needs,

it takes huge increases in income — upwards of
$100,000 in a year — to see a just-noticeable difference in happiness, on average.

Not only that, but sudden increases in hap-

income level quickly becomes the new baseline.
moving forward and exhausting our energies

where we started. Of course, it’s great that we
adapt when things go wrong. But when things
go great (“I won the lottery!”), well, we adapt to
that, too.

Finally, we should ask: Which comes first,

increases in income or increases in happiness?

things go wrong. Plus, it’s very important to

many years shows that increases in happiness

can change permanently, and approximately

40 percent of happiness levels are tied to our
own personal actions.

Whew. There’s hope.

Cost of living adjustments

meaning are not the same thing. In fact, they’re

about only when a person has ample leisure.

not even related. People with highly developed

week for $13,000 a year, but this was enough

While this may sound discouraging, on the

life” doesn’t seem so good.

Here’s an interesting fact: Happiness and

happy than people who do not.

not to worry about food and shelter. My rent was

only $200 a month for the spacious top floor of
a house, and I survived happily on cheap pizza

and black bean soup, which I heated up by myself when feeling particularly domestic. And

Aristotle also said that eudaimonia comes

Leisure allows for time to think deeply about
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A longitudinal study tracking individuals over
come before increases in income. Why? Perhaps

of people’s lives.

enough, but when it comes to telling a story in
person, it never works unless it’s one that I’ve

Think of any story featuring character development where the protagonist tries to become a
“better person.”

Our life stories can showcase growth in the

event may be important “because we shared

it” or “because it brought us together” (love).
An event may be important “because I grew
stronger” or “because we learned” (growth).

The more we use a particular theme to con-

fly to Paris to participate in UD’s summer study
UD students study abroad and are taught by UD

professors, who propose the programs and locations. (While I was interviewing for my position

at UD, Tricia discovered this program on UD’s
website. She was clear on the phone that night:
You get that job!)

When I did this program in Paris in 2009,

identify with that theme in our lives. We can

my family joined me, and we all loved it. It was

dependent researchers to agree how frequently

and 4 at the time) explore a new city, new foods

especially wonderful watching our kids (ages 6
and new people.

On the academic side, I was reminded what

so often the expression of “OMG, I get it now,

process: I had to cut paragraphs off the end of

the story until it fit the space available. This was

maddening. Here I had spent hours interview-

ing someone, doing background investigation

were fully engaged in the class — I’ve never seen

wow, life’s bigger than I thought” — as the
course topics were linked to and energized by

our experience in Paris. For me, Paris is Growth
City.

It was for the students, too. Afterward, they

and throwing myself into this person’s life for a

wrote about their experiences. Growth themes

for the police report (naturally the most popular

experience as a period of intense self-discovery

week — all to just hack the story to make room
column) or an announcement of a bake sale.

I wanted to study people’s life stories in

Science of stories

I’m a terrible storyteller. I can write well

and transform themselves into a force of good.

tably realized that I had written too much. Time

timistically and creatively, and can invest in the

The story of a researcher

where the heroes realize the sins of their past

it means to have a course come alive: Students

more depth and more systematically.

future accordingly.

age movies and stories of character development

The problem was that, when designing the

it’s that happy people can get others to like them

and their work more easily, can think more op-

titles in the past 40 years. We love coming-of-

abroad program. In this extraordinary program,

or “because I proved I could do it” (power). An

measure a theme quantitatively by getting in-

vember. But I most loved doing feature stories

almost 50 percent of the best-selling nonfiction

may be important “because I had an influence”

League Baseball, but also dog-sled racing and

the popular “Call in Your Kill” listings in No-

American ideals of progress and a good life. This

past and in the planned future. In a week I will

vey the importance of an event, the more we

sports — mostly high school sports and Little

Growth is a major part of eudaimonia, and

er, love and growth. People use these themes to

I loved my job. I liked writing editorials and

was short on press day, and so was the editing

bursts or depletions of happiness, but eventu-

Three of the great themes in life stories and

give meaning to events in their lives. An event

lisher was shrewd. I worked 60-70 hours per

to gain something pleasurable but end up right

“set point” for happiness. We may have short

and why it’s important. These themes can be

porter, photographer and layout guy. My pub-

In addition to editor, I was the (not “a”) re-

layout of the page with the feature story, I inevi-

note that happiness is not all genetic. Set points

about which one feels good. For example, if

station and ironically missed the first season of

This is called the hedonic treadmill. We keep

being happy routinely. But we have a biological

ply as happiness and meaning.

Meaning deals with how one analyzes the life

identified systematically and quantified.

state lottery. Roughly 60 percent of people report

bright side it’s part of what pulls us up when

Happiness is the feeling that life is good.

Bay, Wis., which is why I only got one television

piness generally don’t last. We adapt. The new

lence of character” or “maturity in virtue and

meaning-making”). I’ll refer to these two sim-

narrative themes to convey what is important

calls this “the cortical lottery.” Fortunately the

odds in this lottery are much better than in the

Here’s how: Life stories, like any story, use

poor. In every country around the world, people
who worry about food, shelter and safety are less

and meaning are luxuries.

social sciences.

stories generally (think literature, film) are pow-

eudaimonia, the good life, because happiness

what, where and when, but about why and how

Such research is already well established in the

Northern Exposure).

way in bringing happiness, but only if you’re

stories, let’s look at some of the prerequisites of

— about the intentions, dreams, reasons, moti-

Overall, it’s clear that money goes a long

Before we consider how all this relates to life

But life stories are primarily about meanings,
not facts. A story’s meaning is not about who,

not worrying about basic needs like food and

but if I had to pick one theme, I’d pick growth.

is partly why self-help books have accounted for

to pass up, so I traded culture for nature and
headed north (like three hours north of Green

What themes make up a good life story?

Much of the answer depends on one’s culture,

people are likely to be happy years from now
based on their stories today? Most definitely.

Chicago is so fun. But an editor job was too good

Growth matters

the concept of growth is deeply embedded in

quiet. Dead quiet, painfully quiet, especially
moved to Chicago because, and solely because,

life story.

But can we measure happiness, meaning

and life stories well enough to predict which

for a 22-year-old who only months earlier had

plays a meaningful role in my life because I have

what a planet is.

have heard of its unparalleled beauty. They call

it “God’s Country.” And it is beautiful. It’s also

This version of the story is also factual. But

plants and protons? Of course not, never mind

it is mentioned across the episodes of a person’s

I view the questions of a good life — of how

were off the charts. Students uniformly saw the
and self-expansion. They wrote passionately
about what they learned and how their appre-

ciation deepened for other cultures and their
American culture. They told stories of growing
— experientially and intellectually.

The distinction is important. Recall that

we create happiness and meaning — as scien-

happiness and meaning are not the same thing.

the arts, religion, history and other disciplines

that personal growth stories lead down at least

tific questions. I love philosophy, literature,
that study life’s big questions. But for me, these

questions are begging for observable, quantita-

My colleagues and I have consistently found
two broad paths. Stories emphasizing experiential growth (focusing on deepened experiences
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relationships)

lead

key. If research has found

as individuals or more to have them live out our

life (happiness). Stories

happiness and meaning

latter, but it’s not easy. On any given day I catch

toward feeling good about
emphasizing

one overarching key to

intellec-

in life, it’s spending time

tual growth lead toward

with others.

thinking deeply about life
(meaning).
But

there’s

So it seems that the

American Dream of striv-

little

ing

cross-over. Growth stories

es is a dream that we’re

are not likely to lead to

better to wake up from. In

growth along the other.

fact, research shows that

Only the people whose
kinds

emphasize

of

growth,

pursuing this dream as a

both

primary life goal may be

like

an attempt to overcome

my students after Paris,

a lack of more person-

tend to show evidence of
both happiness and rich

meaning in life — that is, to show evidence of

ally meaningful qualities
Certain kinds of activities are known for fos-

eudaimonia.

tering eudaimonia. One is called “flow.” Flow is

Growing through grief

mersed in something we find interesting, being

All this talk of growth sounds great. But

what about when life gets tough? How much
wiggle room is there in how we interpret the loss
of a loved one or some traumatic event?

As it turns out, people going through the

same tragic event, like 9/11 or personal abuse,

the experience of being in a groove, being im-

ily or friends. Perhaps personal strengths that

were previously undiscovered. These people,
whose stories convey themes of “post-traumatic
growth,” are found to adjust better.

It’s important to note that growth is not the

same thing as recovery. Almost everyone focuses
on recovery during difficult times, but only some
also focus on growth, and then with seemingly

positive effects. But then did adjustment happen first, and the growth themes in narratives

simply follow? Well, in one important study of

psychotherapy, growth narratives came prior
to improvements in psychological adjustment,
and not the other way around.

Like James Brown said, ‘Get up offa
that thang’
People who have growth stories seek growth

in their lives. This is true for the old and the
young, contrary to popular notions that “growth

is for the young.” Plus, it’s not just that people
tell stories about growth. It’s that these people
do things that promote growth.

When it comes to happiness, it’s not so

tant. In study after study, in every age group, ev-

high level of challenge but where their skills are
up to that challenge.

Some of the most common examples include

food), reading and sex. But watching TV does

Perhaps strengthened relationships with fam-

Status, kids and what we emphasize

about when people do something that involves a

for others, the tragic event also leads to some-

an important lesson or viewpoint about life.

question of why we do what we do.

much the kind of activities we do as the reasons

like self-image or social status. Flow comes

active leisure, such as sports and physical ex-

thing positive, some silver lining. Perhaps

in life. This leads to the

focused on the present activity and not things

tell very different stories. For some the event

is simply tragic — that’s all, no growth. But

ever-newer

cars and ever-bigger hous-

and plans along one path

stories

toward

ercise, socializing (especially when it involves
not; it produces inactivity, little excitement and
little challenge.

Why then do we watch so much TV? Probably

because at the end of a hard day, it’s much easier

to click on the TV than to read a book or go for a
run.

Flow activities take more initial effort, men-

tally and physically. But the initial investment
pays off in terms of both meaning and happiness

in life. Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, the great flow
researcher, finds that the eudaimonic life comes
when people routinely structure their lives to
produce flow experiences.

Earlier I said essentially that money itself

doesn’t buy happiness. But, some researchers

find, money can buy happiness if we spend it

right. We can spend money on either experien-

tial purchases (activities) or material purchases

(things). Here’s the payoff: Spending $100 on a

baseball game or a concert is more likely to bring
lasting happiness than spending $100 on a pair

of shoes. When we purchase activities instead
of things, we’re more likely to reminisce about

them, to find meaning in them, to grow tired of
them more slowly and to share them more with
other people. That last one — other people — is
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ideals for our own lives? I try hard not to do the

myself feeling proud or defensive, dishing out
praise or punishment, because my children’s be-

haviors either reflect or contradict what I myself
want to be. The hard part is that some of those
ideals I would want for anyone (like being consid-

erate or trying hard) and others I wouldn’t (like

being controlling or perfectionism). And it’s not
always easy to tell which is which when such sit-

uations spontaneously arise by the dozens each
day. But it’s got to be worth the effort to try.

As far as I can tell, the only remedy is the age-

old advice: “Know thyself.” Which brings us back
to where we started: Examining our life stories.

What’s your story?
We have just scanned an enormous amount

of research. Is there a simple conclusion for it
all? A quick little piece of advice to jot down for
future reference?

I don’t think so. Lives are complex. If I want-

for doing them and for thinking they’re impor-

ed to offer any insights that would actually be

ery income group and around the world, we see

And if I already did hear it at one of those par-

that happier people do things for person-oriented reasons more than for gaining material goods
or social status.

Status and money aren’t necessarily prob-

lems in themselves. We all have both person-

oriented and status-oriented reasons for doing
what we do. For example, take the college student who wants to become a lawyer because she

loves the legal process and feels she can help

others (person oriented). She might also want
to become a lawyer for the money and prestige

(status oriented). What matters for her happiness is how much she emphasizes them in her
life story.

This distinction is especially important

when it comes to parenting. We all want our

kids to be happy, but do we encourage our kids to

useful, I’d need to hear your particular story.

ties in Chicago, do you mind repeating it? It was
pretty loud there, as I recall.

UD

Jack Bauer (http://academic.udayton.edu/jackbauer)

struggles daily to translate research findings into plain Eng-

lish. He holds the Roesch Chair in the Social Sciences and is
an associate professor of psychology at UD. He is co-editor of
the book Transcending Self-Interest: Psychological

Explorations of the Quiet Ego and is currently writ-

ing about the topics in this article for a book on the ideal of
growth in American life stories. Bauer is also an associate editor of the Journal of Personality and Social Psychology and, were this article to appear in that journal, he would

have dutifully cited his research references in endnotes. He is
happy to provide them to any interested readers.

pursue activities for the enrichment it brings for

<CONTINUED CONVERSATIONS>

and praise (think: grades) they’ll get from their

FINDING FLOW by Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi

themselves and for others? Or for the acceptance
parents, peers and teachers?

Chances are we’re doing both. After all, en-

richment is good and noble, and it’s what brings
happiness. But life in a complex society makes
us jump through a lot of hoops, and status-mo-

tivated goals can help with that. Yet, such goals
are not likely to bring happiness. Again, it’s a
matter of which ones we emphasize in our life
stories.

A related question: Are we as parents push-

ing our kids more for their own development

THE PROGRESS PARADOX by Gregg Easterbrook
STUMBLING ON HAPPINESS by Daniel Gilbert
THE HAPPINESS HYPOTHESIS by Jonathan Haidt
THE HIGH PRICE OF MATERIALISM by Tim Kasser
THE HOW OF HAPPINESS by Sonja Lyubomirsky
THE REDEMPTIVE SELF and GEORGE W. BUSH AND
THE REDEMPTIVE DREAM by Dan P. McAdams
THE PARADOX OF CHOICE by Barry Schwartz
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and

Suit, from Page 25
particularly prescient comment to the Associ-

The Wildcats came two points from mak-

ated Press about Archie’s coaching prowess.

ing the Final Four, losing, 65-63, to eventual

over, but Coach (Sean) Miller has his own opin-

it was a magical season nonetheless, as Ari-

“I think sometimes Archie tries to take

ions,” Williams said. “Sometimes they headbutt each other, but they’re two great coaches

and they always end up doing what’s best for
the team.”

champion Connecticut in the Elite Eight. But

zona finished the year with a 30-8 record and

the Millers looked forward to greater things to
come.

“To be out there at the same time, inher-

In the 2011 NCAA Tournament, Arizona

iting something that was really bleak and, in

phis and Texas in the first two rounds to ad-

that wasn’t so bleak anymore, it was really an

earned a No. 5 seed. The Wildcats beat Memvance to the Sweet 16 and play reigning national champion Duke.

The next weekend was one of the more

memorable experiences for the extended Mill-

a short 24 months, turning it into something
awesome turnaround,” Archie said. “Sometimes the process is more gratifying than actually winning the games.”

Although Archie didn’t coach the Wildcats

er clan. Arizona throttled top-seeded Duke in

in the Final Four in Houston the next week, he

said she savored even more than usual as an

life-changing experience.

spectacular fashion, a win that Morgan Miller
N.C. State grad.

still made the trip to Texas for what would be a

Moving again

Arizona fans reveled in the 93-77 victory.

Morgan told Leah Grace that they were going

to Disneyland since Arizona was playing in
the West Regional in Anaheim, Calif. Sean

was the new hero in Tucson, and once again,

Archie played a significant role in a program’s
success.

Morgan sensed that her family’s life

would be changing after that weekend in Anaheim. Call it a coach’s wife’s intuition.

She had settled into life in Tucson, made

new friends and found a school that she and

Leah Grace equally adored. Arizona was again

Riding the ‘coaching carousel’
The window of time for hiring a men’s basketball coach is much smaller than what one could expect
for any other University position.
While searches for new deans and faculty members can take months, one week is about all the time
an athletics director might get to hire a basketball coach.
Any longer than that means that few — if any — of a school’s desired candidates will be available
and

valuable

recruiting

time is lost.
With that in mind, Athletics Director Tim Wabler
began the search for Brian
Gregory’s successor Monday, March 28, and hired
a coach six days later.
Throughout the process,
University President Daniel
J. Curran was updated continually.
The University developed the framework for this
process in the mid-1990s
working with the human
resources division. The pro-

Timeline
March 28 — Brian Gregory leaves Dayton to become head coach
at Georgia Tech.
March 29 — Wabler and assistant athletics director Dave Harper
leave for Houston, the site of the 2011 Final Four. They have a
list of five to seven candidates, and interviews take place there.
March 30 — Wabler interviews Archie Miller at a Houston hotel.
“Archie just jumped off the page,” Wabler said.
April 1 — Wabler and Miller have a follow-up conversation.
Curran, who is on a University-related trip to China, talks with
Miller by phone.
April 2 — The UD search team flies to Cincinnati and meets with
Miller for a final time and offers him the job.
April 3 —The University introduces Miller as the Flyers new
men’s basketball coach.

cess has been used to hire
the last three men’s basketball coaches and one women’s basketball coach.
“Because all these jobs open up at the same time and we have a high-profile job and we’re talking
with high-profile coaches, there are a number of jobs being discussed and filled simultaneously,” Wabler
said. “Time is of the essence.”
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one of the “it” teams in college basketball, and

Sean’s success ensured that his staff of assis-

tants didn’t have to worry about job security in

Archie Miller is only the sixth head coach
in the last 64 years of Dayton men’s basketball.
Here are the other five:

the near future.

n Tom Blackburn, 1947-64, 352-141,

assistants at those “it” programs were often the

n Don Donoher, 1964-89, 437-275,

gry head coach sought out, and Archie fit the bill

n Jim O’Brien, 1989-94, 61-87, 1 NCAA

10 NITs (1962 NIT Champion), 1 NCAA

But Morgan knew from experience that top

8 NCAAs, 7 NITs (1968 NIT Champion)

first ones a school looking for a young and hunas well as any.

n Oliver Purnell, 1994-2003,155-116,

you, that’s when you feel in your gut that some-

n Brian Gregory, 2003-11, 125-68,

2 NCAAs, 3 NITs

“As any college basketball wife would tell

2 NCAAs, 3 NITs (2010 NIT Champion)

thing’s going to happen,” she said.

It happened when they had gotten comfort-

able with Columbus and Sean called his brother
to offer him a job in Arizona. It happened during
their first stint in the Grand Canyon State, after

From 1903, Dayton’s first basketball season, to 1947, the Flyers had 13 head coaches,
including Harry Baujan from 1923-28. The team
had no coach from 1903-09.

Archie decided to leave Sendek and Arizona State
behind to go to Ohio State.

ing the program’s high academic standards and

strong graduation rate. UD has graduated every

men’s basketball senior but one since 1979 and
ranks in the NCAA’s Top 10 in Academic Progress.
“We are about the highest standards of ex-

cellence when we’re operating and representing

the University of Dayton,” Miller said during his
press conference. “Our degree is as prominent

and powerful as any in the country. Our young

men who come in here and achieve their degree

will have a weapon for life. They’re not going to
leave unprepared and unable to attack the real
world when the ball stops bouncing.”

Miller’s work began immediately, and he

spent his first month hiring a staff of assistants,

visiting recruits that had committed under Gregory — and in some cases, had reopened those

commitments to consider other schools — and

In Dayton, Wabler said Archie was on the

when I got it, I’d be ready. I didn’t know when

the season in case the Flyers found themselves

this. I’m at a great place, and I couldn’t be more

have been ongoing, and in August, Miller will

this place.”

of Europe, giving him a chance to bond with his

short list of coaches he’d compiled at the start of
in need of a new head coach by the end of the

year — especially if Gregory parlayed the Flyers
2010 NIT championship into an NCAA Tourna-

it would come or where it would be, but I know
excited to be the head coach here and represent
If anything, the recent success of head

ment berth.

coaches born during the Jimmy Carter admin-

season ended with a first-round NIT exit, Geor-

hot commodity. The 2011 Final Four featured two

Although that didn’t happen and the Flyers

gia Tech came calling anyway for Gregory, and
Wabler prepared to hire a new coach.

Days after Arizona’s victory over Duke and

the near-miss against Connecticut, Archie was
eating dinner with Wabler in Houston, talking

working to bring new recruits into the fold.

The requisite rounds of media interviews

lead the current players on a pre-scheduled tour
new charges in a unique atmosphere.

Morgan is handling the house hunting and

istration might make an early 30-something a

school scouting for Leah Grace, who will enter

such examples — Butler’s Brad Stevens (1976) and

cess, Morgan hopes this will be the time when

Virginia Commonwealth’s Shaka Smart (1977).
The latter coach’s path went through Dayton, as

Smart served as the Flyers’ director of basketball

first grade this fall. As adept as she is at the proshe and her family get to stay in a community for
much longer than a year or two.

Flyer fans and supporters certainly echo that

operations from 2001-03.

sentiment.

the process as private as possible, the two met

ries conference programs during the offseason,

chat world has been generally positive, even

official coaches’ lodging in Houston. They met

matters little for a young coach looking to build a

er’s relative youth and lack of head coaching ex-

about his plan for the Flyers. In order to keep
Wednesday, March 30, at a hotel far from the

again Saturday, April 2, in Cincinnati to finalize
the process.

Archie called his wife that night and told

her to get to Dayton. Morgan and Leah Grace

drove more than two hours to Phoenix to catch a

flight, and on Sunday afternoon, they watched

Neither bolted for Bowl Championship Se-

sending the message that conference affiliation
program and stick around to see it grow.

Miller plans to run an up-tempo offense,

dryly noting that no coach worth his salt would
ever boast that his team would be slow and plodding on the court.

and, as they get older, I want them to be able to
branch and grow into their roles.”

Defensively, the Flyers will be a “man-to-

at which he’d become a head coach, although

man” program, as Miller has no intention of

at Ohio State and Arizona.

by the coaches with Western Pennsylvania roots

the idea became more of a reality after his stints

“I think you start thinking about it a little

more and feel you’re probably ready,” Miller

abandoning the blue-collar mentality embraced
that mentored him as a player and coach.

son’s possible “Napoleon complex.”

He smiles at the description. Knowing his

always fighting and always showing his mettle,
disappointed in the product his son puts on the
court this winter.

“I think Arch is that type of guy,” John Miller

said. “You don’t have a wet-noodle type of guy

over there. He’s not gonna back off. He’s going to
go for the jugular.”

UD

Shannon Shelton Miller joined the staff of the Universi-

“We’re gonna be tough-minded,” Miller

el, which is what we’re trying to do, we have to

ered Big Ten football and basketball, and at the Orlando

said. “To win championships at the highest lev-

That was never my goal. My goal was to have an

be a team that’s based on defense.”

opportunity to get a head coaching position and,

board land, and has seen a few references to his

ty’s communications office in December. She was previously

said. “I was never the guy who worked at a place

and said, ‘Hey, I’d like to be a head coach at 32.’

surveyed the sports blogosphere and message-

John Miller is confident those Flyers fans won’t be

be taught how to play, I want them to develop

Miller said he never envisioned the exact age

perience. John Miller, Archie’s father, said he’s

our guys to learn how to play. I want them to

coach at the University of Dayton.

Ready to fly

though a few concerns have surfaced about Mill-

son, the ornery little guy who was always cranky,

of movement on offense,” Miller said. “I want

that Archie Miller was the new men’s basketball

Reaction in the rough-and-tumble online

“We’re going to play fast, play with a lot

with pride at UD Arena as Wabler announced

Off the court, Miller also spoke of maintain-
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a sportswriter at the Detroit Free Press, where she covSentinel. She looks forward to her first UD men’s basketball game this season.
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Class notes are timeless. From the May and June 1911 issues of The Exponent,
these excerpts give evidence of the everlasting themes of life, death, athletic rivalries
and the baby nickname Snookums.

Old Boy Nuggets
There seems to be no walk of life too
elevated for Old Boys of St. Mary’s to
tread. It will be a source of pleasure to
the friends of FREDERICK CLASGENS,
’93, to learn that he has attained a most
enviable rank among the sculptors
vieing for honors in the very sanctum
of art — the Salon of Paris. His
“Andulusian Water Seller” was awarded
the distinction of being exhibited in the
Salon of 1910, where it was ranked as one
of the masterpieces of the year.
We received greetings from WILLIAM
MCDONALD, ’09, when passing through
St. Louis in early April. “Mac” has
headquarters at 483 East Elm St.,
Springfield, Mo., when not traveling
for the railroad. The last time we heard
from him he was about to leave for
Birmingham, Ala. “Mac,” suppose you
give us a chance to do some of your
traveling out West; we might leave you
come back to Dayton in the meantime
and see some of your friends. The “Club”
is doing well and reports the absence
of one member. Try to get around for
Commencement, and you might attend
a regular meeting of the Club after the
banquet.
Charles J. Pieper, brother to HENRY
E. PIEPER, ’91, visited the college
during the past month. Charles is a
professor of Chemistry, and was deeply
interested in the Chemical Laboratory
and in its efficient equipment. He
gave us interesting news of his brother
Henry. The latter is connected with the
Educational Department of Iriga, in the
Philippines, and is expected to return to
the States soon. Charles, call again and
bring Henry with you to see the things
which have happened since he has left
good old St. Mary’s twenty years ago.

The opening day of May brought the
genial face of JOHN MONNIG, ’08, back
to S.M.I. John visited the college last
summer, so he was well acquainted
with all the doings of his Alma Mater.
The installation of private rooms for the
boarding students in St. Joseph’s Hall
appealed greatly to John, who is always
eager to see S.M.I. grow. He talked
with some of his old friends among the
Seniors, and many friends among the
Faculty were happy to see John again.
John, in his stay at S.M.I., was always
a force for good, a plodder at his studies
and a Senior that all the boarding
students looked up to. At this present
time he is closing his last year at the
Medical Department of the Cincinnati
University.

BERNARD KOHLER, ’05, who was a

boarder of the second division in 1905,
brought three of his friends from
Zanesville to see his Alma Mater on
Sunday, May 14. Bernard made inquiries
about his former prefect, Brother John
Banzer, and teacher, Brother Thomas
Poitras. Bernard is now connected with
the Claudy School Desk Manufacturing
Co. Send us some boys from Zanesville,
Bernard, we believe your town is not
represented on the College roll-call.
Thursday, May 10, we were agreeably
surprised by the visit of EDWARD J.
SCHLICHTIG, ’86, then of Cincinnati,
now of Connersville. He made the trip
from Connersville to Dayton in his
touring car and showed his son Vincent
what a delightful home will be his for
the next school year. Besides conducting
a large department store Mr. Schlichtig
is President of a Stock Company of Ice.
We appreciate your call very much and
wish you every success.

Friends of the first Editor-in-chief,
EDWARD C. SCHOEN, ’03, will be
pleased to learn that he is the father of
a bouncing boy. May 19 was the day of
happy advent of the new arrival into
the family. We are satisfied to know
that Snookums is a boy, for that means
that another Schoen will grace the
Exponent Staff and keep up the St. Mary’s
reputation on the campus. Best wishes
and congratulations!

Columbus Old Boys

At a meeting in February, the Columbus
Old Boys expressed the resolution of
coming down for Commencement in
force. S.M.I. will be ready, Old Boys,
and will show you a royal time. This
is the year of all years to visit the old
spot, for we have been moving at a good
pace. If you were here last year, you will
still find something new to see. ... We
know that the Columbus Old Boys are
always interested in Athletics and our
only regret is that we have not had more
games in Columbus. We put one over
Capital U this year, and we know how
big you felt when the Varsity scalped the
boys from Notre Dame.

Repose of the soul of Brother
George Hart, 1862-1911

It was a sad, yet consoling scene to see
the procession of fellow teachers, former
pupils, and friends as with bowed heads
they joined their voices in prayer for
their teacher and friend all the more
sacred in death. ... The last prayer was
read by the Very Rev. George Meyer,
S.M. Many a heart pent up in grief shed
bitter tears as the casket was lowered
in the grave, and their bosom friend
placed with those of his former friends,
whose graves are marked by the marble
headstones that read of lives devoted to
the cause of Christian education without
any thought of any reward here below.
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peles simusci tatiasint asitatiant am
experita conem evera doloris verati te
dolenis maiore, vent veles eum num
quos eostor si num volestrum voluptatur
as eatus, offic tem earum abor molor sa
dolluptate sinciis et dolla vendipsame
ventia solupta quae voluptaqui aliquiatatio in es acculpa commodit voluptate
comnima ionsedite voluptat alitincimint
ut dit occulla turiostiusam quam quam,
tenihil lupit, nam, simi, vent.
Ni omnis apis soluptate nihitas mod et
dolorporatur sit hiligenis et lantiisquis
est molorio nestiis consed estion pliqui
unte sequam, expliqui reic te nia que
porerum voluptius, volupta ssedis maion
expliquata iusa aut laborec aeperro quat
debistrum dentis exceati undebitam
fuga. Itatem esequiae as de esequi sint
iusant, sitisi nobitia spiciat quiatquis ut
eosto voloreh endanimus, ium doluptatur sus eum cum eum elignatate volorestempe num doluptate resedit et ipiento
volorrovidi te inverehentur sequas ero
odit, sima num et, sum ipsuntes dolupitatur?
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Imagnatur, nobist, accab inum is soluptae. Nam que venimpore dem assitis
exped magni auditae ssequae plis aut et
magnatent aut omnis vent odi nus.
Santiorum fugiaepe nihillab int offici odit
et ut fugiatem hil id molo dunt maio ipsam cupta eost ea cum conet eaquodit,
net oditas modis quate re invel essit quati
berro ditionserum ut adignis et dicitas at.
Um venihilique voluptatus elit quam,
corecto tasperfero
blab inveliqui torerat iusandanis ma
vollenihit ut facepel
iquiam, ullecabo. Et
aliquae. Natiur aliaepel explanihitat verum sim enducipsunt
ab ius.
Ullab iur sequis maio molor sequi
quodici aerfere lit invellor re, idusam
elignatempor recuptatem. Ita verspedi
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rem volutem debit quiducim resto eum
fugite nimusae lisi dolorepudis magnis
aliquiae volupta tendae volecae minulles es culpa consequ iatetur mi, simuscide nem aut qui si dit quam id moluptio. Venim eatur?

Dant ommod min nosandio quia qui vel
mos conectas is et ad ma dolorer speris
etur, volumet estotat quidusda coreprem
faccus et odit, nati veribus et ommolest
expliquam faccus, optum am, optaqui
volupta tessum inctur? Luptur similles
eribus sequi unt volum ipsae. Pudit, sae
volorec uptiis doluptate con nobiste doluptaquam ne reri volestor miliam eosam
dus qui nis auta volupiti iur aut debit la
quaecum eum re volorro velit facea non
evendellabo. Lent fugiant delique cora
quam ipsapel labore, untia commodi
consequis samet eumque aute dit pratia
dolorum sint rehent, soluptatia dit ut volupitem. Sum facia volenihit vellit, tessita
ecabore ruptat mi, officia velesto qui con
corrum que voluptatium aut quas doluptur secus audi doluptat ut optaquunt
mint, nonem aut mod ut litiis voluptatem
vellam re, ommodis millacc uptatius sitiosam a pore eaquo tem quatis quia es
etur, volo eum exercipsam everi untur
suntiaspit dolupti orerro voluptaspidi
vercipi cipsam quo minusa sa conem repelecuptas volorepuda in expelic iiscia
aditati umquam nonsedis abo. Fugia vendus sequi utem faccus.
Qui ut hil ilic tempel min pratias essi
dent quo vel illoriorum excea volorep tatustiant es abores aborumqui re saepudi
piscipsape sapidebitis qui renimil en-

Story time
RINAH SHASKOLSKY SHELEFF ’70

Once upon a time, there was a rabbi’s daughter who
believed her storytelling skills would never equal
those of her father.
Raised with an appreciation for Jewish oral tradition, Rinah
Sheleff spent many years transforming her childhood passions for
literature and creative writing into a mastery of the spoken word.
Now, as a professional storyteller and voice movement practitioner who makes her home in Israel, she teaches others to do the
same.
“Stories help us make order out of our lives,” Sheleff says. “We
can share our joys, our sorrows; we can keep the memory of people
we loved alive; we can pass on the values of our culture and community; we can amuse each other with jokes and tall tales.”
With a strand of cheery blue beads adorning her neck and a
smile on her face, she invites listeners to explore a world of cultures.
She draws on her own experiences, as well as traditional Jewish,
African, Irish-Scottish-English, Native American, Appalachian, Indian
and Zen tales. Because her art requires no physical instruments, she
can practice it anywhere — at folk festivals, at family gatherings and
even in her own garden, accompanied by her friend, a harpist.
While anyone can merely repeat a story, engaging in the tale and
bringing it to life take both passion and practice.
“When I was invited to teach African kindergarten teachers in
Soweto, I thought it was a joke,” Sheleff said, believing they had been
raised in a rich storytelling environment.
“Soon I discovered that the teachers’ British-oriented education
had taken away their spontaneity and natural way of moving and
dancing their stories. I was very touched by the way they thanked me
for helping them to reclaim their tradition. The most exciting moment
was when we all danced together.”
Sheleff’s storytelling workshops aim
to help people overcome stumbling
blocks they encounter in their delivery,
including developing creativity, building self-confidence in front of an audience, freeing the voice and the body
and pacing stories to create suspense.
And for the master storyteller,
what’s the best part of it all?
“The childlike wonder I see
in the eyes of my listeners,”
she says, “no matter what
age.”
—Seetha Sankaranarayan ’12

dignatusa qui temodi ommod que doluptur sit ullitatist eaquatius, voluptatiis
ut autaspe riandaestem. Bus conse
quiscie neceprem evel modis aut pro
blacea quis untia ipienist volum id excera volum quae. On nosam, ant hilleni
sciani sedis ad quia volupta tectur?
Endipsu ntionsent dolore rem qui
dolest, to volum et quuntiae. Et ullac-

cum sa ped quam nis et eiur acearit et
vollacescia doloreh enditius ernation
porenim possunt emquatur? Il moluptur
sinvel ipid molorit atiorem id magnihitas
que maximai orumque planisi mendant
endites modit et, odigendi voluptur aut
doloratatem accaepe roriatia dolor rescia nullatur, conectiistia vid et eaque
quas enihill auditia tenihit eataspi cimus,
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uaerchil imagnit audi core nobitium sequi
occuptium quis dictectotae et qui cuptas
ea vellabo rempostia dolorum fugiae sit,
quiatem sitatur acest as rescipsuntis rercia sintiaes dolupta volupti scidelit, to
modicilla ditaquam, core qui secumquae
molo eum in pe dolupta sincidundi imus,
cum quiatur restrum aut maiorestio od
evenimus culparcipsa cuptatur aut quat
aut laut et verrorestia dolo beat dem voluptassunt hilluptatur, corrore sunt eos
sapedi odictotature cullam quibus min
repelibus mos illorpo rruptae enihic tem
et moluptat omnihil eseque omnis everis
doluptatus as que earcide ipsum audae
es dolupicatet quia deribuscid quis doluptatia cuptur aceptam, quamusamus.
Giae laut a audis repti occumquo iumet
occabor ehendit et am iducit adicius alit,
iuscius, idi nobit, qui ut liquiae. Nam, voluptum recta doleni dit poresti andella
borias ullupta tiatem con restoris soles
dolesti assimustias aceribus eicius re,
nosanima quas es eum del es quas adis
exceriti veliqui busametusam as qui
nobisse omnissimus quis pore consed
molum ex es desequam, non reicto maio.
Invere molut et aut veribust quunt anis
et harum, cusdae. Ut omnisto con nest,
quiatem re ipid quia nonsere henimi, aliquam quiassedi bla dolore dusam, omnis
pro quisimust, isquost iiscia sit omniscid
endelibus cusam aliciusda volupta tempor aut ium fugit eribeaq uistor sint fugia
que nobissunt etur, sin nectatqui aceaquati omnis eictas que consequ aesequi
desequo invellenti ab il ilique dolorro

dolore prat.

nihit rehendam, to vent.

Ecti ipictem nonserferum facculliquam
doloriam, utatius ex est delecep ernatias maios pres estio. Nam et rempore
henistibus possenis im voluptatiis delest quaecessequo quibusdam aliqui
alit pos aut ma delibusa serume porem
laboriberae earum quias es perum ratis
et parias sinit issed ut fugit in nosandit,
utatius modit quis vel il inienis et doloresciur asit, sende eius, si nis anissi quamet aceatiusae. Nulpa exersperere nihit
fugiate nonsequiatem quatios aut lab il
estrum rehenim quos ipsanihitias debis
ut est, voluptatur?

Ed untoritiunt maiorpo rectus, cum fuga.
Ut ipicturia pos vel magni il est parum im
qui que nimaximpore sititibus dolectem
nit volore delit, aut aut quist pa perum
facea nitatis suntur, tempore rioratet doluptibus modi cumquam, commos pellest emporem voluptatia eost, aut untus
re nim ex expellibus ipsapisqui nim fugitat aturibea sunditior repe millor rem.
Tio corem si beribus, sapiendi cullabo.
Itaque sequis dest aut ipsamus.

Ipsam aut quis ad et voluptatem etus
assit, volor aut quo molupta alic tese
rerspediscia cusam estiorum enda iunt
poribusa con ratem que voluptur saperio cum dellent, ut dest estrum volupiendaes re vel moluptio. On et omni secus,
simi, voles explabo reiciis nonemodis
doluptaerit ut volores editatus cupta ium
quassint expliquiae num aliquidebis
pos quis as rem alit, nonsed maximus
quae eos iliqui dolupta veliquam as rem
ute audis et volut autatium aut as ditate
consequunto qui test eumquibus non
nem receataspere si que conseque vent
fugia consectem latem illatur ehenimusam hiliquisime santur, volor assus,
accusant ped eic tem laborepe maxim
fuga. Xim eaturecaeria alibustio. Epudam quas mo voluptur assimus dolestia
int ut ipsant.
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Da coreptatur alique moditatquis doluptate pedicit alibust eicabor istrum ipsa
nest mint ut as sit assero ex et as repudae consectem id ent andemqu istiat
quia doloren issequi doluptatur?

Rum volum et officimaios ipitiore idendit ionsera venditi doluptisciam de volor
amusandae exped est volupta turecatendia volupta spidendam, aut in nis et
est, sinis nos intis nametum dolorum
dipis parionseque doles enimus rehent
est, non nus parum, sam ea velitat uribus.

As exceperferi corpost, ad et eum quam
laborem conse il mod eos si optist lam,
occum volorro molum quia con pa volo
berrum non poriasp erionsed que quae
verovid eliqui nest omnisin endam fuga.
Giandant unt acia sus dolores tioribusanda endebis alisquisqui rem nim cone

Deliquatius, ut arundandusci doloruptur?

Utemperum sinveliate nonem imodio.
Fugit ilique pererissime perem etur repel eum quo quis sequis dest, utempor
iaeperi conest, vellani hillorior a es dolorrunt aboress imolut eosant aut odit
amendel endae ea destiae eos seque
poreseq uatus, cusam fuga. Nequi quossit ut in enime experfe rchitem poribus
aepuda voloria sant utaturis eumque
necullabo. Aborecae. Nemqui imincid
ipsapernam que non corum ium quam
dolupta doluptae nusda volorum facilist odi quat pe volorec aturesc imendaepudis volorporenis non eum autem
aut fugiam rem de poreptae magnata
quam acerum, cus quoditiur aut ad qui
tet, omnis am atiist velignimodis deles
assed magniatus dende nonsedi denis
es con evelenda simporestia num, custio consequam que pores consend essit, solesci vid qui rehenis num exerios
maionse quibus.

Ercil mos aris sollorum rendamu sdamusant labo. Itati totasit hit aut eaquis
vellatem. Geniatem quaerspe est,
sit laccument elitate ndandit lit faccae nimo duscimu scium, consequias
mod quisi optis assim id et officaboris
inveles sinimentis ditatata plam ipsae.
Nam evene laceaquam, et reptat.
Res dolorro et ad utat vendam quuntem
fugia int, sunt volessim sim si consequias ea demped mod eum eturi offic
tecto et omnimenim expla commoll
atiaessecto quibuscipsum dionet excepreperum quas aut velenie ndaeped
erum faccus a aut in rehenih iliquam, temolenet fugiae commolore, evel maios
explignietur moditat emperio ea num

comnis magnihitatis rehenti omnimi,
quis suntiossimos que dis
nisti sequiam aut occabo.
Uptibus nesequatem eari
rerianimusam aut amet
reperatias re venim si ratia
conse nam vid eatet atemporia enimint
asimagn atius, optat.
Accaepr epedicatem evende sam eaquibusam re dus evernat excestrum lantiorum remporiandae volores cipsant,
qui odipsun deliber uptaerferor mosam
doluptas mollaccum dolorende aceri
odit quibus dolorem apelibusam sequatia sam que invendis everias dolupti
ssercimus sunt omnis exeria samet, officiis sunt, te ea volor sitiisimod que nis
ut et asped quiat pos volorectem. Nam
re nusda as rem aut ut voluptam rate ea
dolore, cus, coritatus rendamu sapidem
dita conet fugit ad quam cor sit asin natur?
Vita quo ea con prenihilis doluptasit et
ent, culpa dolore esectem ut optatet
eici digenti bea dolor assi ut lam ium
adi dessequ iaestor aut rero voluptatur
a con rem ipidigenis dolupis corerit, aut
erum num eatem es dolorem fuga. Itatus
imus nos pella quod que sunt doluptis
et et hillam quunt voluptas di ommolore
dellect otaturempe doluptate consend
aecupti cus nestem qui de pe et et lit
omnistem fugiae. Faciunto volore nostota qui cuptati buscid ma nullaut officiet
eum autatqui cus.
It ut dem eate nest, el estibus mos ni

testio. Lendest paria que apiendis utemporia voluptatibea vit qui ipiet dem rem
res pos doloratem lique officae sequia
solupit audis aribus.
Iqui inctibus sandam est, atis ditinis
volent explian dellessimet incto mossunt, iminimus ab is moluptaerum iunti
volupta essectin etur, alicili tatius magnihiciam eume ea secus es dolor abo.
Itatinvel et esti bla am nonecte sentias
aut ratio velesercia veles mo mint quisquo ssimilit aut laut quunt, ius, con nos
eum recullupiet et et a sitas acculparum
a verchicimil invereiur se excea dit ex et
volo eum late esequis aut utenihi ligenihil inienis sunt qui core dem volorem
volore pos que et idis eumquia illiqui
atemporem nates nullabo ressitatemo
ipsa quid quo maxim aut et ati sinulparia
nat erum et ut es estrum, odis sim assequia pel mosam nobit ommosa comniminte numquo invelit, tem verciminumet
et laboriberro moluptiam eati ommo voluptatus aut veliqui ssequat ilis voluptam
aperum estiaestrum vendi occume eatem. Nam fugiti veliquis dolum volupta
tintur aut aut late dendelest dolore ese
ne sandere mpedica tesciis dest quam
qui aliquam lab iminiatur, corpore sequides nihiciendam, temperibusa cullab
id quid ma ped quatecto id et, comnit
fugiamus dolupta id eum expernate ipicatatiur?
Est, od ma et ellat excearit quam, quid
magnis earum volupti vel ilit pa qui quisqui aspersp iscimen torest, volo expla-

cea vitatia apisinctiam quis earum quos
mod et dolorecupis maxim ducim iundellit, conseritati de imincipsam enditatibus eicime nis enimodis inciliquam,
aperspelenis nis reius sam eum vel ipsust, quiam velescipsa quidusam si beatum volest quam quisciae. Ut oditissero
quamenimint.
Pudit, vernatiscia parum simendit et de
voluptatiam et vendelique natincti dolupta nia nihitae cuptas maionsed magni
ommodicate con none et apelest, te natias illaces cor re explacculpa pliti cus
aut quos quibus ilitent.
Ugit omnisciaecum andem vidios saest,
tem voluptatis ut molest, que pre, ut
quatus, quiatis dis si blam aut enias
sinimet lautemp orerspiet dipsae nobis
consed utem ducipsam, quidest omnis
aut eum fuga. Ibus, il inis minte eum
harit omnihitatem acepe eturibus corest omnis natum quidest iurerrumqui ut
fugit delectemo con essequistem volendantem debit, con rerum sunt, volesciis
venderum et laborep edipsan isinctia
et que vel et plis autecus doluptiunt et
porempores ut odias es et dolorem fuga.
Tissimusae nobites totatecum quaectem
ipis pratur?
Tem. Asseque nos quisiti simi, quibust
ioriores exceprem acipit vent etur audam, ut ad quae volore, ut facium idelibus aut eumque parchic iusaperit et et
que iminusanis excepta tureius explitio
vid quam ea que volupti ntectemos volupta consend igendam ut quati sequi

nis eiciant, ut ent, atur aborepe libusapidias rernaturem rent ipsumquia ium
nimostem nos seque ipidebit endanditas eossim abore mo mo te nullori vollor recto dellab idelluptae nonserferum,
con cus que nonseque poreius voluptas
nobis quam, simus nulla consequidem
sae ea quodi voluptaepro omni quis
que vendio. Ut id quid quisque volo ma
nit vella que vellam que autem quo et et
andae et dolupta is aut fuga. Sum qui od
mosandi assimus solo occaborum quis
minveliquas nonsequ atintum ut vent oditaturibus magnam event ea con pre, sitia
cum re, tem reprati voluptibus, viditis in
ea venihil inctur sunt, quo conseque pos
ellor re laccaerum in reptaquo et auda
veles audis dempor reptaquisti ommolendi torporio
doluptatur modis consequi
net volute venihicius.
Ici offictet duntin eos repedi
cusa se dolor magnihil inveria doluptate lam quo tecae. Em volorem
lab ipsanti que erum ipsunt que nonseceprae. Cepreperibus etus evelique verfern atiur? Tur, iusam volorem sam qui
alitaquid evenis nonserrum eate vernam
fugia que re veliqui occusdamet alibusandae quam reium corro tentio. Rovid
experunto et as esto tem dolest, odi officianis exceptat ilia pro iumquisqui volupta vollant estios de eaquuntet, idunt,
et quaecere pa nihilles ist eum erum
dolorum ullupiditae et parchit, nonet qui
utatibus.
Epellab orenti quibusa dolor alis et re aliquae et hit, totassi officim illupta tiisciis

IN MEMORIAM
ALUMNI
Denise Venard Abezetian ’76 — April 26, 2008
Carlos Angueira ’84 — Jan. 5, 2011
Robert Arnzen ’51 — Feb. 2, 2011
Clarke Ash ’49 — Jan. 29, 2011
Sally Fish Austin ’98 — March 20, 2011
John Basilotto ’68 — Jan. 13, 2011
Thomas Basti ’66 — Feb. 25, 2010
Charles Baughman ’66 — May 1, 2011
Mark Blaschak ’85 — Feb. 3, 2011
James Bordewisch ’49 — Dec. 7, 2010
Roger Bowling ’88 — Feb. 2, 2011
Darlene Palmer Brokamp ’98 — Dec. 31, 2010
James Brown ’61 — Jan. 28, 2011
Anne Davidson Buck ’75 — March 23, 2011
James Callahan ’71 — Feb. 7, 2011
Mildred Murray Campbell ’43 — March 23, 2011
Mark Cioffredi ’66 — March 19, 2011
Ralph Clark ’67 — Feb. 7, 2011
Charles Connolly Jr. ’61 — Feb. 4, 2011
Father Thomas Conway, C.PP.S. ’52 — Oct. 6, 2010
John Costello ’63 — Feb. 6, 2011
William Daley ’60 — April 26, 2011
Vincent Datz ’55 — Feb. 12, 2011
David Dawson ’68 — March 14, 2011
Kara Dieterle ’92 — April 1, 2011
Charles Draut ’71 — May 1, 2011
Brad Driesen ’65 — Feb. 14, 2011

James Dwyer ’83 — April 19, 2011
Robert Elking ’50 — Feb. 1, 2011
Bill Ferneding ’83 — April 3, 2011
Eugene Fitzsimmons ’50 — March 31, 2011
William Fowkes ’59 — March 22, 2011
Donald Garling Jr. ’70 — Sept. 27, 2010
Jacqueline Link Geary ’99 — March 18, 2011
Roy Geisler ’77 — Feb. 1, 2011
Kathleen Genco ’75 — Jan. 31, 2011
Joseph Glynn ’59 — May 2, 2011
Karl Gurokovich ’56 — April 14, 2011
Robert Hartlage Sr. ’64 — May 8, 2011
Donald Hildebrant ’50 — March 15, 2011
Rita Barga Hilgefort ’83 — April 27, 2011
William Horner ’50 — Feb. 16, 2011
Darrell Horwath ’62 — Feb. 21, 2011
Rosemary Busic Humphrey ’49 — March 29, 2011
Robert Jacoby ’56 — Feb. 15, 2011
Kathryn Hartzell Johnston ’57 — March 17, 2011
Wallace Jones ’53 — March 30, 2011
Anthony Kaskocsak ’68 — May 5, 2011
George Kehn ’49 — Feb. 25, 2011
Suzanne Arlein Kerner ’66 — April 3, 2011
Donald Kerr ’51 — April 20, 2011
Steven Kerrigan ’81 — March 14, 2011
Dan Kilgore ’78 — May 13, 2010
James Kilroy ’50 — May 2, 2011
Virginia Schwinn Klingler ’75 — March 5, 2011
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Anita Marie Koesters ’95 — Jan. 6, 2011
Roderick Kreitzer ’50 — May 2, 2011
Richard Lain ’63 — Feb. 23, 2011
Spencer Laskie ’04 — Feb. 21, 2011
Winifred Webster Lee ’81 — March 7, 2011
Bernice Clark Mahan ’87 — March 5, 2011
Joanne Caniff Mahlie ’82 — Feb. 15, 2011
Karen Knowlton Marx ’84 — March 11, 2011
Michael McGarry ’64 — Feb. 8, 2011
Lois Zorc Mentel ’60 — Feb. 18, 2011
Father Cyril Middendorf, S.M. ’44 — Feb. 19, 2011
Thomas Middleton ’49 — Jan. 11, 2011
Brother Robert Minges, S.M. ’43 — Feb. 12, 2011
Thomas Mullaney ’51 — Jan. 1, 2010
William O’Daniel ’63 — Jan. 30, 2011
Kurt Oblinger ’07 — April 24, 2011
Donald Paolo ’82 — March 9, 2009
Ardell Paulson ’55 — Feb. 5, 2011
Matthew Phelan ’50 — April 1, 2011
Edward Reidy Jr. ’50 — Feb. 5, 2011
Kenneth Rigby ’84 — Feb. 16, 2011
William Rindler ’50 — April 8, 2011
James Roberts ’79 — July 21, 2008
Sharon Haynes Roberts ’86 — Jan. 29, 2011
Robert Rochford ’78 — Jan. 30, 2011
Lawrence Roderer Jr. ’58 — Feb. 11, 2011
Daniel Romer ’57 — April 21, 2011
Charles Roth ’73 — Jan. 30, 2011

Jack Roush ’54 — Feb. 20, 2011
Jeanne McLaughlin Schroeder ’41 — March 5,
2011
Brother Francis Singler, S.M. ’41 — Feb. 21, 2011
Dale Spencer ’52 — April 9, 2011
Sophocles Karl Spyridon ’50 — Feb. 14, 2011
Amelia Luthman Stamm ’43 — April 5, 2011
John Stark Jr. ’54 — Feb. 21, 2011
Nancy Stell-Kiely ’75 — Jan. 25, 2011
Frank Stilwell Jr. ’47 — Feb. 27, 2011
David Stretmater ’71 — Feb. 26, 2011
Lawrence Suhre ’75 — April 13, 2011
Michael Sullivan ’39 — Jan. 31, 2010
Richard Summerville Jr. ’78 — March 24, 2011
Kara Dieterle Sutton ’92 — April 1, 2011
George Treadway ’65 — March 5, 2011
Sister Mary Ann Wabo, O.S.F. ’51 — March 23, 2011
John “Jack” Wagner ’53 — April 13, 2011
Sarah Wallace ’10 — Feb. 17, 2011
Cora Wantz ’66 — April 11, 2011
David Ware ’82 — Jan. 27, 2011
Carlton Warriner ’49 — March 5, 2011
Brother Pierre Weitkamp, S.M. ’50 — March 19,
2011
Edward Wenzel ’61 — April 2, 2011
Father William Wightman, S.M. ’50 — April 5, 2011
Ruby Williams ’83 — April 16, 2011
Diana Bass Wilson ’91 — March 28, 2011

Harry Wilson ’63 — Jan. 28, 2011
Helen Wimmers ’59 — Feb. 12, 2011
Marilyn Surdyk Yonts ’65 — March 15, 2011
Robert Young ’49 — March 3, 2011
Barbara Swafford Zajbel ’79 — March 26, 2011
John Zampatti ’55 — April 15, 2011
Robert Zimmerman ’43 — Jan. 29, 2011
FRIENDS
Egbert Beimesch — April 16, 2011; survived by son
Wayne Beimesch ’68.
Carol Bidstrup Bombeck — Feb. 28, 2011; survived
by husband Bill Bombeck ’50.
Adlena Bussinger — April 21, 2011; survived by
daughter Ann Rush, University Advancement.
Helen Chalecki — March 6, 2011; University
benefactor, survived by son Vincent Chalecki ’77.
Rick Combs — April 19, 2011; survived by wife Terri
Combs, University Advancement.
Antoinette Contadino — March 8, 2011; survived by
sons Father Gene Contadino, S.M. ’62 and Brother
Jim Contadino, S.M. ’69.
Francis Conte — March 20, 2011; former dean,
University of Dayton School of Law.
Ruby “Polly” Pemberton Dillehay — Feb. 26, 2011;
survived by John Dillehay ’63.
Catherine Doheny — April 15, 2011; survived by son
John Doheny ’85.

James Ehler — March 14, 2011; former assistant
basketball coach.
Joseph Laufersweiler — Oct. 11, 2010; former
University biology professor.
Manning Marable — April 1, 2011; survived by
mother June Morehead Marable ’66 and sister
Madonna Marable Howard ’87.
Gladys Maree Marshall — April 4, 2011; survived
by daughter-in-law Cindy Marshall, University
Advancement.
Josephine McGinley — March 28, 2011; survived
by son Martin McGinley ’78, and nephews Joseph
Shemitz ’77 and Gregory Shemitz ’78.
Richard Newkold — Feb. 24, 2011; University
benefactor, survived by sons Richard Newkold ’80 and
Thomas Newkold ’83; daughters Christine Newkold
Dobbins ’84, Catherine Newkold Melander ’81 and
Maureen Newkold Yuhas ’86; and son-in-law Steve
Yuhas ’82.
David Petricola — April 18, 2011; University of Dayton
Research Institute employee.
Rebecca Post Sikes — Jan. 25, 2011; survived by
mother Ursula Buehring Post ’74 and father Steven
Post ’74.
Martha Solma — March 29, 2011; survived by son
Father Martin Solma, S.M. ’71, University trustee.
Catherine Wall — Nov. 20, 2010; University
benefactor, survived by son William Wall ’68.
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Count on me
CECELIA JOHNSON-STEWART ’78

While at UD, Cecelia Johnson-Stewart learned the
importance of being able to count on someone.
A current member of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Johnson-Stewart
has applied that to her recently developed program, The Autistic
Social Club. The club, which is run by the students, does one social
activity and one volunteer activity a month.
“I got involved with special needs because I wanted to help children achieve and sustain their full range of rights and desires through
a positive social experience,” she said. “Last year, we were able to
take a group down to Myrtle Beach over Memorial Day weekend, and
that’s something a lot of them probably wouldn’t ever get to do without
this club.”
Johnson-Stewart is also an autism teacher for Guilford County
Schools in Greensboro, N.C.
“My job is to help these kids learn, but sometimes I do confront
parents who need to find the balance between supporting their children and challenging them,” she said.
Johnson-Stewart understands that balance and uses it to help them
excel. She teaches children with autism, grades 9-12, in a self-contained program. This Occupational Course of Study program enables
her to teach the core subjects, such as biology and social studies, but
also allows her to have lessons on etiquette, appropriate topics to initiate with other teenagers and career exploration.
“The most rewarding thing for me is when you see a light bulb
come on and the kids can do certain behaviors without prompting,” she
said. “That’s when you know your work has really made an impact.”
She said her desire to help people feel a
sense of belonging comes from her time
at UD.
“I think both Greek organizations
and non-Greek organizations on
campus provide a sense of belonging
and allow kids to feel like they have
a family away from home,” she said.
“You can always count on each other,
and you know someone is going
to be there to help you. That’s
how I want my students to feel
about me.”
—Kristin Daugherty ’11
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Putting out life’s fires
   BRIAN DOVI ’82

He works with fire trucks and felons, teddy bears
and meth addicts.
“The job is interesting,” said School of Law grad Brian Dovi. “It’s
never the same thing.”
Chemung County, N.Y., has three judges. One handles family
court full time; the judge for whom Dovi works also does family
court — and criminal court and drug court and surrogate court.
Monday afternoons bring drug court with its ups and downs,
such as a meth addict losing his twin brother to meth or the judge
leading a treatment group in singing “Happy Birthday,” a song some
of them never heard from their families.
“It’s amazing how screwed up some people can make their
lives,” Dovi said, but “it’s gratifying that some of them can work a
solid program of recovery and regain their lives.”
The teddy bears are for family court, which alternates months
with criminal court. Family court handles custody, visitation, abuse,
neglect and termination of parental rights. “To balance the nasty,”
Dovi said, “we also do adoptions.”
Surrogate court, held usually on Fridays, handles estates, trusts
and guardianships; it is “a lot like family court,” Dovi said, “with
at least one dead person in the mix. My judge regularly gives his
life-is-too-short speech, don’t-fight-with-your-brothers-and-sisters
speech and his honor-the-memory-of-your-father-and-mother
speech.”
For variety, Dovi serves as a volunteer firefighter and fire commissioner. A member of his town fire department since high school,
Dovi has been a corporate officer of the department for nearly three
decades: “No one else is stupid
enough to want to be treasurer.”
About every seven weeks he
works a Saturday night shift on
which, he said, “It’s just me,
my golden retriever and the
cop in charge of the town.”
As he has aged, Dovi may
have become more prudent. “I don’t
rush as quickly into burning buildings,” he said.
“But, if needed, I can still
kick ass.”
—Thomas M. Columbus
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Her give-back
JOAN FISHER ’82

Joan Fisher comes from a family of engineers and
UD grads, but she’s always considered herself
one of a kind.
It began with a civil service co-op at a defense electronic supply
center, where she was the first woman to work in the microelectronics department — the division responsible for specs of the electronic
chips and circuits used in military equipment, including F-16 planes
and ships.
After graduating from UD, she joined the operations test engineering department on the factory floor of the Tomahawk missile
project, where she oversaw the final test phases for all the equipment.
“I was the first woman to work in that department and didn’t even
know that for a while,” Fisher says. “We had some factory workers
saying, ‘We didn’t know how you were going to work out.’”
Currently, Fisher is a systems engineer at Raytheon Co., where
she troubleshoots software problems in Navy shipboard electronics and works with experts to provide software updates that resolve
these issues.
She is also one of two representatives for the San Diego section
of the Society of Women Engineers. SWE celebrated its 60th anniversary last year, a milestone that has fostered
discussion on how women in the field would
like to progress.
“The uptick in the field of women
engineers isn’t where we want it to be,”
Fisher says. “We’re very STEM-focused
to get more kids interested in careers in
engineering.”
Each year, up to 200 girls have the
opportunity to interact with professional
and collegiate engineering volunteers
in lively, hands-on demonstrations,
thanks to San Diego SWE.
“It’s my give-back,” Fisher
says. “That part is very satisfying
for me, if I can influence them
in any way.”
—Seetha Sankaranarayan ’12
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Superhero of lost art
JOSEPH PROCOPIO ’92

The superhero comics that captivated young
Joe Procopio cast a web from which he never
escaped.
Publications director for a Washington, D.C., think tank by day,
Procopio has an alter ego: founder of Picture This Press, a publishing house devoted to graphic arts.
Lost Art Books, its flagship series, launched in September with
three titles showcasing the work of artists from the first half of the
20th century:
n The Lost Art of Zim — Cartoons and Caricatures by
Eugene ‘Zim’ Zimmerman, a humor magazine cartoonist who initiated America’s earliest cartooning correspondence course.
n The Lost Art of E.T. Reed — Prehistoric Peeps about the
father of cavemen-and-dinosaur comics.
n The Lost Art of Frederick Richardson, a Chicago Daily News
artist who produced extravagant pen-and-ink drawings.
Procopio’s quest is to rescue these artists from obscurity,
preserve their legacies and place their work into historical, social
and artistic context. He collaborated with contemporary cartoonists,
scholars and other collectors, but 90 percent of the books’ material
comes from the editor’s own collection.
“I suffer from bibliomania. I’m drawn to the tactile, sensuous quality
of books,” said Procopio, who earned a bachelor’s and master’s in English at UD. Over-full shelves crowd the library of his Silver Spring, Md.,
home; another “couple hundred boxes of books” pack the basement.
While he outgrew his comic book collection’s subject matter, he
said, “I was always interested in the formal and
aesthetic properties of visual storytelling.”
His collection includes periodicals and
ephemera from the 1890s to the 1940s,
rare books and original art, including
a piece by Heinrich Kley, the subject of
Lost Art Books’ next release. Amazon
.com will soon distribute all titles.
Warring with his inner minimalist,
Procopio rationalizes his passion. “I’m a
custodian of this collection, but it’s not really mine. Someday someone else will own
it, or it will go to a library or university.”
—Deborah McCarty Smith ’93
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ut accat.
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nonsequ iasperspe venditasped ma sed
et eum fuga. Pudiciur? Qui cuptatus eos

MY OLD HOUSE 1992-93
The Frisch’s Big Boy used to keep an eye on the

six men who lived at 236 College Park, across the

street from the once-landmark restaurant, in the
early 1990s.
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ening what they hoped could be functional living
space. For the rest of the time, Lewandowski stored
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would get so cold,

base-

you could hold up

wrap-

a match and snuff

236 COLLEGE PARK

around couch filled
the

drafty

room,

while NFL helmets and a Paula Abdul poster dotted
the walls.

“That was our social room,” said designated

DJ Jim Sullivan ’93, now vice president of internal audit for a large European bank in Stamford,
Conn. “Tony made us clean up right after a party
was over.”

The basement was dubbed “the dungeon” after

the first rain fell during their junior year, damp-

it out near the window,” Felts said.

The men got along so well they could even agree

on the weekly grocery list. Everyone pitched in for
the Sunday night Meijer shopping trip.

“It just worked,” Priester said. “We cooked din-

ner most of the time as a house ... and it was something decent.

“Looking back, I don’t think any of us would

change anything. The house made the experience.”

—Seetha Sankaranarayan ’12

Tour houses with today’s students at http://www.udayton.edu/udquickly.
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Caustic creation
CURTIS MANN ’03

A photographer takes an image, an engineer
takes it apart. Curtis Mann does both.
Seeking a break from his calculus-heavy course load, Curtis
Mann signed up for a photography class. The mechanical engineering major began to explore the medium at UD and continued at
Columbia College in Chicago, where he earned a Master of Fine Arts
in photography.
But though he felt as if he had left his engineering studies behind,
engineering never really left him. At Columbia, Mann began destroying and deconstructing images — sanding photographs, burning
them, scratching away the emulsion, creating crumpled photographic
sculptures and more.
“In one of these ‘experiments’ I used a splash of bleach, which
resulted in an amazing imaginary combustion,” Mann says. And with
that, he was hooked.
Now, Mann is a practicing Chicago artist with a slew of recent
solo exhibitions. His work was included in 2010, the Whitney Biennial, and is currently part of After the Gold Rush at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York.
Mann’s current work begins with ordering color photographic
prints of digital images he finds in estate sales, eBay auctions and
image hosting sites like Flickr. He covers some areas of the printed
image with varnish or tape to protect the emulsion and then uses
caustic chemicals like bleach to erase and erode other parts.
He is drawn toward places he has never been and events with
which he doesn’t have direct connections. Much of his present work
incorporates photographs taken by travelers in the Middle East.
“I have to look through the eyes of
someone else and deal with the world
through the way they have chosen to
represent it,” Mann says. “It is similar
to an engineer who designs something from scratch and an engineer
who has to take something already in
existence and modify it to work in a
different manner.”
For Mann, the joy in the experiment
comes from translating a foreign idea
using a language he understands.
—Seetha Sankaranarayan ’12
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et quibus et et aborit ea dolorem ipis
ut rat exerion praes sinci autentiosam
fugitatur re pe name porion rem quas
rae vitae. Ut a eum quae. Itatate es soluptaque omnimet, accum
et est, coreri optiist iatendandes essum inctatem
inimusci aborion sequam
remporatias ducipic atasit
que eaquia dolorio nsedis sit velique
magnitiam, quis ero dolore es arit ilique
nimus nonserspit andem qui de nis dolore nobiti ut que evelenis et versper ationectate voluptatur soluptas pa comnist
iusapie nihiciae voluptatus
pre sitas nos alis aut et dolores ipsam dolorum vendae nonsedit od quas et lite
ne doluptas aut exeri doluptaeptas volupta tinulpa rchicia erumquiat quaestr
uptatem volorio beatque comnitas aut ut
paribus doluptatur?
Im sitatur, omnis uta niminctur, apitat et
as restem nonsequia num nusam et fugiatibust fugias nimilloreped mos quae
sendele ssinus.
On reror alit et estem quasitatum quissi
ulpari officiis remporibus.
Sed molupta tquatur? Otati repelique
velest mostint que sum etur? Quia cum
am earciet pos serro od ut excerum
fuga. Itatem quas into blandic iatisit rero
everum, nonectescit volorestiam doluptiam endia voluptatame que quibusae
vellaut eni siniam qui qui core, officiae
venihit quibusam que volupti odigna-
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tiatus ea dolenimincto ius ereheni ssinihicture de nosa consed que labo. Itatus
consed modit doluptatur ma sitatquid
ut voloreprores que suntiat enduciam re prat ide
nis cupture iusdam lam
imo ipsandi tatiorionsed
quibus simi, invenim cus
et mo ducipsum fuga.
Ferum aut est inihici milibus mintiam, nobitiat quo occupta tatur?
Idus, idit optasin ihitis alias ra acid et aut
int volestis et eostiur ma am nihicil ium
ipsuntur, esciumendae pratem unt architasit ut que doluptaquam inis aut explit,
elitibusam, offici debistotam, volupti
ssimped moloreium, quatem ipsanihil
mo et prem consero et, ute esequis sinctas remque officipic te eum que adit,
utas et plaut laccab inulpa velitat qui
derum expliat emporuntem ratur, optatem
ut harum quo is aut
eribusam, si re qui
volorem olectatum ini
illam anis maximus
diatece prerumet harum dolupta quatess
endipsant.
Ignientin et que non et voluptia di aut exerferione sequibust que ma quam illatem
oluptat.

Offictemos nobit persperchil maio. Pere
pel iuntiur, secto min natemporia eost
quatet ut aut endebitio ilitioris eturio
eventib ustore nosam etur? Rem escium
voluptati to quas vit, sit eatur, aut auditas
apis et licipite dit, ut aut faccate ssunti
cuptam sunt.
Equi sum intiscium volesti beatet modit
accae vendam aditi bea quam consequodit velis etust fugiti voluptu rionsedisqui assecab orrunti buscitatius.
Is ex eatur, vita iur? Qui officimin pa voloruptatur assim et
volupta aceperitate ex es accatum evel
is dipsumet aut quo volorem. Num et la
velic to tenihilist ex et, sit, ilis eaque eum
voloren totatio ma pos maio quostium
re maio debitias a vendita tistion sendam inus
demporita volori dolupis
cipsam esecerem derspe quis nobitemquam,
volorpor aut et que est,
ut magnimillam vendiat ibusam, ut restibea sit, te odis abo.
Neque volore ipiducipid quas eost que
natistibus in rae et alitamus sint, omnis
atur, sam erum ariorio nsequidissit aperovidis ventiisimil invenditat recabor
solo omnimai onseque peria dollent, te
vendipietus, te non pelest, quas sus eos

undis endel is maion eos quam, id quo
temporum nati que eum et quo bea debit
di re ese nust reius, am, sit hillabo. Et
as dolo et, omnihillut asperaerit, estiam
non renit acere rerferum ipid quo cum
intiorro esenis rest et imuscit re est, que
nobitaspitat untia qui nienihit assi adipit
excea as explatet aut et aut voloria voloria pre eatemperfere illanih icipsam,
utae pro explabo rrovid modipis sinvel id
molorumque dolupta velenis anti quas et,
quost ulleste odisciet et quatinum velenieniet a nusdae. Obis nobitia doluptate
ditate nis volestius.

storpos volupta ellandelesto earum fugit
mi, odias is magnis sed quam doluptat.
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Elictinim il mod elloriti iste aces rem
res ma invel maio. Doloria qui alit fuga.
Ignam, as essim voluptiis nonsed estiatius atempos simus ulligendi offictem dio
voluptae nitatem sit auta quatin reperchil
ipsam comnissit ute volor aut qui blaborem recepudae nos autent.
It et prehenim rendebit, si temporem
remoluptas maione laborro consequo
od et volupta cus nonseri omniet erum
evenihitati idebisquam re ma sequam
quisto quissum nostem volor ant fugia
doluptias acero ipsusdam vendi berum
natur sitatium nust autam volorem iuntinusa quam, qui que nis etur aut ut arciis sam nis velende llandunti conseque
reiciendit fugiam idebitam doluptatia pa
sitis et latium restiam as unt la nobist aut
aliasped eum, simpore hendelesequi re-

Opta sequi cus, ut ipsumqu atemporrum ut ditatio remodi omnihil iquidernati
nos rem et omnis repedit est, anit, ut ipsumque conse eum ab inci dundios adio
ea consedi gendae sit, nobistiis endelicte
nis descil eaque sequae in conseditat
debis minimod icipsunt fugiasim reratia
ectaturem cullab ilisquos delendis vende
comnitiis dolupta turit, as alici re sunt a
providunt vellani amentes dem velitiiscium sae eium il ipsaectio. Uciae cone
etur sus aut ipis nimi, sum sum untem
quaectestrum endebit fugias debis re
remporem sequia non explique nulliqui
ommos es non renda sequo tem ratem
voluptatium ut inci odis ulliquas eos as
sunt molor si offic te pa sequid qui simperi asimolo ressunt que nam, suntiam
voluptibus volliquis vella senieni hillaut
hil ma volectatur, nam labores sumquam
ipid quatur, con consecta velescius dolupti atemque saperro vitatia estruptas
ent landipsamus.
Optur? Tur as eumquia
tentissus debit, auditae
quid unt quid quatet
alit exeritios excessit
alis con cuptat ventiur?
Luptistia sum sus aut
que aut eost occulluptat
liquia que labo. Natur a pro quia veni

reperit utem. Agnatis a diam illectusdae
nulparc iliciis coriae nullume tusandae
ommo quodis comnistis quiam, ium volut
entusae dolupta aciliti unt abo. Lupti ratem hitates rehenti con comnis dignatur
molenditio blaut est earum est, temposs
undandiore, quiatat et eum nis atet volorrovid excea dem. Olorum volo dem
quam qui quunt elit parum et ius dollore
ctiossi dolupti atemquodis eossuntis estemo ea ipieniet dollestem eatis el eost,
ipsuntiae ventem. Nam eri amus ant.
Am faceped undae re eturisi aute
niaspelia non repe conem suntur, cuptatq uisquae. Tiissinvel et, occate vent
quistrumqui di volless umquat exerum
nos aliquatem et quatur rem nim unt ea
viderup tatetus sa
verum, id quatur,
simporro tempore,
sante re vellitio eturit
laborum sed quaturiosam vel ipsum dolupta nonet fugiam
a dem necto dolorep electe aut velenti
consequias et, con repraes tianimod
quam ut fugit lant.
Atenemp osapelitat. Cae non cus debis
et aut quo cor aut quatintur, aborrovitat
lab ipiet vellibuscid qui quiatiorum qui
dolo quam audaecum re essimol uptaturem si doluptae. Dundam id quo ipsam

que eturepro esediat emporum, sed eos
et mi, officit lantore preptate sint, ne ellatintum
repta etur aut harumqu
untiat magnitatusa ped
ulla conseque que etus
dis et, natent hitionse voluptatem alitaep erectia aut ut quis sa
necto con ex ex et volorpo recercid etur
sum facepedia videndus, ullandi gendicatur, net re corepre quidis etur, nobis
remperibus eturiti onemporporum quam
niendantis veni sitamet volorias experor
eperehent haruptata aut volupta eriaepe volent, illab incta cum quam inim
dolupta qui od qui omnis evel ilibusa
quaerumquae porit, vero magni odi te lit
re eate volorio nsequam alit lam incius
necus, sent dionseris exces eium reped
et et ullis estorundit velia imente mos
simodicillor mi, core officiis invellaccus
eniet quas arum eseremp orempossint
volut quas consequ iaspienisi corecatur
sedi nullaut utemossi dis eum fugia sin
ex eturio bernatur audadae volo vende
sum ulla paribus amendiatur, sequi ommost la parum quia se volorrumet eossunt et apienis ut voluptae optati ut fugit
magnis quo erum et quo enis reribearciae ere plaboreptat.
Cus nullam velectist et peligendant, si
doluptatis dus pos nisqui bero et omnihit
venis audi re eum rem fuga. Num quas-

sit, sinciur, sam velis idit fuga. Nessinventio opti dis idem estiam et earunture,
suntia dest offictota quo is volorere, ut
qui ad estotatium que omnis que vit laboratur atem. Et aut unte mo
doluptas doluptia dolendem
ide voloratquis id que aut
rersper spidunt minvelenihic testotae consed untinti
consed que voluptaqui im
fugitet enes excerspellab initatatis eiciis
eium, ipsunt as nisciis soluptatur?
Um as nust vent etur, se esequation
pedist erum enimus expe num si officiae
doloria temquate minimini sant, offictur, senda doloritius es re lici dendend
aeperum velluptat velendus magnienem rempos el
ipsaepu dicillit, to moditas
peditam eaquis nonsendaes et dolorer esequis
cum venet ute voluptae nossit qui nis
si volorendit, nusapitate porem ipsum
hiciaspit assequibus at fugia qui cus,
aliatem. Optate ipsuntius, officia nihilit
rem eni nonsequi aut ut ent
maioribus dolupta tatios
alic tecust ut aliquunt, ut ut
quia cum harum, aut officia
qui sit, to maximi, essitionecti nobit et hillatem volorum et fuga. Tendips aperupis essenihil
evendit et ut eri ommolendam consedia

verumquam et omnim velliti ncilis quatem endit laut labo. Umque verspitatur?
Quibus eos molo is dia alis non evenis
modipsaperum quibus de pe sus.
Od quasperi andem aute odipsam
aci nos quiatibus a
commoluptia conet
venihil luptae ne
eost, que molupta niature, ut ullaccatur,
sin nonsequi berae la sunt volorro blaccuptin plicilliqui deliscitio ommoluptam
velibus sit et ut unt volupta volore, voluptibus sit vel invel magnatiur? Qui beature
mperovi deliae nit, quas et ut utat.
Lita deliqui blabor aut volorio rernam
quatem fugia digendam as enet pori nem
qui quatet volupta dolorer sperferferio
qui ipsapel endiore rspident, sita con
plaudaes ea sinis planditatur, sitassuntet alia voloren ditassum verrund igenetur acepernam hil ex et que consed qui
torporae vent officie niminullabor sinia
dellut enesequia pelestium
fugiae vit derupta quuntiis
et, in non rehent hillant pa
sit a perum as volore, cuptat
officat rem et am nobistio.
Itatem ulpa doluptur molupid ucimolo
reicab ipic tet aut plabo. Itatiae sunt volorum dignam saperunt.
Nequaessint quiducium qui quam, archi-

ANATOMY OF A CLASS NOTE: ’06
Cus nullam velectist et peligendant, si doluptatis dus pos nisqui bero et omnihit venis audi re eum rem fuga. Num quassit, sinciur, sam velis idit fuga. Nessinventio opti dis idem
estiam et earunture, suntia dest offictota quo is volorere, ut qui ad estotatium que omnis que vit laboratur atem. Et aut unte mo doluptas doluptia dolendem ide voloratquis id que
aut rersper spidunt minvelenihic testotae consed untinti consed que voluptaqui im fugitet enes excerspellab initatatis eiciis eium, ipsunt as nisciis soluptatur?

Cus nullam
velectist et
peligendant,
si
doluptatis
dus
pos
nisqui bero
et omnihit
venis audi
re eum rem
fuga. Num quassit, sinciur, sam velis idit
fuga. Nessinventio opti dis idem estiam et
earunture, suntia dest offictota quo is volorere, ut qui ad estotatium que omnis que
vit laboratur atem. Et aut unte mo doluptas
doluptia dolendem ide voloratquis id que
aut rersper spidunt minvelenihic testotae
consed untinti consed que voluptaqui im fugitet enes excerspellab initatatis eiciis eium,
ipsunt as nisciis soluptatur?

omnihit
Cus nullam velectist et peligendant, si doluptatis dus pos
nisqui bero et omnihit venis
audi re eum rem fuga. Num
quassit, sinciur, sam velis idit
fuga. Nessinventio opti dis idem
estiam et earunture, suntia dest
offictota quo is volorere, ut qui
ad estotatium que omnis que vit

omnihit
Cus nullam velectist et peligendant, si doluptatis dus pos
nisqui bero et omnihit venis
audi re eum rem fuga. Num
quassit, sinciur, sam velis idit
fuga. Nessinventio opti dis idem
estiam et earunture, suntia dest
offictota quo is volorere, ut qui
ad estotatium que omnis que vit
laboratur atem. Et aut unte mo
doluptas doluptia dolendem ide

omnihit
Cus nullam velectist et peligendant, si doluptatis dus pos
nisqui bero et omnihit venis
audi re eum rem fuga. Num
quassit, sinciur, sam velis idit
fuga. Nessinventio opti dis idem
estiam et earunture, suntia dest

omnihit
Cus nullam velectist et peligendant, si doluptatis dus pos nisqui bero et omnihit venis audi
re eum rem fuga. Num quassit, sinciur, sam velis idit fuga.
Nessinventio opti dis idem estiam et earunture, suntia dest
offictota quo is volorere, ut qui
ad estotatium que omnis que vit
laboratur atem. Et aut unte mo

omnihit
Cus nullam velectist et peligendant, si doluptatis dus pos
nisqui bero et omnihit venis
audi re eum rem fuga. Num
quassit, sinciur, sam velis idit
fuga. Nessinventio opti dis idem
estiam et earunture, suntia dest
offictota quo is volorere, ut qui
ad estotatium que omnis que vit

omnihit
Cus nullam velectist et peligendant, si doluptatis dus pos
nisqui bero et omnihit venis
audi re eum rem fuga. Num
quassit, sinciur, sam velis idit
fuga. Nessinventio opti dis idem
estiam et earunture, suntia dest
offictota quo is volorere, ut qui

omnihit
Cus nullam velectist et peligendant, si doluptatis dus pos nisqui bero et omnihit venis audi
re eum rem fuga. Num quassit,
sinciur, sam velis idit fuga. Nessinventio opti dis idem estiam et
earunture, suntia dest offictota
quo is volorere, ut qui ad estotatium que omnis que vit laboratur

—Meredith Hirt ’13
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lique estia voluptatatam sit, nis evellab
orporro ruptatia volessit
omnis et est, tempelibus
exceste de coribus.
Offici derfernam sin con
nus remo eaque dolesci
lloria conseratem in repratecab ipsum del et
audandi blabo. Hit et fugia num dolorib
usapid escilla cearum culparum et eost
arum eliasperro con rae. Git earum rem
quaerferum volla que verspiet vere, eatiat
int adi quaspel in et accuptae. Et erro mi,
aut volorati ommolupiet quae et reprecu
sandandant.
Raerferunt, venimil incietus, untem. Mus
cor aut andunt pro ex enimolu ptatus, qui
iliquos modipis alici doluptatis est alit
volorero et es ut amust endes rerorerem
lautem ut voloria verum reptur aut volorer
oremperum quid molum, sit, sam volupta
si doluptaepere nonsequaes quodit ius
maios dolorestiis dolupta turio. Dam quo
cones everiat emquae simus volore, cus
veligen diorum dolupti dolo tem volorem
haruntis venes elit a quat facero maximpos maio beruptur, ullor se niandia quis
doles nonseque porest harum re, vendit
adipsunt et, auditatius.
Ra plique simus et ea sunto is coriaero
cum eum solest as maximag natem. Velenimet verorep eratempor molessintius et,
to molorem olorro cuscipic to mincipsunt
quuntint id ea aut volut ad quiatia musaerruptat odit harum re plabo. Nam fugia sinventio quassunt omnisquam eum vendam
es et estissime neceriae cor aut laboreicil
magnata sinctib eriasit la non enimporis
expelli cipienit velia volessi ommolorest

harum quo blaboremolut quunt acit por
adi delenim poriam reperovitate verciis dit, nonempo repudam nobissit fuga.
Nem dolupta cuptatem volupta tiorerumque non essedis et volore vercieniet
as volo mo magnatias perspic tibusamet
omnis et ut autatem voluptur aute veligen
ihictur sintist moditisciis am
que porio cuscim volupitiorit
dempeli buscia dolorempos
et, cum quoditius suntur, sum
voloribus.
Ugitatio et voluptius. Omnimus aspicat
ibeatquam qui non re occum nonserferio.
Metur rat.
Apienienit que dolore aut accusanis re,
quam repersperrum
iliquam
fugiam id
ut litio id
magnis
aut doluptatia perchic imaiorero istiassinci simolent et rem quat venis sam ium dolum

volorectat prestia natur?
Ullabori blatumque quiateste corum
autem que pa atur aciam fuga. Am accupti odit quiatur, sequiae. Ignis similigniet eosandant.
Ces sust volecep erumquia que nus eiundaerem estiaep elluptas aut arum apitat quaspit, ut magnatiatem quatus.
Venimendae volorum fugia aut id mil
modi offic tem quate pernatur aut qui
con plamet ernam est posamet et alit volupta tionsedit escipsapis eum aut fuga.
Nequist peri dolesti beriatu sandunt
orepernatus eum que pa essitat.

Tem. Sed undesed quae nonet maxim
et omnimusame dolupicto te nonse nimus ut ut omnit, quid
quidellorum
quia
quassit quam ipsapidus eles doluptio
blaut porepe perum
de sin rem imusda qui
optae perferrum num nullit alic tecusci
tatiatu samenima eumenimus, ommodiscia suntio minciunt aut imusanis eume
voluptatempe et maximin nosamus antium il evendiant aut vidundio quam aut
modi tem rerferorum hilicaerat mincti

Dreaming of an education
MOLLY HEINEMAN ’08

Koba George, a 24-year-old Ugandan man, explained that if he could not pay for school, “How
can I have dreams?”
Four years ago, Molly Heineman told her church that story.
Then a UD junior, she had just returned from a semester abroad in
Uganda, where she took classes and interned in Mbale for the Child
Restoration Outreach, a non-governmental organization for street
children. By the end of her talk, a parishioner handed her a check
for Koba George’s tuition, with the instructions to tell him to start
dreaming.
That’s when she started dreaming, too.
Heineman was drawn to intern with the CRO because,“We hear
so much about the scary parts of Africa — poverty, war, disease. I
knew there was much more to it than just those three headlines.”
Heineman recalled a relationship she forged with a street child
named Dan, whose parents had abandoned him. Although she did
not speak Kiswahili, Lusoga or Luganda, Heineman was able to
communicate through nonverbals such as waving, playing games
and, eventually, holding hands.
She saw hope in the situation. “He was involved in stealing. He
was addicted to sniffing glue and had been beaten by the police.
But he kept coming back.”
With the help of a lawyer at her church, Heineman set up a
U.S. nonprofit, Child Restoration Outreach Support Organization.
As president, she facilitates communication between the CRO and
CROSO, creates outreach materials, and helps select the students
the foundation supports.
CROSO completely pays for the
education of seven or eight former street
children like Koba George, who has
since graduated from a secondary
school and was accepted into a social
work program. CROSO donors want to
make sure they give every opportunity
possible, including college tuition, to
the students they support.
“From start to finish, we make a
commitment to the students
we’re helping,” Heineman
said.
—Maggie Malach ’11
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optatistio quunto que iunt veles rest, endae peliqui tem. Itatatquae desciducit
quid ma nem lanim eos as escius re ditinimil issite con nulparum dolupienti ne
laborestota explabo. Ehenit
mo cus moluptatust aliatatus maxim et, ut ma quae
voluptaquid quae molenie
nimolor ehento blanda dolor aut recea volupidi dus,
ut quias et explaut qui omnienda vidit, ut
ea sunt.
Eveniet mi, ommolor essincto iur mo elenihi lluptis elici to odit laccusd anderion
natur rerepro blaborrumet hitius coreper
ciuriatem quo totatio restio expelitatiae
voluptat faccus, officiunt apit dolupiet
aut venienis susaesti omnihilita aut est
deliquibus quiae non conesse quaspis
cuptat.
Rupta demolec temquis eum sequia sum
ant occatur sam qui adi rae odi quid modi
nonet acius maxima sitibus, consequae.
Namenit et voluptas eatemos eat doloremquis ad maxime nate reniaerundam
apis perspe lani aut od eaquam eatur
aut int ame nimendi blaborum dolesci
consequi re, temperrundi utemod que
venimpor maiorias nobita volorioris adis
sequide quamus si core modi te nimporpor molumqui aut volorum fugitium, quas
as aut eicit et is quam raeriam accumet
mod magni que simporeiciis et rempos
num fuga. Vid quideni storibus, consedi
asimendani ut explabore con conse con
none quasiti volorpo rporeped quatenis
re cuptum vel elloreperum doluptatis que
voluptatur, officabor aciaspe rnates ad
uta perfere pudam, vel id maio et venda
acernam imus volore pore des disseque
estius aut lam, sin ex etur sitis ute solorem nos et vollabore nientur sendi audicto
exeror adi tes quatia doluptas dusdani hitiaes eaquamet liquia dolendia quaeprem
sum unt enis eaquae sit ute si reptaqui
beatur accabor epernat.
Nam, odi rero vel maxim exerum exernat
essim eriandem. Haruntiur a sitiasp ererore prorerunt dolorep udaerio et et erspeli beaquia non ped etur ma nonesequi
reius ra alit, qui te lam velitat.
Re etur aribus apitior arum harum vel esequatur? Edis consequid utam lam etur?
Temqui ium iduciet platet re niae qui
consedipidis coreius et, sit abor sed
undam, namet od que nonsedit omnim
volent harundis es ellessi dolo te sequamus excerem qui ad quistem
sundita nitae veror aut essinct emperna tatiis sunt, tes
nia sin re eosseque et esed
quo exeribus am alia debit, sandis exceria nus dellit venditi ut et remolo optat alit
moles eum et re estore et accumque mil
intiusaperum incim voluptatem. Nam facernatur? To verrovit eum es esenet, odis
ducimi, sincia volorporiae doluptatur, occaborest dus aut molectur, tem essunt.
Ovidist ipid et ut quiae perferitias alibus
doloraecum simaiorepro et reste sunte
res molorem faccus et ute cum verrum dit
qui quias et odio. Ut optas maximagnatem

quiae nossi autatur sitat lique quatumet
omnisci duntio cuptaspid quodi soluptis
qui opoptatur arum que et eum aut omnis eos doles aceatur, cuptatque conet
as modicipsus ducillaut aut aut quos del
esti autas aut ommolupta voluptatur, sita
quidellaut mos mi, sim etur arum ape
volorecerore nimus.
Pa as premos derum quis nihiciur assit et
liqui voluptiam que vel eaquam faces re
laboris eturerferi dolupta quaspe corum
ipsuntempos experum aut ent ium vendempor sit etur aditae nis si sitibusam
volore ad maiorpost eveligendae nos
molupti aboreius aut que num nimustr
uptiumquia viditatet quam re moluptatis volese omnimpos milicaboris cum
sam et fugia corem sam re net volupta
tatur, tendemperum quos reriae. Nam,
ommolum fuga. Nemolup tatum, officil
itibus, sequi doluptas milibusda volupta
dolorpo repudaeces quati tem reperfe
ressimus, sum autendae occatatquia
similit venihiliquia nonet quis voloriori
temolor alibus si nonseque landae quam
ut aces am, quid unt evernate quasper
ferfersperum sed eos aut asperch ilibus eicae doleste volesseque verias
ma consequas alit excea cusa qui aut
et quiat et laborpo rescipi tatibus etur
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Welcome
home,
alumni

T

Reds Scare

groundbreaking

can Ball Park as the Cincinnati Reds
pitch is 1:10 p.m. Alumni, faculty,

identify faces in

and family are welcome.

those

the

staff, students, parents, friends

re-

search at the University.
Touch another and you
can see UD’s latest televi-

sion commercial or a slideshow of the
year’s best images of Flyer athletes.
Welcome to the first phase of the

Alumni Center, which the University
unveiled during Reunion Weekend. The
interactive displays are just some of the
eye-popping ways the center welcomes
alumni and highlights the University of
Dayton.
“We’ll be able to tell our story in an
outstanding way in this building,” said

will be chosen to throw out the
opening pitch. For details, visit

Alumni can join an interna-

were

versity of Dayton Alumni Associa-

under diocese/partner, choose “Uni-

ages of students,

tion.”

for whom it needs

Alumni awards

scriptions. Includ-

alumni awards reception and din-

and

1900s,

teaching

de-

from

stu-

in

the

’80s, and one shot of a porch and a pooch. Maybe you will even find
yourself: www.flickr.com/photos/udarchives/.

Hundreds of photos from the University’s archives are available

online at digital.udayton.edu/cdm-archives/.

credit are also available. Courses are

To register, visit vlc.udayton

ing to Flickr im-

the ’70s, faculty

More than 65 faith and pastoral

’73.

University

dents studying in

for Faith Formation.

Angela Ann Zukowski, M.H.S.H.

Archives is post-

the

UD’s Virtual Learning Community

ways,” said program director Sister

.edu, create a student profile and,

portraits

through a new partnership with

cate programs and undergraduate

than

ed are graduation

tional community of faith learners

able at the $40 reduced fee. Certifi-

who

names

Cyberfaith

Marianist spirituality — are avail-

living out the Gospel in concrete

faculty and staff

alumni.udayton.edu.

cluding those on social justice and

crowd

there?

Discounted tickets are $10-$75.

If enough tickets are sold, a Flyer

leadership formation courses — in-

come more active in their faith life,

Who better to

face the San Diego Padres. First

and there’s a video show-

“We have found that people be-

Who are
you?

Faithful will take over Great Ameri-

ouch a button on a screen,
ing

presented in English or Spanish.

Sunday, Aug. 14, the Flyer

All are invited to the annual

ner at 6 p.m. Saturday, Sept. 10, on

campus. Watch alumni.udayton
.edu for details.

Good times
Chi Sigma Alpha, the oldest fra-

ternity on campus, will celebrate

its 50th anniversary in summer
2012. Joe Maimone ’87 welcomes all
former Chi Sigma Alphas to contact
him at xeadayton@gmail.com.

Daniel J. Curran, University president.
“This will be a new landmark location
for our 100,000 alumni.”
The Alumni Center is located at 1700
South Patterson, NCR’s former world
headquarters,

which

the

University

purchased in 2009. Other areas of the
455,000-square-foot

building

house

classrooms for graduate students and
facilities for the University of Dayton Research Institute.
The Alumni Center occupies a dramatic space just off the main lobby. It
includes interactive displays of words,
photos and videos that highlight alumni
award winners, showcase the University’s history and achievements, and honor University supporters who help make
it possible. The space also includes comAlumni got
their first look
at the new
Alumni Center
during Reunion
Weekend.
Particularly

mon areas and rooms for alumni meetings and events.
The project’s second phase will add
the Alumni Center’s main multipurpose gathering and exhibition space
and a new auditorium for special events

popular were the touch-screen monitors

and conferences. For information about

with videos, photos and more.

ways to support the second phase, contact James Brothers at 937-229-2829 or
James.Brothers@notes.udayton.edu.
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ALUMNI BOOKSHELF
Pages in Read Ink:
Mysteries of Then and Now
/JEANE HEIMBERGER CANDIDO ’69/
With 23 mysteries inside, the reader can
dive in anywhere — historical mysteries,
contemporary mysteries, even one featuring
a nun. “(Nuns) are natural-born detectives,”
she says. “With almost 19 years of Catholic
education, I always find it surprising that my
natural tendency is toward war and murder.”
Not all her mysteries are grisly, and her other
books — Civil War historical fiction — animate
the love of history she shared with her father.
Candido turns to classmate and UD professor Ann
Greicius Pici ’69 to edit her manuscripts. Says Candido,
“She had the courage to teach freshman comp. After
that, war and murder are easy.”

Cross-Training for First Responders
/GREGORY BENNETT ’86/
We count on first responders to save us. But when
they race into situations for which they have not
been trained — like police officers entering burning
buildings — instead of heroes they too often become
victims. Bennett wants to change that. His book comes from his
own cross-training — 23 years as a police officer and 24 years as
a firefighter — and the reality that tight budgets and terrorist
threats have increased the need. “We have a sense of duty but
have not been trained,” he says. His book provides basics, plus
tips on how to influence the purse strings that determine training,
equipment and staffing.

It’s Hell Getting Old: The Road to Wellness — Almost
/JOHN LARISH ’51/
In his 13th book, Larish chronicles his own conditions —
first stenosis, then a neurological condition with his
legs — and interviews physicians about their concept
of care to provide a roadmap for others facing similar
trials. Fourteen different doctors in a year were the
guides to his road to wellness — almost. “The knees
still don’t work as well as they should, so I walk with a
cane,” he says. But he sees triumph in what he’s gained,
including a deeper spirituality. “I’ve come back stronger
than ever. How do you sit in an MRI for an hour and a half
exposure without saying Hail Marys?”

Under Maui Skies and Other Stories
/WAYNE MONIZ ’68/
In his Western, a cowboy rustles cattle grazing
beside a volcano. A few stories later, a
gumshoe detective stumbles onto a dead
body and opium deal gone wrong on the
mean streets of paradise. Each story in
this collection offers a Hawaiian twist on a
traditional genre with names and situations
appropriate to both the islands and the period.
Moniz, who grew up on Maui when sugar was
king, wrote the stories while recovering from an
illness that prevented the exhaustive research he
usually devotes to his plays. The result is page-turning
fun with gems at the end — 13 kaona, poems where people
blossom like flowers.
—Michelle Tedford
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If it’s an investment in the future you seek, Paige Pontarelli ’14 has

a convincing portfolio: singer, guitarist, retreat leader, student and
athlete in volleyball, basketball and softball.

“I will not let you or the other donors down,” she wrote in a thank-

you letter to the National Alumni Association, which provides schol-

arship assistance for the Pontarelli triplets — Paige, Matt and Jack —
to attend UD.

Soon there will be many more thank-you notes as the alumni

scholarship program grows to include
textbook

scholarships

awarded

by

alumni chapters. Chapter cities are
raising money locally to benefit new

Flyers, supporting students’ dreams
and those of their communities.

“Scholarships are so exciting,” said

Mark Connor ’81, Philadelphia chap-

ter president. “They engage alumni
in

alumni

personal.”

relations

and

make

it

Elizabeth Sfeir Damianov ’95, De-

troit chapter president, sees alumni

Chapter cities
are raising
money locally
to benefit
new Flyers,
supporting
students’ dreams
and those of their
communities.

a student from each chapter community.

In Philadelphia, Connor raised $380 in donations last February

during a men’s basketball game versus La Salle. He raised another

With 21,891 alumni in the area, the Day-

and work-study jobs. He had no money to travel home for mid-semes-

ton alumni chapter is easily the largest chapter

ter breaks. When his parents couldn’t afford a hotel to attend Connor’s

around. The Palm Sunday Easter egg hunt, an an-

graduation, Father Jim Russell, S.M., let them stay in Alumni Hall.

nual event more than a decade in practice, is the kind

“I know every little bit helps,” said Connor, father to current Flyers

of event only the Dayton alumni chapter could hold because it’s the only chapter with the UD campus in its

A textbook scholarship is most impor-

backyard.

tant in the retention of stuHarmon, dean of admis-

a systems analyst for Avery Denni-

son who hails from Cleveland. She

“It may be a struggle for

came to Dayton in 1995 and, like a

the student to stay, and the

lot of her friends, hasn’t left.

book award might be what

The proximity advantage has also

makes it possible to keep go-

allowed the chapter to launch Dinner

ing,” she said.

with 5 Flyers, a Students Today, Alumni

Harmon said the chapter schol-

Tomorrow program which brings alumni

arship idea originated with Frank Ger-

and current students together for dinner

aci ’73, former president of the National

discussions about life and UD.

Alumni Association and long-time volun-

and

In 2006, the National Alumni Associa-

teer with the alumni chapter in Rochester,

Connor volunteered to

tion named it Program of the Year. While it

N.Y. It is a way for the alumni to get involved

be part of the chapter

close to home, to help with recruiting and in

gram, organized by UD’s

It’s the perfect manifestation of community,

pro-

was once exclusive to Dayton, the initiative now is

expanding to Philadelphia, New York and other cities

supporting a family in sending a child to UD.

National Alumni Associa-

where alumni chapters are thriving.

In addition to contributing to on-campus events like

she said.

tion. Its long-term goal is

Christmas on Campus, the chapter holds game-watches

“Whether it’s a small gift or a large gift,

to award scholarships that

throughout the basketball season and once a year fills

you’re going to make a huge impact on the life

help provide access to UD for

“Not only do you get to learn
about the Wright brothers, but
you also get to see the modern
jets. I suggest everybody visit the
SR-71 Blackbird. It’s truly amazing
— you can see the fastest jet in
the world here in Dayton.”
—Wayne Small ’02

co-president Aimee Kroll Forsythe ’99,

sion and financial aid.

something they are very

2. NATIONAL MUSEUM OF
THE U.S. AIR FORCE

“We do everything,” said chapter

dents, said Kathy McEuen

supports their community,

pilot

“But it’s a good kind of crazy,” she added.

dren. As the oldest of five, Connor afforded UD only through grants

impact of the award. “It also

scholarship

Marano ’88 describes as “controlled mass chaos.”

He knows first-hand how families struggle to educate their chil-

because they see the immediate

Damianov

It’s what Dayton alumni chapter co-president Gloria

first $500 chapter textbook scholarship will be awarded.

cause UD is close to their hearts and

“They have excellent food and
excellent service. I’ve been going
there since I was a little girl. I had
my first Shirley Temple there with
my dad.” —Anne Fahrendorf
Sweeney ’71

gold eggs that will win them a plush bunny or chick.

far, Philadelphia chapter members have donated $3,900. In July, the

Michelle ’14 and Mark ’12.

1. THE OAKWOOD CLUB

lawn in search of 800-900 hollow plastic eggs filled with candy and four silver and

family for a chance to eat burgers and meet the new crop of Flyers. So

supporting textbook scholarships be-

close to,” she said.

Each Easter more than a hundred children are let loose on the Kennedy Union

$700 at last year’s new student picnic, where alumni donated $20 per

DAYTON ATTRACTIONS

Dayton

Picnics, events support textbook scholarships

200 seats at the Dayton Dragons minor league baseball

of a student,” she said.

stadium.

Chapter members have provided meals for the home-

less at St. Vincent de Paul hotel and dinner for the families

3. RIVERSCAPE
METROPARK
“It’s a great place to take a stroll
or hop on the bike trail and ride
along the river. During the summer there are concerts, and in
the winter you can go ice skating
or join the Dayton Broomball
Association.” —Jen Cadieux ’05

4. BOONSHOFT MUSEUM
OF DISCOVERY
“A unique indoor zoo where you
can interact with small animals,
the wonderful planetarium and
many engaging exhibits to help
you understand the world — it’s
the perfect place for a family
with children.” —Julie Miller
Walling ’80

of sick children of Ronald McDonald House. For the last two

years, they have raised awareness for multiple sclerosis research through the MS Walk in Kettering, Ohio, with the
Ray of Hope team in honor of former UD president Brother

Raising funds for Flyers
Since 1993, the National Alumni Association has been award-

Raymond Fitz, S.M. ’64.

ing scholarships to the children or grandchildren of UD alumni

scholarships include the July 24 new student picnic at The Barclay

demonstrated financial need. Funds for the National Alumni Asso-

Detroit area. Details are available at alumni.udayton.edu. For

who excel in class and extracurricular activities and who have a
ciation scholarships are raised through Alumni Collection apparel
and gifts sold through the UD Bookstore and Flyer Spirit, sale of

state of Ohio UD license plates, and services associated with Jostens, Liberty Mutual and the UD Bank of America credit card.
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But it’s during the on-campus activities like the

Upcoming chapter events aimed at raising funds for textbook

Easter egg hunt that alumni and their children get to engage most with the tradition and community of the Uni-

in West Chester, Pa., and a summer wine-tasting event in the
more information on chapter scholarships or to volunteer to

coordinate a scholarship fundraiser to benefit students in your
town, email anita.brothers@notes.udayton.edu or call 1-888UD-ALUMS.

FRANK PAUER

CHAPTER POSTCARDS

Our town, our Flyers

The Dayton alumni chapter got a good price on a bunny
suit. For years the members had been renting, but they
finally got around to
buying one for $100.
Call it an investment
in the future.

versity.

Those kids posing with a UD student wearing the

$100-bunny suit might just be the next generation of
Flyers.

—Emanuel Cavallaro ’07

5. JOHN BRYAN STATE PARK
AND CLIFTON GORGE
“They have a lot of hiking trails
and streams that run through
the parks. You can see layers of
exposed rock from post-glacial
canyon cutting.” —Kerry
Glassmeyer Ulery ’99
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Danny Srisawasdi’s mother inspires him

ANDREW CAMPBELL

GOOD WORKS

Flyer News led me to this moment: signing a red metal

by her selfless example.

Before immigrating to America, she har-

vested rice in Thailand’s paddy fields. Today,
she works 12-hour days as a seamstress in Chi-

cago. Her education didn’t go beyond eighth
grade, yet she raised two children on her own.

“I come from a broken home, but that

tory. Seifert has worked for the UD

from his chemical engineering classes. “My

post office for 40 years, though the

mom came from nothing and created so much
success. I don’t want to disappoint her.”

mailboxes have been here longer

Thanks to the selflessness of another

than that, probably since the late

Chicago family — Cathy and Tim Babington —

1960s, he said.

he hasn’t disappointed. Srisawasdi graduated

Originally, there were two mail-

this spring due, in part, to their financial

boxes in each academic building

help. They’ve endowed a scholarship fund in

— the blue ones were for outgoing

honor of Cathy’s parents, George and Kath-

leen Valenta, who made sure all eight of their

Babington said. “I had such a fine education at the University of Dayton, and not just

from the standpoint of academics. I grew as
an individual and made

lifelong friends. We’re

giving back because we
want to share that expe-

rience with other people.
This is a great institution

and getting better every
day.”

Babington ’74, who

serves on the UD board of

department mail, the red ones for
campus mail. Around 1990, the Uni-

Cathy and Tim Babington
Fund, which invests millions to fight HIV/
AIDS and expand health care in the developing world.

Srisawasdi and Babington, in separate

‘We’re giving back
because we want to
share that experience
with other people.
This is a great
institution and getting
better every day.’

conversations, repeat strikingly similar stories about

what motivates them — and

why they love the University
of Dayton.

Srisawasdi says he stud-

ied engineering because of “a
passion for the sciences and

to simply help people and hu-

tor at the Dakota Club and serves in the Ohio
National Guard.

Babington traveled to Africa, India and

China in Abbott’s effort to expand business

in international markets while improving

the health of people in impoverished villages.

“It’s disturbing when you see people who need
health care and clean water and can’t get it.

There was a commitment at Abbott to making a
difference. Our engineers often built wells and

clinics. That became part of a broader health
care initiative in these countries,” she said.

One day, Srisawasdi hopes to be in a finan-

manity.” The Babington fam-

cial position to help others, too — as gratitude

in dietetics and worked as a dietician before

derrepresented students majoring in science,

his mother. “Until I’ve paid off all my college

building skills into a career at Abbott Labo-

“I would like to eventually start an engi-

trustees, earned a degree

parlaying her knowledge and communityratories, a global health care company. She

retired last year as vice president of public

affairs for Abbott and president of the Abbott

ily’s scholarship benefits un-

technology, engineering and math fields.

neering company that makes a difference,”

said Srisawasdi, who was part of a service fraternity, Alpha Phi Omega, volunteered as a tu-

for the scholarship he received and in honor of
loans and donated 75 percent of what I earn to
charity, I’ll never feel I’ve done as much as my
mother,” he said quietly.

“I’ve always been about giving back more.”

—Teri Rizvi

versity shelved the big metal mailboxes
in favor of department mail service.
Our mailbox’s history is murky until
the mid-1990s when Doug Lain ’97 found
it in the basement of a campus house he
was cleaning. He moved it to his father’s
garage, where it was again abandoned.
Flyer News adviser Larry Lain threatened to
give the mailbox to his son for Doug’s 1998
wedding but was unwilling to rent a trailer
to drive it to Massachusetts.
So there it sat until some Flyer News staff
members saw it in 2004 and asked to bring
it into the office.
During the year, the mailbox collects
dust and discarded printouts; last year, I
used the belly to hide the sports editor’s rubberband ball. But it comes to life and becomes
tradition on the last day of deadline. The graduating staff signs in black Sharpie on the fad-

BY THE NUMBERS

1,807 2,100 $3,610,718 $5,963,000
Current students
receiving endowed
scholarship assistance

UD campus even longer.

manager, to track down its his-

cessful and happy,” he said during a break

“My education was phenomenal,” Cathy

has been in the Flyer News office
for almost a decade and on the

pus post office and mail room

a healthy environment for her kids to be suc-

— a Catholic education.

The mailbox, stamped with
the words CAMPUS MAIL ONLY,

I talked to Tom Seifert, cam-

home is filled with love. My mother provided

children received what they valued the most

mailbox.

Gifts to scholarship
funds in 2010

Given in 2010 to fund scholarships
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Donor-funded scholarship dollars
awarded in 2010-11

ing red paint and, with that act, hands off the
newspaper to the new staff. On April 10, I added
my name, class year and position to the growing collection of signatures. Now I am part of the
mailbox’s history, too.
—Maggie Malach ’11
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HIDDEN TREASURE

By selfless example

Four years of writing for

PERCEPTIONS

On deadline

long after our last issue.

‘Just Before Sunset’

I’m grateful that I was given the opportunity

to be part of 51 years of Flyer News. I’ll be forgotten,

I remember my first Flyer News article.

and if I come back to the FN office in 10 years, I

It was about a new laundry service on cam-

will be foreign to the editors inside. That’s a bit

pus. No one else remembers it, but to me, it was

of a tragedy to me.

epic. It was my first published piece, and I per-

But maybe they will place a comma in a cer-

fected every word in every line for hours.

tain part of a sentence because I told Anna to,

I remember my first front-page story. It was

who told her writer to, who became editor, who

on a marathon for Distance 4 Dreams. Picking

passed it along. Or maybe they will make a lede

up papers with my byline on the front page became one of my favorite things to do.

editor my sophomore year, called me. I missed

I remember my first A&E piece. It was on

the movies, but it was the best piece of writing

Boyle was editor-in-chief of Flyer News her senior

students from other countries, and I referred to

year. This column is an edited reprint from her final edition.

more than one by the wrong gender. I felt like
the worst kind of person.

College

Media

Convention

with

It can be difficult to affirm one of life’s most

Kelsey Cano, Claire Wiegand and Stephanie

important decisions. But after nearly three years

Vermillion. I didn’t know them very well, and
friends.

the top floor of 308 Kiefaber waiting. My heart

—Elisabeth Sullivan ’88
www.elisabethsullivan.com/

Kozelka told me that night I was the new edi-

tor-in-chief of Flyer News. I screamed and cried

and hugged. I remember a text from Kelsey

bring. I didn’t know that the people I hired to
come in each Wednesday and Sunday would

also share meals and come to my house on the
weekends and become my friends.

It hasn’t been perfect. Being editor-in-chief

of a college newspaper is a lonely job, and the
painful memories stay with me, too.

I remember receiving emails that ruined

my week and made me question myself. I remember getting biting letters that were heart-

breaking to read. I remember walking home

little reminders of the meal every time I
n After searching for quarters in our

couch, we came up with enough money to pay

commercials that feature everyone having a
inviting us to come on in.

n I caught my first glance at a wheat ver-

for our $10 hamburgers.

sion of these renowned sandwiches, and for a

pleased was our friend Andrew who ordered

quickly shattered.

n The only person who came away truly

the Italian sub. It should be noted that An-

drew has never been disappointed with any

second, I was unimpressed. My cynicism was

n Overall, I would rate the turkey guaca-

mole a 3 out of 5.

because I felt inadequate.

I won’t forget a conversation I heard one day.

One student picked up the newest issue of Flyer
News, and his friend asked, “Is there anything

in there I should care about?” The first student
answered “no” and walked off as I watched,
speechless.

I wanted to follow them and tell them

about my deadline the day before. Tell them
that I had been up editing late into the night. I

wanted to tell them I pour my heart into every
issue, and I wished they cared. I will not miss
these setbacks.
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But they were all worth it. Because for every

email from a student who didn’t like what I put
in the paper came another from a staff member
telling me how much he looked up to me. Or

a comment from a professor about how much

she enjoyed the most recent front-page design.

Or my favorite: overhearing girls at a table next
to me read out loud one of Maggie Malach’s columns, stopping to laugh in between lines.

KU 232 has been my home for the past two-

and-a-half years. It’s where I learned to deal

with conflict and jealousy and that feeling

when you have so many ideas you just might
explode. Where I built friendships that will last

I’ve met only two other undergraduate Jew-

concerns. The UD community embraced the

Passover Seder in Kennedy Union ballroom. More

hand at a local hotel going back and forth about

product of many personal sleepless nights and

countless hours of preparation. This Seder was
my brainchild.

during the Jewish holiday of
more than once at 3 and 4 in the morning crying

Seder, it’s important to see how it all came to-

March 2008 for my interview with the University

A Seder is an ordered event

that night. She told me how seeing me so hap-

I didn’t know what the next year would

n Why did we decide on [this restuarant]?

received my epiphany.

than 230 guests attended the celebration, the

pounded. I remember when Kelsey and Ryan

it for encouragement.

ment on the best burger.

ish students at UD. Yet it seems the Seder was

In April, UD hosted its largest interfaith

More than anything, I remember pacing

that text for months in my phone and looked at

two critics were unable to come to an agree-

gether in the Rosen family.

of burdens, worries and contemplation, I finally

it was awkward. Now they are some of my best

py made her love her job even more. I locked

n The gyro meat was

n After hours of discussions, sleepless

nights and multiple Venn diagrams, these

Prayers for freedom

I remember getting into my car outside

Campus South to go to New York City for the
National

long wait.

sauce — GALORE.

great time and the attractive girl at the end

—Jacqui Boyle ’11

made. I wrote a story in which I interviewed

server apologized for the

The interior
can best be
described as
a semi-classy
Applebee’s.

burped throughout the day.

And at the end of the day, it is all worth it.

I remember the first big mistake I ever

longer

Wednesday mornings to meet with Dr. Lain, the

a text that there’s a fire on Lawnview.

not to stay up so late. I would do it all again.

was

n It was love at first sight. There was buf-

falo sauce — my personal favorite dipping

The simple answer is the copious amount of

your bed at 11 p.m. on a weeknight when you get

on it all night, and Rania the next day told me

apparently

n The interior can best be described as a

semi-classy Applebee’s.

spiced perfectly and sent

best adviser in the world. You have to jump out of

that I have ever published in Flyer News. I worked

n After placing our order, our food was out

Italian food.

because issue 40 is more important than hearing

“Rockin’ the Suburbs” live. You have to be up on

Twilight. I’ve never read any of the books or seen

pants and tennis shoes.

than usual because our

time job. You might miss a Ben Folds concert

assistant editor. What a moment.

required,’ as we moseyed in wearing sweat-

ative and catchy. And I find comfort in that.

day. Being editor-in-chief of Flyer News is a full-

when she called back and asked me to be her

n The [restaurant] greeted us with a sign

on the front door that read, ‘appropriate dress

within five minutes. This

There will be a hole in my life starting to-

the call and was so mad at myself. I remember

Excerpts from Flyer News reviews of restaurants on campus and around Dayton during the last several

years. The names of the resturants are omitted to protect the innocent.

just a little bit different because of how I worked
with Frank to make the A&E opening lines cre-

I remember when Rania Shakkour, the A&E

I’ll have what they’re having

Passover that tells the story of

the Exodus from Egypt and is
highlighted by a festive meal.
It can serve as a fascinating fo-

rum for intercultural dialogue,
understanding

and

collabora-

tion, and that’s exactly what

My dad, Gary Rosen, and I visited UD in

Honors Program. We spent the evening beforehow best to explain my unusual personal back-

ground. In the end, my father advised me to use

That evening, I learned how

to properly apply words such as
“calling” and “epiphany,” con-

as the 10 plagues. We shared traditions related
for freedom on the ballroom wall. I was nearly in

shock at the engagement from the crowd. It was
an experience unmatched in my life.

About a week before the event, I was certain

cepts completely foreign to a

attendance at the Seder would be less than 100.

east Ohio. The hours of conversa-

190. In the end, we scavenged to barely make

Jewish kid raised in urban northtion are still a topic of discussion

if I were to attend UD, I would be the very first

program, which helped educate students, com-

friends, peers and teachers. It was an incredible

To truly appreciate my reaction to UD’s 2011

Each table got involved in the Seder’s contin-

to dinner blessings. Participants posted prayers

own belief of community.

Scott Segalewitz, chair of the department of en-

plus tables.

feelings all together.

Akron, Ohio, and relate it to my

ish day school and urban public high school in

in my family, but my decision came at a cost.

munity members, faculty and staff seated at 30-

combine my life, my faith, my school and my

ual dialogue. My friends volunteered to stand up

occurred at UD. Rabbi David Burstein of Temple

gineering technology, orchestrated the evening’s

Seder experience in KU and proved that I could

my perspective as a student from a private Jew-

The UD community
embraced the Seder
experience in KU and
proved that I could
combine my life, my
faith, my school and my
feelings, all together.

Beth Or in Washington Township, Ohio, and

able to alleviate all these stressors and all those

Six days later, that head count advanced to about
room for more than 230 participants.

All this affirms the unrivaled nature of UD’s

One of the toughest was my dad’s claim that,

community, despite my struggles to cope with

Jewish acquaintance in the lives of many of my

place for school and that this whole experience

weight, as my actions now stood not only for my

own identity but also for everyone belonging to
my faith.

the initial changes. I know I found my right
was just part of my calling.

—Jacob Rosen ’12

Rosen, incoming editor-in-chief of Flyer News,

begins his senior year in August.
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All because of a name ‘Ice Age’

transition? Well whatever the reason, I never
felt this strongly about returning to the use

of my native name: Kuukua Dzigbordi Yome-

Claiming your name with all its baggage

kpe — Kuukua, a moniker for Akua, given to a

of ancestral memory brings with it a certain

female child born on Wednesday in the Akan

comfort that is very cathartic.

tribe, Dzigbordi meaning a child of patience,

It is 12:16 a.m. on Wednesday morning —

and Yomekpe meaning gravestone, both from

the day on which I was born. To us Ghanaians

the Ewe tribe from which my father hails.

this is very important since most of us are

It is 12:45 a.m., a mere 29 minutes lat-

named according to this day. I have just fin-

er, and I am seriously thinking about what

ished reading the preface and some of the in-

it would take to make the official change.

troduction to a book written by one of my pro-

fessors from college. I finally sign my name in

Would I do this at any cost? Would I be willing

Without thinking, I sign “Kuukua Dzigbordi

name? Would I still answer to Melody-Ann? O!

a book that I have owned for almost 4 years.

to teach people how to pronounce my “new”

Yomekpe” with oomph; I realize that I like the

The joys of being a product of colonization!

—Kuukua Dzigbordi Yomekpe ’03

sound of my own name, my African name.

Why I had never given any earlier thought

and I by teaching us the proper use of cutlery
at Tea or the mannerisms of a lady, to the

nuns in habits who charged us 10 Cedis for

everyone made it their business to ensure that

—Beth Doyle ’89
http://bdoylephotos.wordpress.com

this new generation of children was brought

up right; trained to fit into the mold that the

Ann D. Yomekpe and not Kuukua Dzigbordi
Yomekpe.

I can recall feelings of shame when called

upon in class to enunciate my “full name” or

to tell my teachers what my middle initial,
D, stood for. The teachers, also victims of the

colonizer’s brainwashing, didn’t make these
feelings any easier to deal with, ridiculing
the sound of my names. These names, in-

herited from my father, originated from the
Ewe tribe, who occupied the eastern part of

Ghana, who historically were not counted
among the most assimilated and European-

ized of the Ghanaian tribes. I grew up hoping
and praying that someday I would be married

off to a man from a place outside of Africa and

then my last name would change and I would

— the good we can help achieve for and with

being destroyed.

Yes, we should congratulate our military and

intelligence services for their accomplishments

and sacrifice, and we should be happy about the

attacks, it is ultimately to living memorials

others — that we must turn most of our
attention.

—Eugene Steuerle ’68

Steuerle is founder of Our Voices Together, a non-

reduction in future death that will result from

profit, nonpartisan organization started by September

But we can’t be very cheerful about the mal-

at UD, died in the attack on the Pentagon. Steuerle, a

this necessary operation.

mous suffering that will still be endured there as

and terrorists the fame that they seek, the inabil-

11 families. His wife, Norma, whom he met as a student

former deputy assistant secretary of the U.S. Department
of the Treasury, was the original organizer and coordi-

nator of the treasury department study that led to the
landmark Tax Reform Act of 1986.

up on Hire a Flyer. The next day, I received a

Township (Ohio) trustee. It was at BW3s after

plore our city. I was the youngest candidate to

call from Cincinnati Bell about a position selling telecommunications and technology solu-

minor, I loved the idea of working with busi-

can, and later, the Roman Catholic Church,

name was, and had been for 24 years, Melody-

they could be cheering when his creatures were

drowned in the sea, and God asked them how

City Paper titled “Miss Maha and the City” high-

sell phone services, but as an entrepreneurship

cated African.” To top it all off was the Angli-

ing against me it was no surprise that my

When we wish to remember all our loved

ones, not just those who died in the 9/11

Scott Paulson ’99, vice president at Advanced

tions to small businesses. I never thought I’d

colonizer was creating for the so-called “edu-

English names! So, with all these forces work-

will continue.

Graduation had come and gone, and after

some job search pressure from my dad, I got set

speaking our native languages during recess,

it came in handy that most of these saints had

justice system, and the many other deaths that

‘I went to Dayton, too’

tried to make proper ladies out of my sister

dren of God be named after saints; of course,

ity to bring someone like bin Laden into a true

celebrating the demise of Pharaoh’s army as it

a consequence, the further granting to bin Laden

The University of Wisconsin Press.

convert, that demanded that all baptized chil-

There’s a Midrash story about the angels

Contemporary Voices, ©2010. Reprinted courtesy of

strove to be regarded as “white” or European-

to which my ancestors were probably forced to

stopped, diminishes me.

functioning of Pakistani society and the enor-

published in African Women Writing Resistance:

ized. From my maternal grandmother, who

Any person’s death, including an enemy who

long ago had died to his humanity and must be

Yomekpe wrote this piece at UD in 2001. It was

to protesting my European name was beyond
me. Of course, most people I knew in Ghana

On bin Laden’s death

ness owners and scheduled my interview.
never have to blush when asked to pronounce

my last name again! Yes, it was a traumatic

experience for a child who strove against all
odds to be Europeanized. There were even oc-

casions when I denied the existence of that
side of my heritage. Denying my association

with my father’s tribe always cost me dearly

because quite a few of my fellow students in
class were also members of this tribe and this

denial was always seen as a betrayal. I would

think to myself that they would do the same if
they had names like mine that meant “gravestone.”

I am sure you are trying to figure out

how merely scribbling my name in a book

could rouse up such deep feelings within me.

I guess this goes to show how deeply rooted

in culture we all are, especially those of us
of African descent who carry the baggage of

colonialism, imperialism and racism; we are
forever working through our baggage.

This brings me to the real reason for

writing … I have been suddenly seized by an
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overwhelming sense to reaffirm myself with a
sort of “return-to-the-roots” ritual, and at this

point in my life reclaiming my true name — my
Ghanaian name — seems to be the most appropriate ritual. Although in my case I would not

actually be changing my name, I would only be
reclaiming what has been mine all along, that
which shame and brainwashing had prevented
me from affirming, that is, until now.

Although some of my Ghanaian friends

have kept their original day-of-birth assigned
names and used both — the Ghanaian and the

assigned-church one — the thought of chang-

ing mine had never even occurred to me until
now. Was it because I was so steeped in the cul-

ture of becoming “white” and fitting in that
mold of the colonized African that I just could

not be bothered with the local, homegrown

name? Was it because I was bombarded with
enough messages while I was busy forming
my fragile identity that I actually bought into

the whole idea that the less I identified with

my people and culture the easier it would be to

Rob Schmittauer ’97 greeted me with a

warm smile. He picked up my résumé and the
first thing he said was, “I went to
Dayton.” Just like that. We talked
about housing, the old homecomings, Lowesfest, being a resident

assistant in Marycrest, campus
renovations and more for the

first 20 minutes of our interview.
Needless to say, having that Dayton connection was golden. Ten
days and three interviews later,
they offered me the job.

Once I started my career, I

was surprised at the presence that

Engineering Solutions and now Washington

a Flyers game that I first met J.P. Nauseef ’88,
who was then president and CEO of Dayton Development Coalition. There were Sharon Davis
Howard ’78, founder of the Crown Jewels, Inc.,

and a Dayton Daily News Top-10 Women award
winner, and Bryan Bucklew ’04, president and

lighting ways for young professionals to ex-

graduate from the Leadership Dayton Class of

2010 and was named a Top 25 Woman to Watch
in 2010 by Women in Business Networking.

Just recently, I won the Dayton Business Journal’s
40 under 40 award.

Tell me how many other cities could offer

CEO of the Greater Dayton Area Hospital Asso-

a 28-year-old opportunities like these? Not very

relationships with these lead-

UD grad. I had the right training, all the tools,

ciation. The list goes on. I have created close

Every time I
identified a fellow
Flyer, the dynamic
of our conversation
immediately
changed. My
favorite question
became “Where
did you live?” which
kicked off the
rapport-building.

ers that started with “I went to
Dayton, too.”
Everyone

loves

a

Dayton

many, and I credit this in large part to being a

a powerful alumni network and a community
that valued my education.

It feels like the opportunities for young

grad. Our Learn, Lead, Serve

Dayton alumni in this community are endless.

cal employers and communities

and one of Dayton Business Journal’s top 10 Most

philosophy is a quality that loaspire to attract. Having been a
leader on campus as an RA and
with Phi Beta Chi, I knew the

importance of taking advantage
of leadership opportunities.

I’ve been out only six years,

There’s Scott Murphy ’01, chair of UpDayton
Influential People of 2010. My classmate Jen
Cadieux ’05 sits on the board for Big Broth-

ers Big Sisters and the steering committee of

Generation Dayton, and won the 40 under 40
award before turning 30. Tyler Starline ’00 is
a successful attorney, community advocate

Dayton grads have in this community. Every

but in those short six years I have become the

of our conversation immediately changed. My

company, now reporting to fellow Flyer Rob

come productive citizens of our society. Stay-

Philharmonic Orchestra, the Better Business

the unique value we bring to the table has

time I identified a fellow Flyer, the dynamic
favorite question became “Where did you live?”
which kicked off the rapport-building. That

friendly, loyal and passionate UD culture created an instant bond.

I soon realized that Flyer Faithful are ev-

erywhere. One of my first customers was

youngest strategic account manager in my
who hired me. I sit on boards for the Dayton
Bureau’s Center for Business and Consumer
Ethics, and Generation Dayton young professionals association. Through these engage-

ments, I landed a monthly column in Dayton

and Huber Heights (Ohio) city councilman.

UD trained us, and many others, to be-

ing local in a community that understands
been a priceless advantage. I am so happy I

made the decision to live my life after Dayton
in Dayton.

—Maha Kashani ’05
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PARTING WORDS

YOU ALWAYS
HELD DOORS
OPEN FOR
CLASSMATES.

We are a caring community.
You showed that here every day,
Holding open doors, having open discussions.
From porch to porch, classroom to classroom,
We are a community in search of answers,
A community that leads through serving others.
When you choose to make a gift to UD today,

HERE’S A
CHANCE TO
OPEN MANY
MORE.

Happiness is ...
“Are you happy?” You probably don’t

something I’d ask only a real friend.

hear that question very often.

Your participation in the annual fund opens more
   doors at UD,
Ones for a new generation that chose our
   community
Because your example still inspires.
supportUDfund.udayton.edu / 888-253-2383

the pressures and expectations of our

The human desire for happiness is

lives, not to mention our immersion in

What about, “How are you?” You’ve

nothing new, of course. Questions about

a culture of buy-more-stuff-now. But if

probably heard that already today, that

what it is and how to attain it stretch

you can funnel out the noise and pull it

polite question we use to greet strang-

at least as far back as Aristotle and the

off, you increase your chances of finding

ers and friends alike. But these “how

ancient Stoics, who each had their own

more happiness, more often.

are you” exchanges don’t really tell

answers. UD professor Jack Bauer is one

And isn’t that advice another way of

us any more about happiness than to-

of a group of current social scientists ap-

talking about what we often call “com-

day’s weather tells us about the season.

plying the scientific method to the study

munity” at UD? Years after walking in

Sometimes it snows in July, after all.

of happiness, and in this issue he offers

the graduation line, what remains with

But, “Are you happy?” Now, that’s

some of what he and his colleagues have

alumni across generations, more than

a different, deeper question, the kind

learned. Bauer’s research, and his story

anything, are people and experiences.

you save for after all the other guests

here, focuses on stories — how the ways

Tossing a football on the KU lawn. Get-

have left the party, when you’re set-

in which we make sense of the facts

ting that concept down before the exam

tling in for the wee hours with a dear,

and experiences of our lives affect our

or that scholarship letter in the mail.

old friend. In the act of taking stock

happiness.

Figuring out coin-operated laundry ma-

— of wandering through longings and

Though the research is complex,

chines. Going on that retreat or plan-

joys, through sadnesses, setbacks, and

the conclusions might not surprise you.

ning that charity 5K. Fending off crush-

moments of revelation and accomplish-

While a multibillion-dollar marketing

es and falling in real love. Finding the

ment — there is an intimacy that begets

industry works 24/7 to persuade us that

friends still with us today.

further love and friendship. I could ask

the things it’s selling will make us hap-

any acquaintance or stranger, “How are

pier, Bauer’s research points to head-

you?” But, “Are you happy?” — that’s

scratchingly obvious advice we all too

Bauer might call those stories of
growth. We call it UD.

often forget: Look for experiences that
help you change and grow. Do things
on behalf of others. Spend time doing
what you enjoy with friends and family

—Matthew Dewald
EDITOR

you love. All easier said than done with
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TIME LAPSE

Welcome to Reunion Weekend 1911. A handwritten note on the back of this photograph
describes it as the “Alumni Room in Chaminade Hall where the ‘Old Boys’ gathered” to
help celebrate commencement day in 1911. These “old boys” would have attended UD’s
predecessor, a school for boys that over the years had several names, including St. Mary’s
Institute. And like alumni today, they watched new builings go up, sent class notes (to
The Exponent, see Page 40) and offered their support, building the institution so it could
continue to lead and serve the Marianist mission for generations they would never meet.
[Photo courtesy of University archives]
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